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An examination of Louis MacNeice's poetic career (from the late twenties to the early
sixties) reveals a significant change in the manner in which Irish culture is perceived
and represented. In the first decade of his career, MacNeice drew from his childhood
memories of Northern Ireland (in both Belfast and Carrickfergus) in order to construct
a portrait of religious myopia, sectarian division and intellectual repression in those
communities. In these early poems Ireland could often be seen as a stubborn presence
which intruded on MacNeice's life as a Classics lecturer and poet in England.
MacNeice often refracted his autobiography through contemporary events in Northern
Ireland and the Irish Free State such as Ireland's neutrality in World War Two. From
the mid Forties until his death, however, MacNeice began to suggest that the
antinomies involved in English and Irish identities might be held in a carefully
managed balance and that the poem might enable him to construct an identity rather
than simply being the means through which he commented on his Irish past.
MacNeice introduced western Ireland (a place where he had never lived) into his
discussions on identity in order to bring a sense of speculation and playfulness to his
writing on Ireland. While this distinctly broadened his approach to identity it,
nevertheless, made the act of writing poetry a fragile and indeterminate activity
because MacNeice never entirely rejected the possibility of a mute and unmediated
sense of identity that lay beyond the scope of the poem.

This thesis aims to chart both the progression of MacNeice's emerging discourse on
identity and to examine how this discourse has often been misrepresented by the
differing traditions within which his work has found a context. The poet's interest in
the issues of identity which were discussed in the Classics, for example, have only
been seen in the context of his work as a Classics lecturer by many of the critics of
1930s poetry. If MacNeice's interest in the Classics is compared to the interest
illustrated by later Northern Irish poets (especially Derek Mahon and Michael
Longley) it becomes possible to perceive a correlation between a classical
interrogation of poetry (especially its representative project) and a disenfranchised
and fractured sense of identity. MacNeice's representations of Ireland are bound up
with the varying contexts within which his reputation has been perceived and this
thesis aims to illustrate how MacNeice's writing on Ireland differs, depending on the
context in which his work is located.
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Introduction

Louis MacNeice was born in County Antrim in 1907. His life in England began at

the age often when, as he described it in 'Carrick Revisited' (1945), he was

'Schooled to a foreign voice.'1 A career as a Classics Lecturer in Birmingham and

London and then as a member of the renowned Features Department at the BBC

from 1942 meant that the cultural points of reference which he described in his

verse gave his work an enriching multiplicity. This led the poet to question not

only his own identity but also the validity of any process whereby an identity is

formed or established. He also unremittingly questioned the relationship of the

poem to that identity in both his verse and his critical work. Much of his work is

informed by questions concerning whether the poem comments upon identity,

whether it draws from identity and to what extent it interrogates identity.

MacNeice's reputation is not merely effected by the cultural affiliations and

denials he consciously chose to make but the claims that differing orthodoxies and

canons have made on his work after his death.

In the following 'Introduction', I intend to outline how MacNeice's reputation

developed in both the canons of Thirties English poetry from 1940 onwards and in

the context of the emergence of the poets of Northern Ireland in the late Sixties. In

the later parts of this dissertation I have endeavoured to comment on the reasons

why the creation and orchestration of MacNeice's reputation in the Thirties has

received far more scrutiny than the posthumous establishment of his reputation in

the context of the Ulster poets of the late sixties such as Derek Mahon, Seamus

Heaney, and Michael Longley. MacNeice's English reputation has generally been

1 Louis MacNeice. 'Carrick Revisited', Selected Poems, (ed.) Michael Longley (London: Faber and
Faber. 1988). p. 104.



associated with the growth of the Thirties poets such as W. H. Auden, Stephen

Spender and C. Day Lewis who found their mouthpiece through pioneering literary

journals of the period such as Geoffrey Grigson' s New Verse. In the fifth chapter

of this thesis I examine the discrepancy between the extent to which MacNeice is

actually quoted in journals of'Thirties poetry' and the definitions of the 'Thirties

writer' which often marginalise his work. In The Thirties and After (1978) Stephen

Spender described the undergraduate W. H. Auden as 'a lone psycho-analyst'

amidst his patients.2 Yet this image of the self-confident if naive young radical,

who is zealously committed to causes he would later redefine does not apply to

MacNeice who self-consciously refused to give his readership 'idol or idea, creed

or king.'3 Spender also characterised the zealous radicalism of his own generation

against the previous generation when he wrote that 'the politics of the aesthetic

avant-garde [of the previous decade] were like a dampened-down fire smouldering

at the centre of wet leaves. They were to burst out into flames in the Thirties.'4

This implicitly excludes any poet who did not subscribe to the ideological

evangelism Spender describes in the previous quotation and therefore MacNeice's

hesitancy is not accommodated in such accounts. Similarly in one of the first

poetry anthologies to appear after the close of the Thirties, C. Day Lewis described

how 'English poetry seems to have made one of its many new starts in 1930 rather

than 1920.'5 MacNeice published his volumes of poetry almost exclusively in the

later years of the Thirties and so this suggestion of a 'new start' for poetry also

: Stephen Spender. The Thirties and After: Poetry, Politics, People, 1933 - 1975 (Glasgow:
Fontana. 1978), p. 19.
3 Louis MacNeice, Selected Poems, p. 21.
4 Stephen Spender, p. 15.
5 C. Day Lewis and L. A. G. Strong (eds.). A New Anthology of Modern I 'erse, 1920 - 1940.
(London: Methuen and Co. Ltd, 1941), p. xiii.



implicitly excludes MacNeice. Indeed, in the course of this anthology Day Lewis

only refers to poetry which was written in the later Thirties.

While the course of MacNeice's characterisation in the English canon has

been thoroughly described in the last fifteen years by Irish critics (in particular

Edna Longley and Peter McDonald), the process of his appropriation in the canons

of Northern Irish poetry and in the wake of the emergence of Heaney, Mahon and

Longley has been left largely unaccounted. During the course of this study (and in

particular in the first chapter) I describe a process of characterisation in the Irish

tradition that was carefully orchestrated. There can be no doubt that MacNeice's

inclusion in this canon has provided invaluable insights into his work. The charges

which were levelled at him by critics who wrote on the Thirties, such as the

suggestion that he was indecisive and evasive or that, unlike Auden, he was unable

'to penetrate to ... deeper feeling', are redressed in an Irish context. 6 In an Irish

context it is arguable that his indeterminate hesitancy can be seen as the artistic

principle of a poet who felt that his identity was uncertain and open-ended. The

empiricism which MacNeice discussed in his criticism and verse can be seen as an

expression of the austere and isolated individualism of a poet who could not rely

upon the shared ideologies of his own literary generation. This is a far more

interesting and fruitful position to take than to espouse the idea that MacNeice

simply lacked the intellectual thoroughness that would have allowed him the

ideological commitment of his contemporaries.

Nevertheless, what Edna Longley and Peter McDonald have perhaps

overlooked or omitted is the evidence that MacNeice's inclusion in the Northern

Irish canon in the late sixties was as carefully orchestrated as his earlier inclusion

Geoffrey Grigson. New Verse: An Anthology (London: Faber and Faber, 1940), p. 19.



in the Thirties canon. The process which was involved in MacNeice's appearance

as an antecedent to Heaney, Mahon and Longley has arguably been left

unaccounted for in comparison to the enormous scrutiny that MacNeice's

reputation and misrepresentation in the context of the Thirties has received. I

intend to discuss the manner in which MacNeice was introduced to the canon of

Northern Irish literature. This thesis examines how, in the previous two and a half

decades, MacNeice's Irish reputation has developed: an early consideration of the

similarities between his discussion of the political/religious tensions in the Ulster

of his childhood in poems such as Autumn Journal XVI (1938) and 'Valediction'

(1934) and more recent poems which describe these tensions such as Heaney's

'Ministry of Fear' (1975) has discernibly given some ground to a consideration of

the similarities between the methodologies which MacNeice and Mahon, Heaney

and Longley have employed. The acknowledgement that the thematic contents of

his poems share affinities with the work of later Irish poets has been amplified by

recognition that they also share formal strategies. Unlike their predecessors, more

recent critics suggest that MacNeice's 'liking for formal strategies, which at once

endorse and uphold classicism' share lines of conguence with the poetic practises

of Mahon. This is radically different from the earlier emphasis, which was laid

upon the similarities which existed between the Ulster settings of their poems.

Nevertheless, the process and development of MacNeice's reputation in Ireland has

not been fully accounted for.

Edna Longley and Peter McDonald's book-length studies of the poet have also

arguably emphasised MacNeice's acceptance into the Irish canon at the expense of

a possible discussion of the influence of his English reception on his subsequent

' Patrick dotty. Modern Irish Poetry: An Anthology (Belfast: The Blackstaff Press, 1995), p. 253.



Irish reception. The legacy of MacNeice's place in the English poetic tradition of

the 1930s has left a discernible legacy in some of the early Irish receptions of his

work, which I discuss in Chapter I of this thesis. The propensity of English critics

to discount much of his later work at the expense of his earlier work and to suggest

that the success of his later work resulted from the restoration of the devices and

arguments he had employed earlier in his career s arguably found its resonance in

the new appropriation of MacNeice in the Irish canon. There is also a discernible

emphasis on MacNeice's Thirties verse at the expense of his later verse in the early

Irish receptions of his work. This legacy of his English reception has been left

largely unaccounted for by Irish critics. There is almost a sense in which, in the

wake of the emergence of the poets of the Northern Renaissance, MacNeice's

reputation gained its rightful place in Irish literary history and that further

comment is unnecessary. There is a discernible element of finality in Derek

Mahon's comment that 'in recent years [MacNeice's] reputation, never at its

highest in Britain, has come to rest in the country he could never quite bring

himself to disown.'9 While the number of insights which have evolved around

MacNeice's reputation as a result of his consideration in an Irish context are

numerous and enriching, I detected a distinct deferral of comment in the work of

some Irish critics on the means through which his reputation had been framed in

Ireland since the 1960s. During the course of the thesis, I was concerned with

pointing out the lines of continuity which existed between MacNeice's reception in

the context of the 1930s and his reception in Northern Ireland in the 1960s.

A further related issue which I believe needs to be addressed is how

MacNeice's discussion of identity in a more generalised or theoretical context, was

8 see Edward Lucie Smith (ed.), British Poetry since 1945 (London: Penguin Books, 1970), p. 70.
9 Derek Mahon. (ed.): Modern Irish Poetry (London: Sphere Publishing. 1972), p. 13.



conditioned by his discussion of his own Irish identity. Edna Longley and Peter

McDonald devote single chapters in their book-length studies of the poet, to the

discussion of his Irish contexts. As I have studied MacNeice's verse, however, I

have become convinced that many of his poems, which deal with identity in a

theoretical framework and make overt reference to the poet's interrogation of

classicism, could be contextualised by his portrayal of his identity in the context of

Ireland.

In a letter to Lawrence Gilliam at the BBC, MacNeice wrote that 'Man cheats

fate by what he does not is.... His greatest trick is to fool himself that all the self-

invention which contributed to his being... never took place'. 10 These comments

on the sources of identity are usually taken to stem from the poet's background as a

scholar of the Classics. The questions as to whether the expression of identity in

the poem was an act of recovery or an act of'self invention' also pervaded his

discussions of Ireland, however. This was especially the case during and after the

Forties. MacNeice's 1945 poem 'Carrick Revisited' is pivotal to this thesis because

it represents perhaps one of MacNeice's most intellectually adventurous

interrogations of identity. The poet describes a jumble of'inherited and acquired

affinities' at work in his consideration of his English and Irish lives. MacNeice

also describes the constructedness of experience and identity in poems which do

not relate specifically to Ireland:

If we could get the hang of it entirely
It would take too long;

All we know is the splash of words in passing
And falling twigs of song,11

10 Letter from Louis MacNeice to LawTence Gilliam, 27 June, 1949. BBC Written Archives Centre
Cavesham Park. Reading.



MacNeice's description of a fragile mode of articulation ('the splash of words in

passing') implies a self which is unstable and prone to future revisions. Whether it

is in the context of his classical education or his consideration of his Irish identity,

MacNeice maintains scepticism concerning the possibility of a stabilised identity

in his work.

Although my thesis is in no sense a wholesale consideration of MacNeice in a

post-colonial context, it is nevertheless informed at various key points by post-

colonial theory. The portrayal of the identity of the poet as a continually self-

amending and self-scrutinising construct, is proffered in MacNeice's 1941 study

of Yeats. Although MacNeice's interrogation of identity did not encompass the

enormity of the social/ political vision of a previous generation of Irish writers

such as Yeats or Synge, and was largely confined to the poet's own self scrutiny, I

believe that there are important areas of congruence between the manner in which

MacNeice perceived the poem and the manner in which this earlier generation

perceived it. The broad questions (concerning whether the poem comments upon

identity or constitutes identity) which pervade MacNeice's work, have discernible

antecedents in Irish Modernism which, I believe, have not yet been fully

appropriated or acknowledged.

Reading MacNeice's work in conjunction with the work of certain critics such

as Declan Kiberd who draw Irish Modernism into a post-colonial context, I was

struck with the apparently untapped parallels which discernibly existed between

the two:

Louis MacNeice, 'Entirely', Selected Poems, p. 70.



Art in [the context of James Joyce's Ulysses] might be seen as man's
constant effort to create for himself a different order of reality from
that which is given to him: against the ability to imagine things as they
are, it counterpoises the capacity to imagine things as they might be.
Fictions, though they treat of the non-existent, by that very virtue help
people to make sense of the world around them.12

This sense of potentiality (the sense of'things as they might be') which pervaded

the work of the Irish Modernists arguably found its legacy in much of MacNeice's

discussion of identity. The debates and preoccupations with which MacNeice was

engaged throughout his career, share parallels with the debates of a previous

generation. These have arguably not yet been fully examined or interrogated.

Whilst acknowledging the very different contexts within which this earlier

generation and MacNeice wrote (and the very different readerships that their work

was intended for), I feel that it is important to examine the possibility of the

existence of lines of congruity in the manner in which they both discussed the

relationship between the poem and a destabilised identity.

Finally, the close readings offered on MacNeice's verse in Chapters III, IV

and V are intended to illustrate how MacNeice's idiosyncratic concerns measure

up against the preoccupations of the various traditions under which his work has

often been subsumed. Given the extent to which MacNeice's work has been

contextualised with differing and competing traditions, it is clearly important in a

thesis which deals with his reception, to tease out the inconsistencies,

idiosyncrasies and quirks that might impede such an easy and seamless

categorisation of his work. In 'Train to Dublin' (1934) the poet's asserted that:

... I will not give you any idol or idea, creed or king,

12 Declan Kiberd, Inventing Ireland: The Literature of a Modern Nation (London, Sydney,
Aukland: Vintage 1996) p. 118.



I give you the incidental things which pass
Outward through space exactly as each was.

I give you the disproportion between labour spent
And joy at random; the laughter of the Galway sea
Juggling with spars and bones irresponsibly, I3

In the context of the poets of the Thirties, this could be taken as a poem which

espouses empirical observation over the important task of setting out the poet's

ideological agenda (giving us 'idol or idea'). In the context of a tradition of

Northern Irish poetry, however, this empiricism and celebration of the observable

could be seen as an important artistic strategy on the part of a poet whose

instability denies him the possibility of the promoting an 'idol or idea'. Moreover

his insistence on empirical observation, in this context, also questions the validity

of the ideological conclusions from which he shies away.

I hope that this thesis will contribute to the growing picture of the emergence

of MacNeice's reputation from the context of England in the 1930s to the context

of Northern Ireland in the late 1960s. Throughout its five chapters it endeavours to

illustrate not only what characterised these two epochs but also how their

characterisations were orchestrated and presented by their contributors and their

critics. This thesis is also intended to raise questions concerning the lines of

continuity that exist between MacNeice and a later generation of Northern Irish

poets such as Mahon, Heaney and Longley and to assess the extent to which their

interrogations of poetic form may contribute to an understanding of displaced

identity.

13 Ibid., p. 21.
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Chapter I

Louis MacNeice's Representation in the Anthologies

During the course of Louis MacNeice's poetic career a gradual shift occurred from

his concentration on the culture and politics of both Northern Ireland and the Irish

Free State (in her immediate post-independent phase) to a concentration on his

speculative contemplation of the possibility of Ireland's influence over his identity.

A portrayal of the divided communities of Northern Ireland as a debilitating factor

for a writer which impedes the potential for poetic expression also gave way to a

belief that it is through such a division that the writer is able to construct an

identity. In the poetry from 1945 onwards (which is considered in Chapters IV and

V of this study) MacNeice considers the possibility that, in the act of fusing the

disparate aspects of his identity together, the poem actually becomes the means

through which identity is constructed. This can be seen in marked contrast to

earlier poems such as 'Valediction' (1934) or 'Carrickfergus' (1937) which merely

commented upon his identity in Northern Ireland and southern England. The

introduction of western Ireland (a place where he had never lived) in his poems on

identity occurred after the war and endowed MacNeice's discussion with an

enabling sense of speculation and possibility. The west also gave his poetry a sense

that his identity was a contemporaneous construct, which was subject to his

invention rather than a recoverable entity, which could only be examined.

There is certainly a sense of bleak finality in MacNeice's poems on Ireland in

the 1930s which stands in marked contrast to the speculative open-endedness of his

poems in the mid 1940s. In 'Valediction' (1934) the poet describes how he refuses
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to 'pay' for the formative images of his childhood with 'drug-dull fatalism.' l

Similarly, in 'Carrickfergus' he consigns his childhood in Northern Ireland to the

past by describing how, at the close of his autobiographical description, he left

Northern Ireland for school in Dorset.2 While these poems create an atmospheric

sense of the debilitating effects of cultural division within the Northern Ireland of

his childhood, it was precisely this sense of division that would enable MacNeice

to suggest the role the poem might play in the construction of identity. Without

recourse to a stabilised identity which existed beyond articulation or construction,

MacNeice was almost forced to re-examine the poem as a means (if only a flawed

means) through which to articulate his identity. If the connection between the

poet's consideration of Ireland and poetic articulation is acknowledged, then the

critic can no longer consider Ireland as a secondary subject or as a side-line to the

main trajectory of MacNeice's work. The interrogation of the purpose of poetry

(for example the questions of whether a poem is 'an act of description' or 'a thing

in itself ) which has often been perceived in terms of the poet's scholarly work in

the classics, can surely be related to his Irish origins. The accusations of political

evasion which were levelled by MacNeice's contemporary critics might be

countered by the suggestion that classicism enabled him to ask questions about

poetry and identity and that these questions derived from his disenfranchised Irish

childhood. In Chapter III of this study I argue that during the early Thirties,

MacNeice's energies were directed towards an examination of his fractured

identity rather than towards the promotion of the political panaceas of his

contemporaries.

1 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, (ed.) E. R. Dodds (London and Boston: Faber and Faber,
1979), p. 53
: Ibid., p. 69
' Louis MacNeice, The Poetry of W. B. Yeats (London: Faber and Faber, 1979), p. 16
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In order to discuss MacNeice's representations of Ireland it is arguably

necessary to consider the contexts within which his reputation has been

characterised. The example which I gave above of the critics of the 1930s's

propensity to perceive MacNeice's interest in classicism as an evasion of

contemporary politics is redressed by his later and posthumous inclusion in the

context of Northern Ireland. The interest in classicism which is illustrated by later

Northern Irish poets such as Derek Mahon or Michael Longley suggests a

correlation between the interrogation of poetic form in the work of classical writers

and the examination of identity which is found in a divided community. This

'correlation' was simply missed by MacNeice's early critics who prioritised the

characterisation of 'Thirties writing' over the poet's individual preoccupations. It

is only by examining MacNeice's emergence from one context to another that the

full extent of his consideration of Ireland can be understood. An earlier

consideration of Ireland as a subsidiary subject in his entire opus has given way to

a later consideration of how Ireland permeates many areas of his work such as his

uncertainty concerning the representative project of the poem.

The differing perspectives through which MacNeice's work can be viewed

suggests that there is a relationship of reciprocity between his characterisation of

Ireland and the differing and emerging characterisations he has received from the

critics. MacNeice's very early poem 'Belfast' (1929) with its aloof, depersonalised

journalistic tone might be seen as the result of the poet's response to the pressures

of contemporary journals such as Geoffrey Grigson'sAfew Verse, which were

writing against what they perceived as the wistful and personalised expression of

the Georgian poets. Yet it is not merely the critical pressures the poet responded to

in his own lifetime, which maintains a sense of reciprocity between MacNeice's
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characterisation of Ireland and the differing critical contexts of his career. Even

posthumous characterisations of MacNeice's work are relevant here. The

suggestions of a self-inventing, self-consciously mediated and indeterminate sense

of identity which is proposed in MacNeice's later writing, can only be fully

appreciated with reference to the tradition of Northern Irish poetry in the late

1960s.

The tradition of English 1930s poetry, with which MacNeice has arguably

been over-identified, did not have the critical resources or the cultural contexts that

were needed in order to appreciate the poet's consideration of identity. This is

particularly relevant to possible readings of his 1945 poems on western Ireland.

What could be read (by the critics of the 1930s) as a solipsistic and escapist

examination of the self which is carried out by a poet who can no longer take his

place in his orginal artistic community, could also be read as an examination of the

possible origins of identity which preoccupy the writers and poets who live in the

divided communities of Northern Ireland.

The anthologies examined in this chapter serve to illustrate the assumptions

and preoccupations of the architects of the several contexts in which MacNeice's

reputation has found a place. The formal procedures involved in the construction of

an anthology, such as the finding of excerpts from a large body of work, the

ordering of poems and the ordering of poets or thematic sub-sections, imply a

covert critical operation which can sometimes be more revealing about literary

history than overt critical comment. For example, the emphasis C. Day Lewis

places on the influence of the early formative years of the 1930s on his generation

in his critical introduction to A New Anthology of Modern Verse (1941), stands in

marked contrast to the poems he selects from MacNeice's work which date from
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the late 1930s. While Day Lewis does not overtly state that MacNeice has been

excluded from the process of characterising the Thirties, this is covertly suggested

through his selections. Indeed, such early characterisations help to explain the

overwhelming trend to marginalise the poet's work in the context of the critical

examinations carried out on the poets of the Thirties in later decades. An

examination of the construction of anthologies reveals how trends can be detected

even before they emerge in critical discourse.

In the 'Introduction' to his study on MacNeice, Peter McDonald writes that

the poet is a figure who has been misunderstood and misrepresented by the critics

because his origins meant that his work crossed political, cultural and geographical

boundaries.4 McDonald's discussion is almost entirely confined to criticism of the

poet and does not take into account MacNeice's representation in anthologies of

English and Irish poetry however. He investigates both early criticism in which

MacNeice is seen as an adjunct to the Auden group and later criticism in which his

commentary on Northern Ireland places him in the position of an early antecedent

to Northern Irish poets such as Derek Mahon or Michael Longley. MacNeice's

place in poetry anthologies of both his own lifetime and later, serves to illustrate

the multiple contexts within which his work can be placed and the multiple critical

interpretations he has received. In this chapter I will draw out the preoccupations

under which editors have worked when making their selections of material from

MacNeice's poetry. Although smaller concerns may influence individual editors, I

have divided the contexts of the poetry anthologies into two. Of the ten anthologies

I have selected5 five can be contextualised with MacNeice's Thirties (and English)

4 Peter McDonald. Louis MacXeice: The Poet in his Contexts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991). p. 2
3 In the first sub-section of this chapter I have selected (in order of appearance):
C. Day Le^is and L. A.G. Strong (eds. ), A .Yew Anthology of Modern Verse (London: Purnell and
Sons.'l941)
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reputations and five make reference to his Irish origins. This is not to suggest that

the tensions and debates exist merely between these two broad traditions. In the

course of the following chapter I intend to outline how tensions exist within as well

as between the Thirties and Irish canons. In the case of the tradition of the

'Thirties', the emphasis laid upon the political radicalism and the early, formative

years of that decade has sidelined MacNeice as a sensualist and an empiricist.

Conversely the stress laid upon MacNeice's place as an antecedent to Heaney,

Mahon and Longley in criticism of recent Northern Irish poetry, though valuable in

promoting the poet, has marginalised his work on Southern and western Ireland

(and the correspondence he attempts to draw between this and his Northern

background) in his 1945 poems. MacNeice's role as an early influence on the

Northern Irish Renaissance has given emphasis to the early poems in his output

which consider his bitter disdain for Northern Irish politics ('Belfast'), the

descriptions of his stifled and haunted early life ('Autobiography' and

Carrickfergus') and his acknowledgement that he could not sever himself from the

factional communities which frustrate him ('Valediction'). For the myriad

examples of interpretative readings anthologists decide upon in their selections

there are, of course, myriad readings of MacNeice.

John Lehman (ed.). Poems from New Writingl936 - 1946 (London: Purnell and Sons, 1946)
Brian Gardner (ed.), The Terrible Rain: The War Poets, 1939 - 1945 (London: Methuen and Co.,
1960)
Robin Skelton (ed.), Poetry of the Thirties (London: Penguin Group, 1964)
Edward Lucie-Smith (ed.), British Poetry since 1945 (London: Penguin Group, 1970).

In the second sub-section I have selected:
Derek Mahon (ed.). The Sphere Book of Modern Irish Poetry. (London: Sphere Publishing. 1972)
Thomas Kinsella (ed.), The New Oxford Book of Irish Verse (Oxford Univerity Press. 1986)
Frank Ormsby (ed.). A Rage for Order: Poetry of the Northern Ireland Troubles (Belfast: Blackstaff
Press, 1992) "
Patrick Crottv (ed.), Modern Irish Poetry: An Anthology (Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 1995)
W. J. McCormack (ed.), Ferocious Humanism: An Anthology of Irish Poetry from before Swift to
Yeats and After (London: J. M. Dent, 2000).
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The first, and perhaps most obvious question concerning the anthologies I

have selected, is why are there enormous differences between the scope of the

material each attempts to encompass. The selective roles of the editor necessarily

become far greater when he or she attempts to cover a titanic subject. At the same

time, the enormity of that subject suggests that the anthology is released to a

readership who is familiar with the poetry on many of its pages whereas a smaller

body of poetry may require more definition and promotion. The reworking of

familiar material can be found in W. J. McCormack's Ferocious Humanism (2000)

or Thomas Kinsella's New Oxford Book of Irish Verse (1986) both of which

attempt to chart Irish poetry in Irish and English from the fourteenth century to the

present. On the other extreme of the spectrum, there are anthologies whose titles

imply a very finite body of work even before selection has begun. John Lehman's

Poems from New Writing (1946) makes a selection of poetry which was published

in the journal of the same title ten years after its closure in 1936. Similarly, C. Day

Lewis and L.A.G. Strong's ,4 New Anthology of Modern Verse 1920 - 1940, Robin

Skelton's Poetry of the Thirties and Brian Gardner's The Terrible Rain: The War

Poets, 1939 - 45, have fairly specific perimeters. Even if the perimeters of an

anthology are very well delineated, however, new material always needs far more

introductory and editorial comment than established literature. The re-

appropriation of a known body of poetry (such as 'Irish Poetry'), suggests certain

standard works, which will always be included by the editors. When the editor has

the task of introducing a new body of poetry, however, these guidelines do not

exist. There are no 'standard works' upon which he or she can rely. Robin Skelton

provides the longest introduction (some thirty-seven pages) of all the anthologies

covered in this chapter. The length of this 'Introduction' arguably results from the
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pioneering role he assumed as an editor of Thirties poetry which, in 1964 was re-

emerging as an area of study in the academies of Britain and America. The relative

newness of much of the material he presented to his readership meant that the

sense of his role as an interpreter was heightened as he attempted to redefine a

period in English literary study. This differs radically from the projects of Kinsella

and McCormack who sweep within seven hundred pages through the centuries of a

tradition of 'Irish poetry.' Even at their first reading, these anthologies reveal that

editors of a finite but lesser known area (such as the 'Thirties' in the sixties) feel

the need for definition more acutely.

As for any poet, this outlines two possible areas of misrepresentation for

MacNeice. Firstly, there is the possibility that in the context of the wider tradition,

editors will simply rely upon a selection which echoes previous established

selections. I certainly think that this is the case in Kinsella's 1986 selection in

which five of MacNeice's stock works ('Carrickfergus', 'The Sunlight on the

Garden', 'Autobiography', 'House on a Cliff and 'Soap Suds') are presented and

in which fascinating but lesser known poems which relate to Irish identity, such as

'The Strand' or 'Carrick Revisited', are passed over.

The second possibility of misrepresentation, which arises in anthologies,

which deal with smaller, lesser-known selections, is that the editor will manipulate

and exaggerate certain aspects of the poet's career at the expense of others. The

more in need of promotion and definition a body of work is, the more, it is

arguable, the idiosyncratic particularities of a poet (if they do not cohere with that

portrayal) may be ignored. This can be found in Skelton's representation of

MacNeice in Poetry of the Thirties. Skelton's use of Autumn Journal in with

which he opens the anthology is, in itself, very telling:
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.. .But the final cure is not in [the analyst's] past dissecting fingers
But in a future of action, the will and the fist

Of those who abjure the luxury of self-pity
And prefer to risk a movement without being sure

If movement would be better or worse in a hundred
Years or a thousand when their heart is pure.6

This evocation of'the will and the fist', 'the final cure' and purity' may be typical

rhetorical devices which lie at the centre of the notion of the 'radical thirties', but

they are hardly typical of MacNeice or of Autumn Journal as an entirety. Edna

Longley cites this very passage as an uncharacteristic example of MacNeice's use

of the stock cliches of the period. 7I will argue later that Skelton's over-edited

account of the Thirties manipulates the work of MacNeice and others by

highlighting rarely felt sentiments at the expense of the majority of his work. The

first section of Skelton's anthology which is entitled 'In Our Time', surveys the

radical political beliefs of the writers of the Thirties. It includes Auden's 'A

Communist to Others' but arguably ignores or plays down the poem's tone of self-

mockery by placing it next to the very sincere radicalism of Michael Roberts' 'In

Our Time' or Rex Warner's 'Hymn'. 8

The emphasis that is often placed on the strident radicalism of the Thirties is

portrayed at the expense of MacNeice's particular hesitancy, which has been

related to his indeterminate Irish origins. Skelton's anthology may be the most

prominent example of the 'mythologising of the Thirties' but it owes something to

much earlier antecedents. C. Day Lewis and L.A.G. Strong's A New Anthology of

Modern Verse (1920 - 1940) which was published in 1941 is arguably an example

6 Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal III, Poetry of the Thirties, (ed.) Robin Skelton. p 46.
Edna Longley. Across a Roaring Hill, p. 95.

8 see Robin Skelton (ed.), Poetry of the Thirties, pp. 54 - 60.
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of such an 'antecedent.' The publication of this anthology during the war (which

Stephen Spender described as a period when Thirties poetry 'was being wound up

like a company going into bankruptcy'9) provided an early opportunity for the

justification of a poetic movement which had recently gone into decline. Day

Lewis's editorship differs from Skelton's, however, as he does not have the task of

reintroducing an abandoned body of poetry but instead commemorates the recent

past. Unlike Skelton, who constructs a narrative from individual poems that are

arranged at the discretion of the editor, Day Lewis simply arranges the poets in

alphabetical order. Furthermore, unlike the defining 'Introduction' of Skelton's

anthology in which he introduces Thirties poetry in the context of its consumption

in the academies during the sixties, the introduction of Day Lewis and Strong's

anthology consists of a rather rambling dialogue between the two editors. At an

early point in the 'Introduction' they point out that Strong (who was born seven

years earlier than Day Lewis) selected the Twenties poetry while Day Lewis

selected the Thirties poetry. 10 During the 'Introduction' the discussion of the two

editors often turns to poetry reading in general rather than the historical specificity

of the Twenties and Thirties in particular. !1 Day Lewis states that his anthology is

intended to be 'inclusive' and that it is constructed around the criteria that a poem

'should move me', that it should offer 'a precision of imagery rather than a vague

romantic profusion of it' and that it should 'gain' from 'being read aloud'. n

Despite these generalised comments, however, his need to define the literary

movements of the previous decade with which he was involved, and to defend its

aims and aspirations, soon emerges. His preference for the socially aware verse of

9 Stephen Spender. The Thirties and After, (London: Faber and Faber, 1978), p. 85.
'" C. Day Lewis and L. A. G. Strong. A New Anthology of Modern Verse 1920- 1940, p. xiii
' ibid., p. xiv.
" ibid., p. xiv.
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the Thirties, rooted as it isin the day-to-day realities of urban life, over the

sometimes learned culturd and historical allusions of the high modernists of the

previous decades, manifets itself when he suggests that 'I don't think a poet can

use in a poem anything tht has not already been fairly well digested in the popular

imagination.' 13 Neither Eiot nor Yeats (both of whom are included quite

substantially in this anthoogy) with their heavy reliance upon historical and

cultural research well outide the orbit of'the popular imagination', can be said to

fulfil this criterion. Indeei, both poets are only included in the 'Introduction' of

this anthology as 'influents' upon Day Lewis' generation. Pound, whose

influential A Draft of XX)Cantos was published in 1930, is entirely excluded from

this anthology, although tiis probably reflects his affiliation to Mussolini in the

later Thirties rather than Jay Lewis's distaste for his verse.

Day Lewis further seks to defend his own generation by comparing them

favourably with the Georgian poets with whom they share this anthology. He

complains to his co-edito:

I was struck, when realing the poems you put before me which had been
written during the 192)s, with the fact that, however considerable their
poetic merits, they seened to lack the impetus and authority which some
common religious or s)cial belief would have given them. Like so much of
the verse of the Georgans, these poems struck me as having been written at
random, as being the fig ends, often glowing with a not inconsiderable light,
of a poetry and traditicn that are now exhausted. 14

During the decline of thepoets of the 1930s, the belief that the poet must share

'some common religious3r social belief still maintained a persistent and almost

stubborn grip on MacNei;e's English contemporaries. Even in the context of the

disillusionment of his owi generation, Day Lewis characterises the writing of the

" ibid., p. xviii.
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poets of the Thirties as vigorous and pioneering. He continues with the suggestion

that 'English poetry seems to have made one of its many new starts in 1930 rather

than 1920'. 15 This emphasis on the early thirties and on the political radicalism

and pamphleteering which characterised the first three or four years of that decade

begins the process of characterisation that would ultimately marginalise MacNeice

and define him as 'an adjunct to the Auden generation.' l6 While the political

radicalism of Auden, Spender and Day Lewis in the early years of the decade is

acknowledged in poems such as 'Taller Today' (1930) or 'The Pylons' (1932),

MacNeice's earliest contribution to the anthology is Autumn Journal III and XXI

both of which chart the reaction to the Munich crises and anticipate the

encroaching war. If the year 1930 is taken as 'a new start' for English poetry then,

according to Day Lewis's selection, MacNeice is excluded from this event. Even

as early as 1941 he was assigned the role of what Julian Symon's much later

described as a 'wonderfully sensitive recorder' of'the events that lead up to the

war.' 17 MacNeice is allotted the part of a sensualist rather than the part of a

politically engaged radical with poems such as 'June Thunder' or 'Leaving Barra'.

Day Lewis's suggestion that his contemporaries offered 'poems which very

naively, but always sincerely looked towards a promised land'18 may be applicable

to most of the selections from Auden, Spender and himself but they cannot be

applied to any of the four poems which represent MacNeice. While the portrayal of

MacNeice as a sensualist who evaded political engagement had yet to find its

expression in criticism, it can be found here in prototype. Indeed, by ignoring

MacNeice's representation in poetry anthologies at the expense of his

14 ibid., p. xix.
° ibid., p. xiii.
6 Peter McDonald, p. 2.

* Julian Symons. The Thirties: A Dream Revolved, (Westport: Greemvold Press, 1960), p. 154.
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representation in later criticism, Edna Longley and Peter McDonald have arguably

omitted to examine MacNeice's characterisation in the English canon at its very

sources. While the book-length studies of the poet have so far have considered the

more overt and conscious characterisations of MacNeice, they have hardly touched

upon the covert and unconscious shaping of his reputation which can be observed

from the varying selections of his poetry.

In comparison to Day Lewis's anthology, which defends the literary practises

of his own generation in the immediate aftermath of its collapse and in the face of

the oncoming war, John Lehman's Poems from New Writing 1936 - 1946 marks a

more measured and less zealous account of the poetry produced in the late Thirties

and the war. Lehman structures his anthology by presenting the poetry published in

his journal in chronological order. Starting in 1936, this journal does not represent

the plethora of revolutionary, apocalyptic or evangelising poetry of the early years

of the Thirties in which Auden had sometimes been portrayed as an almost

messianic figure. The world into which New Writing was born was one that was

taking stock of the effects of the Spanish Civil War, the Munich crisis and the

anticipation of an overwhelming European conflict. The focus of New Writing was

always far broader and more cosmopolitan than Geoffrey Grigson's New Verse. As

a journal offering a forum for the very earliest work of many poets of the Thirties

Grigson's anthology of the same title, which was published in 1940 would always

be far more of a defining anthology than that of Lehman. As a journal that

primarily attempted to introduce the verse of a cluster of young left-wing poets in

1933, New Verse was also far more adventurous and took far greater risks than

most of its contemporaries. As a result, Grigson's journal often published what

8 C. Day Lewis and L. A. G. Strong, p. xxi.
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must now seem like literary oddities but during the Thirties appeared to offer

exciting new possibilities in experimental poetry. 'The Oxford Collective Poem,'

for example, in which several poets contributed single lines to create 'a Democratic

Sonnet,' was greatly promoted by Grigson but it is hardly read today. The

introduction to Grigson's anthology is far longer than that of Lehman's. It charts

the history of the poets of the Thirties and, as with Day Lewis's anthology,

attempts to justify the left-wing agendas and evangelistic projects of the poets of

that decade. In this context, some of the distortions that haunt thirties based

readings of MacNeice can be seen in an embryonic form, through Grigson's

comments:

... Auden [is] a dramatic poet, able to penetrate to deeper feeling...
MacNeice [is] a quickly entertaining poet, mining much nearer the surface. 19

Whatever the distortions of MacNeice's poetry this implies, the strength of such

characterisations left a legacy which would manifest itself in later anthologies of

English poetry such as Brian Gardner's The Terrible Rain (1960) and Edward

Lucie-Smith's British Poetry since 1945 (1970). The former was one of the first

anthologies to create a path through a body of poetry written during the Second

World War. As with Robin Skelton's Poetry of the Thirties and Frank Ormsby's A

Rage for Order, both of which I shall discuss later, individual poems are arranged

by Gardner under different headings such as 'Yes, We are going to Suffer' which

relates to the years between the Munich crisis and the war, 'The Blazing Fire'

which relates to the blitz and 'Beneath a German Sky' which considers poetry

written by British prisoners of war. The difficulties of framing and characterising

Geoffrey Grigson. New Verse, (London: Faber and Faber. 1940), p. 19.
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Forties poetry even today is evident in the 'Introduction' of this anthology. Falling

between the Thirties which, as Robin Skelton suggests, 'took on the appearance of

myth even before they were quite over'20 and the era of the 'Movement' which

since 1954 had almost self-consciously characterised itself as 'sceptical, robust,

ironic',21 British poetry of the Second World War seemed to evade definition as a

voice or a set of aesthetic practises or ideological values. The sense of self-

definition, which characterised the writing of those who contributed to the new

literary journals of the early thirties, was lacking in the poetry of World War Two.

This later poetry was often defined through the situations it addressed rather than

the formal or artistic strategies it employed. This is evident in the editorial

structuring of this anthology; its eighteen individual sections relate to particular

areas of wartime experience (such as fighting in the jungle or working in hospitals)

rather than to a set of ideological or aesthetic values which were shared by the

poets themselves. Moreover, it is arguable that as an anthology The Terrible Rain

leans heavily on the work of the poets of the previous decade rather than proposing

a positive and defined body of poetry written between 1939 and 1945. Indeed the

opening section of the anthology comprises a single poem by John Cornford ('Full

Moon at Tierz')22 who was killed fighting for the Republican cause in the Spanish

Civil War in 1936. MacNeice's 'Meeting Point' is the other notable case of a poem

from the late Thirties finding its representation in an anthology of World War Two

poetry and is justified by the editor because it was 'perhaps the best love poem of

the time' and 'it also seemed to belong to these pages.' 23 What remains unsaid,

however, is the extent to which Gardner drew upon poetry which is identified with

"u Robin Skelton. "Introduction'. Poetry of the Thirties, p. 13.
: i J. D. Scott. The Obser\>er. 4 Sept.. 1954.
" Brian Gardner, p. 3.
" ibid., p. xxii.



the Thirties canon in order to lend character to the wartime poetry he intended to

represent.

MacNeice's general contribution to Gardner's anthology is as a poet who

occupies a civilian position. He contributes to a section on wartime romance

entitled 'Brief Encounter' with 'Meeting Point', to a 'Homefront' section with

'Whit Monday' and to the build-up to war with extracts from Autumn Journal. A

sense of foreboding dread is achieved to great effect when Autumn Journal is

placed alongside both 'September 1, 1939' in which Auden observes the outbreak

of war from 'one of the dives/ On Fifty-Second Street,' and 'To any Member of

my Generation' in which George Barker describes how, in the late thirties, he and

his contemporaries awaited 'Horrible tomorrows in Teutonic postures/ Making

absurd the past we cannot disown.' 24 Just as in his poetry on Ireland in which

MacNeice contrasts his awareness of the sensual ever-present level of experience

with death-laden images of petrifaction, he halts his own observation of'the day'

in Autumn Journal with an intimation of the impending conflict:

Today was a beautiful day, the sky was a brilliant
Blue for the first time in weeks and weeks

But posters flapping on the railings tell the fluttered
World that Hitler speaks, the Hitler speaks.. ,25

Despite the inclusion of these very fine poems, The Terrible Rain may be regarded

as a collection that privileges the historical importance of the events described in

the poems over the expressive or formal merits of the poems themselves. Gardner

subjugates the importance of the cohesion of the individual poems or the rigour of

their arguments and instead, considers the significance or importance of their

:4 ibid., pp. 12-15.
"5 Louis MacNeice. extract from Autumn Journal. from Brian Gardner (ed.). p. 13.
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content in his construction of a narrative, which addresses World War Two. The

anthology contains the work of over two hundred poets (with names such as

Charles Hamblett, Patrick Savage and Robert L. Chaloner) most of whom are

hardly read today. A priority is clearly given to content and journalistic

authenticity, rather than to form and aesthetic process, in this anthology. Apart

from the chapter headings which refer to literal areas of combat, a sense of the

importance of first-hand experience of the war is given by the unusual biographical

section at the end of the book which lists the military records of the poet as first

and most significant detail of his life. The keenly felt moral questions of

commitment and evasion in the context of the war effort is discernibly evident in

1960 when the memory of the war must still have been vivid. In MacNeice's case

Gardner points out that ' [he was] at Cornell [in the] United States, but returned to

England to work for the BBC 26 while in Auden's case he defensively states that

he was ' a stretcher bearer in the Spanish Civil War' and 'had in fact undertaken to

return to Britain [during the war] if called to do so.' 27

Although the anthologies I have discussed so far are hardly read today, Robin

Skelton's ground-breaking Poetry of the Thirties (1964) is regarded as one of the

definitive texts on the period. It effectively reintroduced Thirties poetry into the

English academy at a point in the mid-sixties when it was virtually neglected. In

some senses the publication of this anthology marked resurgence in the critical

interest Auden and his contemporaries received. This included the publication of

the biographical reviews of the period by the poets themselves such as Stephen

Spender's The Thirties and After (1978). Given its status as an introductory

collection and the close scrutiny that, as a result, it would attract, Poetry of the

16 ibid., p. 213.
r ibid., p. 209.
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Thirties underwent unusually heavy editorship. Individual poems were arranged

under various thematic headings such as the first section which was entitled 'In

Our Time', and dealt with the early and more ideologically radical years of the

decade and the sixth section, 'When Logics Die' which by and large dealt with the

sense of apocalyptic collapse which was witnessed between the Munich Crises and

the beginning of World War Two. Long poems of the period such as C. Day

Lewis's The Magnetic Mountain or MacNeice's Autumn Journal were dissected

and individual sections of the poems were placed in different areas of the

anthology.

With the exception of W. H. Auden, more space is given to MacNeice than

to any other poet in Skelton's selection. MacNeice is represented in eight of the

nine sections of this anthology. This is due to the high proportion of occasional

verse in his output in comparison to some members of his literary generation. His

work can be said to be equally relevant to the Spanish Civil War with Autumn

Journal VI (1938), to the industrialised 'Landscape' of the thirties with 'Poem' and

to 'Farewell Chorus' with 'The Sunlight on the Garden', 'Prognosis' and 'London

Rain'. The work of the other poets is significantly only applicable to particular

areas of the narrative. C. Day Lewis's verse, for example, appears frequently in the

earlier stages of the anthology which cover the first volatile and evangelising years

of ideological revelation, while he slowly dwindles in the sections which deal with

the disillusion of the later Thirties.

Three of MacNeice's poems are selected in the seven poems which

constitute Skelton's last section which is entitled 'Farewell Chorus'. The difference

between Auden's tone of self-recrimination ('the clever hopes expire/ Of a low
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dishonest decade'28) and MacNeice's tone of detached bemusement is palpable in

this section. MacNeice's suggestion in 'The Sunlight on the Garden' (1938) that

'The sky was good for flying/ Defying the church bells' illustrates that he believes

that the close of the Thirties brings about the loss of a hedonistic period in the

poet's life rather than the loss of his ideological aspirations. Even in their

retrospective comments, MacNeice illustrates that he has made far less of an

emotional investment in the Thirties as a period of potential enlightenment than

Auden. David Gascoyne also takes a chip out of the edifice of the tragic grandeur

of the retrospective comments on the Thirties, with his suggestion that it was a

decade of'angry waiting and cold tea.' 29

Skelton's selection of MacNeice's Autumn Journal III as the first poem in this

anthology is significant because it illustrates MacNeice's versatility in comparison

to some of his contemporaries. Within the space of two pages, this section from

MacNeice's long poem illustrates a considerable range of rhetorical styles and

subjects. Julian Symons writes that when he was first teaching the Thirties poets,

undergraduates often considered MacNeice to be more accessible than Auden or

Day Lewis. 30 As an opening poem, Autumn Journal III contains elements of the

Thirties evangelising poem such as the images of'the will and the fist' which I

cited earlier. Nevertheless its opening, with its low key and slightly weary

rendering of suburban life, is also reminiscent of Betjeman or even Larkin:

August is nearly over, the people
Back from their holiday are tanned

With blistered thumbs and a wallet of snaps and a little
Joie de vivre which is contraband;

Whose stamina is enough to face the annual

W. H. Auden. 'September 1, 1939'. Robin Skelton (ed). p. 280.
:9 David Gascoyne. 'Farewell Chorus', Robin Skelton. (ed.). p. 283.
"J Julian Symons. p. 40.
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Wait for the annual spree,
Whose memories are stamped with specks of sunshine

Like faded fleur-de-lys. l

MacNeice's recognised accessibility and his correlation to poets outside those

grouped around Auden perhaps rather ironically accounts for the reason why

Skelton did not open his anthology with a didactic poem such as C. Day Lewis'

The Magnetic Mountain. It is as if Skelton does not wish to expose the political

zeal of the Thirties writer at its strongest in the opening pages of his anthology, to a

readership who are perhaps unfamiliar with the poets of this period; instead he

opens with MacNeice's world-weary, low-key and accessible poem.

In his 'Introduction', Skelton defines the Thirties as much through its

deficiencies as through its aspirations. He writes that the literary culture

encouraged by publications like Grigson's New Verse meant that 'individuals

[were] taken to task by their colleagues for showing a less than saint-like

integrity.'32 The first section of the anthology, 'In Our Time', takes account of the

polemical and politically evangelising poems of the thirties in order to create a

sense of the zealous radicalism of the period, before proceeding to subsidiary

themes such as the landscapes or domestic life. By selecting these poems, however,

Skelton privileges the impact of the period on the reader, over the careers of the

individual poets. As I have already suggested, section III of Autumn Journal is

unusually forthright for MacNeice and Auden's 'A Communist to Others', as

Charles Osborne suggests, contains a strong element of self-satire. 33 Auden writes

of'the Liberals';

31 Louis MacNeice, Autumn Journal III. Robin Skelton (ed.). p. 45.
3: Robin Skelton, p. 24.
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Let fever sweat them till they tremble,
Cramp wrack their limbs till they resemble

Cartoons by Goya:
Their daughters sterile be in rut,
May cancer rot their herring gut.
The circular madness on them shut,

Or paranoia.34

The status of Thirties political commitment is arguably played down in Skelton's

collection as he moves seamlessly from the poem quoted above to the sincere but

crushingly mawkish 'Hymn' by Rex Warner:

O touring cyclists,
now you must be men and women, and there is a chance.
Now you can join us, now all together sing All Power
Not tomorrow but now in this hour, All Power
To lovers of life, to workers, to the hammer, the sickle, the blood.35

It could be suggested that an anthology of any period in literary history should

reflect the worst as well as the best poetry produced. It is arguable in MacNeice's

case, however, that Skelton (at least in the first section of this anthology) smoothes

over the inconsistencies, hesitancies and uncertainties which characterise his work.

The persistence of the presentation of the 'Thirties' as a recognisable and distinct

phase in English literary history also influences perceptions of the later parts of

MacNeice's and his contemporaries' careers. There is an often-damaging

assumption that the remainder of their careers represents a disenfranchised period

of disillusionment. Edward Lucie-Smith's British Poetry Since 1945 (1970) only

considers the post-war parts of MacNeice's career but, nevertheless, draws on his

early reputation as a poet of the 1930s. The anthology is divided into ten sections

33 Charles Osborne, W. H. Auden: The Life of a Poet (London: Rainbird Publishing Group. 1979). p.
103.
34 W. H. Auden "A Communist to Others', Robin Skelton (ed), p. 58.
" Rex Warner. "Hymn'. Robin Skelton, (ed.), p. 60.



and MacNeice appears in the first which is labelled 'Sources' and includes other

poets such as Dylan Thomas, John Betjeman, David Gascoyne and Robert Graves

who were very much in their mid-careers by 1945. Auden is excluded because,

according to Lucie-Smith, 'the verse he has published since 1945 has had little

impact on England'. 36 Leaving aside the issue as to whether post-war America

embraced Auden into its literary tradition, this interpretation arguably places his

relevance to Britain firmly in the Thirties. When considering Auden's

contemporaries, Lucie-Smith tends to question their originality beyond the first

decade of their careers. I will argue that this interpretation of a backward-looking

generation applies to MacNeice whose successful later poetry, it is suggested,

borrows or expands upon ideas and strategies gained in his early career.

By 1970, when Lucie-Smith's anthology was first published, MacNeice had yet to

be considered in the context of a tradition of Anglo-Irish poetry, and the focus of

his selection is still based retrospectively upon his reputation as a poet of suburban

England in the Thirties. The iambic jauntiness of 'The Taxis' which opens with 'In

the first taxi he was alone tra-la/ No extras on the clock' is noticeably reminiscent

of his famous satirical poems of the Thirties such as 'Bagpipe Music' A

preference for the perception of MacNeice as a Thirties poet is also present in the

choices he makes in poems such as 'The Wiper' in which MacNeice describes the

cars he sees on a night-time journey as:

Boxes of glass and water,
Upholstered, equipped with dials
Professing to tell the distance

We have gone, the speed we are going,
But never a gauge nor needle
To tell us where we are going

Edward Lucie-Smith. p. 35.
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Or when day will come, supposing
This road exist in daytime. 37

In his introductory paragraph on MacNeice, Lucie-Smith suggests that after the

years immediately following World War Two in which his poetry displayed 'a

dismaying flatulence,' the poet was saved by restoring 'the flippant, glittering

surface which had delighted the readers of his early poetry.' 38 While Lucie-

Smith's hostile comments on Autumn Sequel (1953) are probably universally

reflected by all critics of MacNeice's work, the suggestion that his work was at its

best during the Thirties and that the completion of any good poem after that date

owes much to the 'restoration' of his style during that decade has dogged and

misrepresented the poet. Lucie-Smith's reference to MacNeice's apparent

celebration of'the flippant, glittering surface' seems to be reminiscent of, if not

even borrowed from, Geoffrey Grigson's comments on MacNeice in 1940 which

were quoted earlier.

The emphasis on MacNeice as a sensualist who was detached from the

'deeper' ideological debates of his contemporaries has not only marginalised his

reputation in the context of English poetry but has failed to recognise the

conditions of indeterminacy and hesitancy which were brought about by his

displaced early life in the isolated Rectory at Carrickfergus. The fact that the

potentialities of placing MacNeice's work in an Anglo-Irish context were 'missed

for several decades,' 39 can be seen by Lucie-Smith's decision as late as 1970 to

omit his 1945 poetry on northern and western Ireland in favour of a selection of

lyrics which, with the exception of'The Truisms', are based on suburban England.

Edward Lucie Smith, p. 74.
^8 ibid., p. 73.
"9 Tom Paulin . Ireland and the English Crisis, p. 79.



Edward Lucie-Smith's comments on MacNeice's literary generation can

arguably be read in the context of the general interpretations of the Thirties which

emerged in the years leading up to 1970 when he published his anthology. Apart

from the work of Robin Skelton who, as I have already stated, published his

defining and ground-breaking Poetry of the Thirties in 1964, a cluster of

biographical accounts emerged in the late sixties including D. E. S. Maxwell's The

Poets of the Thirties in 1969 and Geoffrey Grigson's Poems and Poets in 1968.

Although deeply sceptical about some of the ideological aims of many of these

poets, the era was nevertheless characterised as self-stylising, self-contained and a

pinnacle of artistic creativity which was never again to be achieved by the

dispossessed poets who contributed to its formation. This perception of the Thirties

arguably pervades Lucie-Smith's discussion of MacNeice who is swept along with

the nostalgia of poets such as Stephen Spender, C. Day Lewis and David

Gascoyne. He does not consider whether the literary climate of the Thirties was

ultimately accommodating to MacNeice and does not countenance the influence of

MacNeice's Irish background on his often-indecisive stance. MacNeice's death in

1963 meant that he never had the opportunity to contribute (adversely or

otherwise) to the resurgence of interest that began to surround his generation,

although the few retrospective comments he made in his 1963 study, Varieties of

Parable, were lukewarm. 40 Given the contrast between MacNeice's career which

could be described as one continuum and the ideological and religious alternatives

which his Thirties contemporaries searched for in the wake of World War Two,

MacNeice's contribution to a retrospective discussion of the Thirties would have

given its portrayal a new and probably more sober aspect. Lucie-Smith's treatment

40 Louis MacNeice. Varieties of Parable. (London: Faber and Faber. 1963). pp. 39 - 42.
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of the Thirties illustrates how persuasive the early interpretations of the Thirties

were even as late as 1970 and how MacNeice's posthumous reputation has been

subsumed under this interpretation.

Derek Mahon's Sphere Book of Modern Poetry (1972) is the earliest anthology to

appear in this sub-section. It was published during a period when the study of

Louis MacNeice in an Irish rather than an English context was a relatively new

phenomenon. Terence Brown's influential Louis MacNeice: A Sceptical Vision

was published in the same year but the book-length studies of Edna Longley and

Peter McDonald, and the important single chapter in Tom Paulin' s Ireland and the

English Crisis (1984) in which MacNeice is redefined and revised in an Irish

context, had yet to appear. Mahon's selection of MacNeice's verse in this

anthology of the early seventies benefits from being read in the context of the

renewed attention MacNeice began to receive at this time from Irish writers and

poets. Frank Ormsby suggests that the posthumous appearance of MacNeice's

Collected Poems in 1966 along with John Hewitt's Collected Poems in 1968

confirmed these poets as 'exemplars and influences' over the vigorous emergence

of Northern Irish poets in the mid-sixties such as Derek Mahon, Michael Longley

and Seamus Heaney who gathered around Philip Hobsbaum at Queens University

Belfast. 41

The flourishing tradition of Northern Irish Poetry and its comment on the

troubles, which emerged in the sixties and continued into the seventies, in a sense

41 Frank Ormsby, p. xvi.



reclaimed MacNeice as an early antecedent and attempted to redress his reputation

as a politically uncertain, reticent and uncommitted poet of the 1930s who, unlike

many of his contemporaries, had an idiosyncratic interest in classicism and often

privileged the sensuous. Whether or not the inclusion of MacNeice in this tradition

of Northern Irish poetry can be seen as something of an afterthought, the

interrogation of identity undergone in his writing, his sense of isolated

indeterminacy and his related interest in classical forms bear considerable

comparison to the poetic practises of Mahon and Longley. Yet MacNeice's writing

on the conditions of cultural indeterminacy are often overshadowed in the early

Northern Irish receptions of his work by a propensity to believe that the setting of

Northern Ireland is the first and foremost fact in his poetry. A refusal to consider

the importance of MacNeice's belief in a partially self-constructed identity as it is

expressed in his 1945 poetry (which takes western as well as northern Ireland as its

geographical locations) has often served to throw attention onto his earlier poems

such as 'Belfast' (1929) and 'Valediction' (1934). The following subsection will

consider the extent to which MacNeice's earlier poetry on Northern Ireland is

privileged over his later poetry on western Ireland.

In one of Mahon's most renowned and frequently anthologised poems 'A

Disused Shed in Co. Wexford', in which he couches a commentary on the troubles

in oblique terms, MacNeice's influence is clearly discernible. Mahon depicts a

darkened shed in which 'A thousand mushrooms crowd to a keyhole' and imagines

that the keyhole of the door is 'the one star in their firmament.' Mahon further

asks, 'What should they do but desire?'42 This indirect and partly comic reference

to the aspirant and unsettled lives of the divided communities of Northern Ireland

4: Derek Mahon, 'A Disused Shed in County Wexford', Patrick Crotty (ed.). p. 261.
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is not dissimilar to MacNeice's discussion of his aspirant identity which develops

around the affinities he has inherited and those he wished to acquire in 'Carrick

Revisited' (1945).43 In the opening of'Landscapes of Childhood and Youth'

MacNeice outlines his inherited affinities with the sensual effects of Carrickfergus

such as the 'corncrakes' and the sound of 'the tolling bell [and] ... the smithy that

seemed to defy it.' At the same time he also alludes to his acquired affinities with

the suggestion of his desire 'to construct various dream worlds which I took it were

on the map.' 44Similarly, the use of the keyhole and its implication of division

arguably has affinities with MacNeice's less artful use of the window-frame in

'The Once in Passing' in which the poet desires to break through the window into

the country he wishes to appropriate, but finds that 'such vistas dare not open.' 45

For both poets, the opportunity classicism allows for such articulation and self-

expression is tempered by a belief that poetic expression may only be a rootless

activity which provides a facade that constitutes an identity which does not exist

beyond its own 'posturing'. To negotiate this doubt Mahon develops the images of

the mushrooms further:

The rest, dim in the twilight of crumbling
Utensils and broken pitchers, groaning
For their deliverance, have been so long
Expectant that there is left only the posture.46

This sense of'posture' as the final outcome of an unfulfilled 'Expectan[cy]' is a

familiar trope in Irish, and especially Protestant literature but it is particularly

strong in the cases of Mahon and MacNeice. For both poets the very act of writing

43 Louis MacNeice, 'Carrick Revisited'. Selected Poems (ed.) Michael Longley (London: Faber and
Faber. 1988), p. 104.
44 Louis MacNeice, 'Landscapes of Childhood and Youth", Appendix A from The Strings are False.
pp. 216-217.
4~ Louis MacNeice, 'Carrick Revisited', Selected Poems, p. 127.
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poetry becomes an attempt to answer the problems of isolation and rootlessness

which both believe pervade their identities.

In the opening of The Sphere Book of Modern Irish Poetry, Mahon offers a

five-page account of Irish literature since Yeats. Although this account is only

intended to outline very briefly the last century of Irish literary history, its

portrayal of MacNeice is significant because it differs enormously from the

reception he receives in more recent anthologies. He describes how Yeats 'drew'

Irish poetry 'out of the debased romantic mode of the mid-nineteenth century.' 47

He praises Yeats's 'cultural myth-making' and in particular his management of the

Abbey Theatre and the role it played in reversing the theatre tradition of the

previous decades which held 'an almost mimetic relation' to English theatre. He

also has reservations. Such 'myth making' often had the effect of allowing the

activity of the poet to seem austere and remote, a balance which was only later

redressed in post-independent Ireland by Kavanagh and Clarke who 'contributed

greatly to [Irish poetry's] secularisation and demystification.' 48

This reading arguably underestimates or plays down the difficulties faced

by Kavanagh and Clarke as they established their reputations in post-independent

Ireland in the wake of the Titanic modernistic traditions located around the figure

of Yeats. Moreover Joyce, although he primarily concentrated on prose, challenged

the mystifying and legendary emphasis found in the Celtic twilight long before

Kavanagh and Clarke. Kavanagh may have jettisoned the frequent cultural and

historical references found in the verse of Yeats in favour of a subject matter

firmly rooted in the everyday actualities of rural Ireland in poems like The Great

Hunger, but Mahon seems to gloss over the fact that he could never claim the

4^ Derek Mahon, 'A Disused Shed in Co. Wexford'. p. 262.
4 Derek Mahon, p. 12.
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enormous audience that Yeats could and so this 'change' in 'Irish poetry' was

never widely registered. Much later critics are more willing to account for the

reductive shortcomings of Clarke and Kavanagh. In the 'Introduction' to his 1995

anthology which is entitled Modern Irish Poetry, Patrick Crotty writes that 'Yeats

and Joyce had exhausted many local possibilities of subject matter and

attitude.. There is a feeling of aftermath in the work of Clarke, Kavanagh and

Hewitt, a taking stock as the dust of revolution settles.'49 Mahon introduces Denis

Devlin briefly as a figure who turned to German and French poetry rather than to

influences from the English tradition as Yeats did. Although Mahon has his

reservations about Devlin's work, he is fascinated by his translations, which he

writes are amalgamated into his poetry and cannot be considered as a separate

sphere of activity. This arguably touches upon important tensions that are played

out in Mahon's verse. These concern the question of whether he should be

influenced by the English tradition or a more international literature. MacNeice can

clearly be seen in the context of this frame of reference as a figure from the

"English tradition.' The versification of his early work along with that of Heaney

and Longley is often compared to the English tradition of Movement poetry and

yet Mahon is also a translator of Moliere, de Nerval and Philippe Jaccottet and his

poems often compare the 'Troubles' of Ulster to divisions in communities across

the globe. In 'Courtyards in Delft', for example, he compares Ulster Unionism to

Dutch imperialism in nineteenth-century South Africa. Although MacNeice never

attempted a comparison between the politics of Ulster and international politics

which was as extensive as Mahon's, there are, nevertheless, moments in his writing

when he makes such comparisons in passing. In his reports on the partition of India

ibid., p. 12.
' Patrick Crotty. p. 2.
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in 1947 for the BBC, for example, he compares Hindu/Muslim tensions with those

of Protestant and Catholic Ulster.50

As Mahon turns to MacNeice and the Northern Irish poets of his own

generation in the final pages of his 'Introduction', one is made aware of the relative

newness (compared to say Clarke or Kavanagh) of the material under discussion

and of a related need to justify its place in an anthology which is located around

'Irish Poetry':

But if Devlin, whilst writing in English, chose to ignore the English tradition,
there is a group of poets whose ambiguous ethnic and cultural situations
extenuates in their work the Anglocentricity Devlin disliked. These are the
northern poets - Protestant products of an English education system, with
little or no knowledge of the Irish language and an inherited duality of
cultural reference. They are a group apart, but need not be considered in
isolation, for their very difference assimilated them into the complexity of
the continuing Irish past... Whatever we mean by the 'Irish situation', the
shipyards of Belfast are no less part of it than the Gaeltacht. For a long time
it seemed that Louis MacNeice was Irish only by an accident of birth, but in
recent years his reputation, never at its highest in Britain has come to rest in
the country he could never quite bring himself to disown. This is particularly
the case in the north, where his example has provided a frame of reference
for a number of younger poets in much the same way as Kavanagh's has
done in the south. There is now what there has never been before, a vital and
original body of work issuing from the once birdless, if still benighted
province. 51

In contrast to the selection in Derek Mahon's anthology, Thomas Kinsella's New

Oxford Book of Irish Verse (1986) presents MacNeice through the context of an

anthology that focuses primarily upon southern poets in the post-independent

period. Indeed, Kinsella's anthology provides a valuable southern assessment of

MacNeice because it considerably predates the critiques of the poet's work by later

"u see Louis MacNeice 'India at First Sight", in Alan Heuser (ed.). Selected Prose of Louis MacXeice
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990). p. 165.
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writers from the Republic. As a poet, Kinsella draws from a multiplicity of cultural

and historical sources including medieval Irish legend and the imagery of T. S.

Eliot. His preoccupation with native Irish poetry drew him towards his work as a

distinguished translator of both medieval and classical Irish poetry. This began

some fifteen years before the publication of the anthology under discussion. Of all

the Irish anthologies considered in this subsection, there can be no doubt that this

Oxford selection has reached a far greater audience than the remainder of the

anthologies which were published through more regionally based presses such as

Blackstaff. The task of carving a path through a nation's entire literature is

daunting though it also guarantees (unlike more specialised anthologies) a larger

audience. Kinsella uses the opportunity to make his selection a revision of the

previous Oxford Anthology, which was edited by Donagh MacDonagh in 1978. In

his 'Preface' he writes that:

It was clearly no part of this book's purpose... to deal seriously with poetry
in the Irish language - a poetry which has served its people, in whatever
ways poetry does, for a thousand years before the curse of Cromwell fell
upon them, and which for some hundred years afterwards flourished in
decline. With that interpretation it appears to me that an opportunity, even an
obligation was missed. 52

It is easy to forget the comparative novelty of the appearance of Irish poetry

(alongside English translations) in 1986. Two of the subsequent anthologies

covered in this section (Patrick Crotty's Modern Irish Poetry and W. J.

McCormack's Ferocious Humanism) also published poetry in Irish. Kinsella

regards the simultaneous appearance of both languages in Irish literature as a

potentially enriching experience. This insistence on a culture of duality

M Derek Mahon. p. 13.
"" Thomas Kinsella. p. v.
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inadvertently privileges southern Ireland where a tradition of literary duality exists.

It also marginalises the more anglophone culture of Northern Ireland. There is

arguably a rather dogmatic emphasis in his critique, on the primacy of

geographical location in modern (post-partition) poetry, which results from his

guarded approval of the promotion of the Irish language in the Republic. He writes

that it was taught 'unimaginatively on the whole in an exclusionist and

authoritarian atmosphere... in de Valera's nationalist Ireland during the 1930s.' 53

Nevertheless, he applauds the fact that under this system 'most of Ireland's

contemporary writers in English do... know Irish reasonably well.'54 This arguably

implies that Kinsella's anthology is organised along the lines of geographical

selectivity since an education in Irish does not apply to MacNeice, who once

described it as 'a half dead language,' or to a later generation of Northern Irish

poets such as Longley or Mahon. There is an implicit exclusion in Kinsella's

interpretation of poets who received an education in England or in the Northern

counties.

This emerges most strikingly in Kinsella's discussion of the poetry that was

published in Ireland's post-independent phase:

In the generation immediately after Yeats there are two poetic careers that
demand special attention: those of Austin Clarke and Patrick Kavanagh. 55

Although he writes that they were 'capable of writing poor poetry at any stage in

their lives', Kinsella gives twice the space to Clarke and Kavanagh that he gives to

MacNeice. Indeed when several pages later MacNeice is finally introduced, it is

^3 ibid., p. xxix.
\4_ ibid, p. xxix.
^ ibid. p. xxviii.
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only as a passing reference to the historical background of the poets of Northern

Ireland who emerged in the 1960s:

The idea of such a [Northern] Renaissance has been strongly used for some
time (with the search for antecedents usually settling on the figure of Louis
MacNeice) and this idea by now has acquired an aspect of official acceptance
and support. But it is largely a journalistic entity. The past, in Northern
Ireland is not. It has in fact two aspects there: the one adjusting normally in
the psyche, the other kept irritatingly at the political surface. 56

In this quotations MacNeice's reputation is allied to the apparent flimsiness of the

'Northern Renaissance.' Kinsella does not attempt to address his career in its own

terms, however. He gives MacNeice a marginality which is not reflected in the

work of the Northern anthologists of the time or, indeed, by subsequent southern

critics. Given that the main thrust of Kinsella's anthology is the promotion of

poetry in the Irish language and its relationship to Anglophone poetry, MacNeice's

English life, his association with Auden and his contemporaries and his English

readership, help to explain his diminished contribution. Indeed, in the short

biographical appendix which follows the poetry selection, Kinsella writes that

MacNeice 'came to prominence in the 1930s when he aligned himself with W. H.

Auden in Letters from Iceland." 57 Kinsella's portrayal of MacNeice's

'align[ment]' with the literary orthodoxy of the Thirties, with its implied

suggestion of a tactical manoeuvre on the part of the poet, may illustrate Kinsella's

wish to marginalise him but it does not correspond with MacNeice's biography.

As early as Modern Poetry, MacNeice outlined his distaste for 'the political

abstractions of the period.'58 MacNeice's reputation arguably suffered in the

context of the English tradition precisely because he could not 'align' himself with

6 ibid., p. xxx.
5" ibid., p. 338.
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his contemporaries. While the anthologists of the Northern Renaisance were eager

to draw attention to the Irish affinities in MacNeice's work, it would seem that

Kinsella was very willing to reverse this process and to place MacNeice firmly in

the context of 1930s literary Britain.

Frank Ormsby's 1992 anthology of Irish poetry A Rage for Order: Poetry of

the Northern Ireland Troubles is the last of four anthologies he edited. It is distinct

from the previous three however, because it does not take geographical specificity

or rigid historical limits as its boundaries of definition but instead seeks to offer

'The Troubles' as a focal point of poetic endeavour. Unlike his 1979 anthology

Poets from the North of Ireland ox his 1987 anthology Ulster Autobiographies,

both of which specified that the writers included, originated form Northern Ireland,

A Rage for Order focuses on the civil conflict of Northern Ireland and as a result it

is a porous and flexible volume which goes beyond national or historical

exclusivity. From the outset, Ormsby makes it clear that his selection gives

emphasis to the subject of the 'Troubles' rather than to the issue of whether the

poet had spent his or her childhood in Ulster. He writes that he wanted to avoid the

rigid criteria in which 'any poem by a Northern Irish poet since 1968, on whatever

subject could be termed a Troubles poem'. 59 This at once widens the issue of the

poet's nationality as the first and foremost 'fact' of his biography. Ormsby writes

that the anthology includes the work of poets from Scotland, America, New

Zealand and Russia as well as Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland and

England. 60 Similarly, although he writes that the volume focuses on the events

which occurred between 1968 to its publication in the early 1990s, earlier poets

Louis MacNeice. Modern Poetry, p. 54.
"9 Frank Ormsby. A Rage for Order, p. xviii.
0 ibid., p. xviii.
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including MacNeice, John Hewitt, Roy McFadden, Robert Greacen and in one

instance Rudyard Kipling are included.

Aware of the sometimes jarring, sometimes complementary resonance that an

anthology which brings together poets from disparate cultural and national

backgrounds under the focus of'the Troubles' may expose, Ormsby's anthology is

not arranged in alphabetical or chronological order although there is a strong sense

of the sequence of events which surround the conflict. Instead, individual poems

are placed under six subheadings. Louis MacNeice arguably contributes more as an

influence on later poets from Northern Ireland than as a poet whose work is

frequently referred to. MacNeice's work does not contribute to the main body of

the text but may be seen as an important point of reference for the work of Mahon,

Longley and Heaney. Indeed, this can be examined through the relationship

between Ormsby's portrayal of MacNeice, whom he couples together with John

Hewitt as a 'keynote' poet in his 'Introduction', and his selection of MacNeice's

poetry in the main body of the anthology. While his discussion of MacNeice

includes almost a page of his five-page 'Introduction', only four of his poems

('Carrickfergus', Autumn Journal XVI, 'Belfast' and 'Valediction') are included.

This compares to fourteen poems by Derek Mahon, twenty-one poems by Tom

Paulin and twenty-eight poems by Seamus Heaney.

Indeed, Ormsby's selection of MacNeice's poetry, unlike his selection of the

poets who began their careers in Northern Ireland in the early to mid 1960s, covers

a very short period in the poet's entire career from 'Belfast' in 1930 to Autumn

Journal in 1938. The more speculative poems of 1945 such as 'Western

Landscape' or 'Carrick Revisited' in which MacNeice discusses his Northern

identity as a settler from the west of Ireland in County Antrim and finally as an
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exile in southern England, are excluded in favour of poems which engage overtly

with the politics of Northern Ireland and the Irish Free State. This can certainly be

said in the cases of'Valediction' and Autumn Journal. Furthermore, MacNeice's

biography is confined to the fairly concise account of his childhood in

'Carrickfergus' which charts his departure for 'school in Dorset' in the context of

Britain's preparations for World War I ('Sweat and khaki in the Carlisle train'). 61

Indeed, the biographical poems in which certain images or memories from

MacNeice's childhood are endowed with an imaginative luminousness such as

'Perdita' (1940) or the far later 'Round the Corner' (1960), are jettisoned in favour

of the concise and factual account of'Carrickfergus'. The images of these later

poems cannot be said to share an affinity with the images of Heaney, Longley and

Mahon. In this respect they differ from the images of the 'hammers playing in

shipyards' of'Valediction' (1934) or the 'melancholy lough' and the 'banging of

the Orange drums' in 'Belfast' (1929) which can be compared to the work of

Heaney and Mahon much more readily. It is possible to argue that MacNeice's

portrayal as an antecedent to these later poets is based largely (at least in Ormsby's

anthology) upon the imagery of the 1930s poetry but that the arguments which

pervade the later poetry (the sense of 'isolation in one's own country', the contest

between an 'inherited identity' and an 'acquired' one and the constant revision of

the past) have largely been overlooked. The inference here is that while

MacNeice's early poetry on Ireland shares common ground with the poetry of

Mahon, Longley and Heaney, the later does not.

Nevertheless, there are clearly areas of common ground between the later

work and the work of many of the poets of Northern Ireland who began their

Louis MacNeice. Selected Poems, p. 64.
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careers in the 1960s. The lines of congruity that exist between MacNeice's later

work and the work of the poets of the Northern Renaissance can be observed more

through the treatment of formal questions than the treatment of the politics and

religion of Northern Ireland. Mahon's use of' strategies which at once endorse

and subvert classicism'62 and his insistence that in an isolated community 'there is

only left the posture' of identity, bear some comparison to poems like 'Carrick

Revisited' in which MacNeice questions the extent to which his identity is self-

proclaimed (or 'postured') or endorsed by the community of his childhood. 63

Similarly, Michael Longley's 'formalism' which has been described as 'a bulwark

against chaos'64 arguably shares common ground with MacNeice's privileging of

'an arrogant classicism over a passive impressionism'65 and, as with MacNeice's

interrogation of form and his questioning of the value of poetic articulation, this

can be seen as the result of social isolation. In addition to this Longley, like the

later MacNeice, attempts to address the west of Ireland through the perspective of

an Ulsterman in poems such as the sequence 'Mayo Monologues'. Even if they do

not employ the industrial images of Ulster, the inclusion of MacNeice's later

poems would arguably benefit A Rage for Order.

MacNeice occupies the position of a central figure in Patrick Crotty's

Modern Irish Poetry (1959). Unlike Mahon's 1975 volume of the same title in

which he writes that 'the shipyards of Belfast' along with the Northern poets, 'are

no less a part' of the 'Irish situation than the Gaeltacht,'66 there is no sense in

which MacNeice's place alongside poets such as Kavanagh and Clarke has to be

62 Patrick Crotty. p. 253.
63 Derek Mahon, "A Disused Shed in Co. Wexford'. p. 261.
64 Patrick Crotty, p. 253.
6:1 Louis MacNeice. Letter to Lawrence Gilliam. 4 May 1949. BBC Written Archives Centre.
Cavesham Park. Reading.

Derek Mahoa Modern Irish poetry, p. 13.
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justified. Although the influence of MacNeice on poets such as Mahon and

Longley is acknowledged in the short biographical sections, which precede them,

this is not overlaboured. With its wide historical scope (beginning with Thomas

MacCreevey and ending with Martin Mooney who was born in 1964) Crotty's

anthology does not emphasise MacNeice's 'influence' on others over his poetry.

With the 'Troubles' and 1968 as its main historical focus, and the Heaney, Mahon

and Longley generation as its main literary focus, MacNeice's acquired the aspect

of an antecedent in Ormsby's^ Rage for Order. This association undeniably aided

MacNeice's gradual acceptance in readings of Irish literary history and wrested

authority away from the readings which only contextualised him with the English

poets of the 1930s. Since Grigson's edition, he had always been a marginal figure,

deplored for his 'lack of political commitment.' 67 Nevertheless, since Brown's

discussion of his work in A Sceptical Vision in the mid seventies (although

Brown's reading in no way helped to frame MacNeice as only an 'antecedent')

there is a sense in which MacNeice's reputation has had to be justified through his

portrayal as a previously unacknowledged influence on Longley, Mahon and

Heaney.

The portrayal in which MacNeice's work leans towards the work of these later

poets has brought him some much needed critical attention but it has also

disfigured his work and smoothed over elements of his biography which do not

necessarily answer his portrayal as a predecessor to these poets. MacNeice's

speculative consideration of his (imagined?) place within western Ireland in the

1945 poetry has almost always given way to a concentration on the Thirties poetry

with its images of industrial Belfast and its virulent attacks on its 'purblind'

Julian Symons, p. 41.
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inhabitants. This emphasis aligns MacNeice's reputation with the early work of

Heaney and his contemporaries much more easily than MacNeice's writing on

Ireland in the later periods of his career would allow.

Of the five critical introductions to the anthologies covered in this sub-section,

Crotty's is the only one, which does not introduce MacNeice retrospectively

through the overshadowing reputations of Heaney, Mahon and Longley. Ormsby

justifies this pointing to the timely appearance of MacNeice's Collected Poems in

1966, at a point when the Ulster poets grouped around Hobsbaum were just

developing. Kinsella mentions MacNeice in a passing but sceptical reference to the

'Northern Renaissance's search for antecedents' while Mahon groups him with the

poets of his own generation in order to answer suspicions which were still

prevalent in 1975 concerning the selections of a poet who never lived any of his

adult life in Ireland, in an anthology of Irish poetry. Of the poetry anthologies

considered so far, Crotty's selection of MacNeice's poetry pays most attention to

the poet's biography and his changing insights and prerogatives. This anthology

does not edit out his particular or idiosyncratic concerns by substituting them for a

larger narrative of Irish poetry. MacNeice's post-thirties writing on Ireland is

represented through the inclusion of'Western Landscape' (1945) and 'The Once in

Passing' from .4 Hand of Snapshots (1954). Although earlier anthologies

considered in this sub-section include work from MacNeice's subsequent career,

their selection of MacNeice's poetry on Ireland is confined to the abrasive and

distrustful poetry of the Thirtes rather than the speculative and playful poetry of the

subsequent decades. Their selection of MacNeice's later poetry takes the poet's life

in England or his philosophical musings as their primary focus.

68 Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal XVI. Selected Poems, p. 62.
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In his anthology, Patrick Crotty introduces MacNeice after the figures of

Kavanagh and Clarke who he suggests 'equal [MacNeice] in stylistic ingenuity and

moral purpose' but unlike MacNeice exhibit a 'sense of dissipated or misdirected

energies in their work.' 69 Crotty describes the 'sense of aftermath' in the wake of

Irish modernism and Independence perhaps more objectively than any of the

anthologists mentioned so far. While Mahon treads carefully in his 'Introduction'

as he attempts to describe a still relatively new set of northern Irish poets

(including himself) but nevertheless pays due homage to established southern poets

and Kinsella traces an unproblematic line of descent from Yeats to Clarke and

Kavanagh with some comment on how the latter two introduced a note of

colloquialism and 'the every-day' to Irish poetry, Crotty is probably the most

outspoken anthologist on the subject of the stagnation and introspection which

pervaded the literature of Ireland in its immediate post-independent period:

There is a sense of aftermath in the work of Clarke, Kavanagh and Hewitt, a
taking stock as the dust of revolution settles. On both sides of the border the
years 1922 to 1960 mark a period of retrenchment and more or less
institutional Philistinism. In the south, contemporary literature was all but
outlawed by the Censsoprship Publications Act (1929). Yeats's success in
cultivating audiences at home and abroad eluded the poets of the next
generation who chose to live in or write mainly about Ireland. 70

The sense of refusal or reticence over the discussion of the forces at work in both

post-independent Ireland and Northern Ireland before the 1960s is arguably

redressed here because of the historical distance allowed by the anthology's date of

publication in 1995. It is arguable that had Mahon suggested (as Crotty does) that

MacNeice was a technically equal but critically superior poet to either Clarke or

Kavanagh in 1975, it would have set up an undesirable opposition between the

69 Patrick Crottv. p. 3.
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traditions of the south and the newly emerged poets of Northern Ireland. Moreover,

the suggestion that a life in England allowed MacNeice more artistic freedom than

a life in the Irish Free State, while far enough in the past in 1995, would have been

inadmissible in 1975. Nevertheless Crotty's claims are backed up by the many

critics of Irish literature who have identified the post-colonial moment in Ireland as

a period of growing introspection and insularity in comparison to the cross-cultural

ferment and nationalistic aspiration of pre-colonial Ireland.

W. J. McCormack's Ferocious Humanism, like Kinsella's Oxford Book of

Irish Verse, charts Irish poetry from Swift to the contemporary period. 71 As with

Kinsella's volume, McCormack is faced with the daunting task of tracing a path

and drawing a narrative through a nation's literary history. He does not allow

himself the enabling historical limits of the anthologies edited by Mahon, Ormsby

and Crotty. The suggestion of an anthology which attempts to encompass a

nation's entire literature is so open and unbounded that, as McCormack points out,

it almost demands that its editor should claim an 'unbiased', 'non-partisan'

position and that instead of campaigning for a particular group or set of writers, he

or she should be more concerned with a grand narrative of cultural history and

canonisation. From the very beginning of his 'Introduction', McCormack jettisons

such notions:

Numerous writers have been excluded from numerous anthologies, only to
be gathered to the national bosom again later on. More modest endeavours,
often compiled by Kinsella's fellow poets, still present themselves as
'complete and balanced' in some representative sense, being epitomes as
well as samples, honest guides to the larger literature itself. But on a closer
examination it usually emerges that each compiler has his or her own
particular case to argue; 'special pleading in sheep's clothing'.

7J ibid., pp. 2- 3.
1 McCormack states that he has not included any poet born after 1950.
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I have decided to dispense with such woolly niceties, and to place in the
reader's hands an avowedly interpretative selection of Irish poetry. My aim is
to demonstrate how Irish poetry can be read, not just as a national history,
but as a less orderly and more unexpected series of assaults. Dialogues,
embraces, exchanges and propositions. 72

McCormack recognises the pulls that draw the anthologists towards a grand

narrative of canonical orthodoxy and also examines their wish to establish a

narrative of Irish poetry, which proclaims itself to be non-partisan. The aspiration

to draw together in a single volume, a collection which apparently transcends the

particular interests of other more specific anthologies is, in some senses, admirable

because, at least on the surface, it offers its readership a sense of an original and

orthodox collection from which they can subsequently expand with further partisan

readings. Nevertheless, the suggestion of'special pleading in sheep's clothing' is

clearly relevant to all anthologies that attempt to encompass such universality.

McCormack later expands upon his choice of title. He writes that Ferocious

Humanism is intended to enact an 'oxymoron' which, he suggests, is analogous to

Irish cultural history with its inner fragmentation and self-contradiction. In the

three poems he selects from MacNeice's output {Autumn Journal XVI, 'The

Sunlight on the Garden' and 'Meeting Point') this oxymoron is given further

expression as MacNeice's inner fragmentation as an individual who traverses the

cultural boundaries of Ireland and England emerges. The title is actually influenced

by Samuel Beckett's 1930s translation of Andre Breton's, Murderous Humanism in

which Beckett points out the 'hypocrisy of French colonial policy' by asserting the

'murderous practises inherent in the civilising and humanising mission of

European culture overseas'. 73 While he suggests that colonial history may exist as

a condition which affects the oxymoron he believes exists in Irish culture, he is

\V. J. McCormack. p. xiv.



nevertheless eager to point out that 'There is nothing essentially or eternally anti-

colonial about the Irish.' 74 This responds to the growing and disparate post-

colonial interpretations of Irish literature in the last decade but modifies them by

suggesting that, while the body of poetry he describes is influenced by colonial

projects, the existence of such projects in Ireland is an internalised phenomenon as

well. The mechanisms of colonial rule are not simply exerted by the foreign

influence of England but are internalised by Irish history. This is found in the

example of Edmund Spenser who, he suggests, 'did, much to further' the belief

that the 'debate between civility and savagery' stood as 'a way of configuring

Anglo-Irish affairs... '75

The cultural hyphenation, which is registered through an Anglo-Irish identity

with its oxymoron and self-contradiction, certainly exists in myriad situations and

in myriad contexts. W. J. McCormack's idiosyncratic choice of title corresponds

with an attempt to embrace this fragmentation rather than presenting 'Irish Poetry'

as monolithic and continuous. In MacNeice's case it can be found in the competing

subconscious and conscious impulses of his identity in Autumn Journal XVI. Here,

MacNeice writes that although he was 'educated and domiciled in England',

Ireland's 'name' keeps ringing 'like a bell/ in an under-water belfry.' 76 Both sides

of McCormack's self-contradiction interact as the subconscious ('Ferocious' or

uncontrolled) facets of MacNeice's Irish past interact with his English present.

Nevertheless, this section of Autumn Journal is also relevant because the dialogue

between the poet's English present and Irish past is, in a sense, irreversible. The

image of the church bell which is drawn from MacNeice's biography is also found

' ibid. p. xv.
" ibid., p. xvi.

ibid., p. xvi.
ibid., p. xiii.



in McCormack's other selected poems, including 'The Sunlight on the Garden' in

which:

The sky was good for flying
Defying the church bells
And every evil iron
Siren and what it tells 77

This is also developed in 'Meeting Point' (1939) in which the poet writes of a

sense of epiphany that is reached with his lover: 'The bell was silent in the air/

Holding its inverted poise.' 78 Jon Stallworthy suggests that the bells are an 'image

rooted in MacNeice's biography' and that they symbolise 'stasis and spiritual

petrifaction.' 79 The points of continuity between the three poems in McCormack's

selection are not entirely obvious in the context of an anthology of'Irish Poetry.'

'Meeting Point' and 'The Sunlight on the Garden' would appear, at first sight, to

be firmly rooted in MacNeice's English life. Nevertheless, all three draw on

images that originate from Ireland even though only one takes Ireland as its

explicit subject matter. This suggests the displaced influence of MacNeice's Irish

biography even when dealing with subjects that are overtly English.

An overview of MacNeice's successive representations in both Irish and

English anthologies reveals that his reputation is often inextricably joined to the

reputations of larger bodies of literature and that the biographical particularities of

his work are often subsumed under a concern for wider issues. One significant

factor concerning both the Irish and English traditions in which MacNeice is

represented, is the tendency to marginalise or edit out the later poetry at the

Louis MacNeice. 'The Sunlight on the Garden'. W. J. McCormack. p. 349.
" Louis MacNeice. 'Meeting Point'. W. J. McCormack. p. 348.
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expense of the early poetry. In the case of the Thirties this was arguably presented

because critics largely ignored the fact that, as Michael Longley suggests, with the

dawn of a new decade MacNeice 'never succumbed to the artistic volte-face of his

contemporaries'. 80 Auden's departure for America in 1939 is often taken as a

point of deflation and disillusionment for all the poets of the Thirties. The early

critics misread MacNeice's characteristic indeterminacy as simple evasion. It was

only with his retrospective inclusion in the Irish canon that this indeterminacy was

valued as the expression of his disparate origins and his classicism seen as the

desperate attempt of the artist to impose a sense of order and cohesion through the

aesthetic. I would disagree with Kinsella's suggestion that MacNeice's

presentation as an antecedent to Mahon, Longley and Heaney is a convenient

literary fabrication. There are enough points of contact between them (the sense of

desolate isolation, the belief in the fragility of the poem and the aspirant nature of

much of their discussion of identity) to suggest that they are part of a continuous

tradition. Nevertheless, the posthumous success gained by MacNeice's reputation

in the ascendancy of these Northern Irish poets often promotes his early work at

the expense of his later work. Fortunately, this focus on the Thirties poetry is

lessened with the multiple Irish perspectives (between the north, the west and the

south) of the 1945 poetry. An overly heavy emphasis on MacNeice as a Northern

Irish poet serves to underestimate the importance of his later work and its

relevance to his speculative and fragile writing on identity.

* Jon Stalhvorthv. p. 15.
" Michael Longley. Two Decades of Irish Writing, p. 98.



Chapter II

Poetry as Performance, Poetry as Correspondence and the

Carrickfergus Rectory

Questions of Form

Louis MacNeice's interrogation of identity was often associated with his research

as a scholar of the Classics in the work of critics of 1930s English literature In the

following chapter, I intend to illustrate how his biography (and especially his

childhood in the Carrckfergus Rectory) related to his discussion of the construction

of identity. Throughout the course of the following chapter, I make specific

reference to the criticism and poetic practises of earlier modernistic writers in order

to establish to what extent MacNeice's consideration of identity drew (either

consciously or unconsciously) from the work of this earlier generation.

In March 1939 Louis MacNeice wrote, in the introduction to his long poem,

Autumn Journal (1938) that:

/ am aware of the over-statements in this poem - e.g. in the passages dealing
with Ireland, the Oxford by-elections or my own more private existence.
There are also inconsistencies. If I had been writing a didactic poem proper,
it would ha\>e been my job to qualify or eliminate these over-statements and
inconsistencies. But I was writing what I have called a Journal. In a journal
or a personal letter a man writes what he feels at the moment: to attempt
scientific truthfulness would be -paradoxically - dishonest. The truth of a
lyric is different from the truths of science, and this poem is something
halfway between the lyric and the didactic poem. In as much as it is halfway
towards a didactic poem I trust that it contains some 'criticism of life' or
implies some standards which are not mere personal... Nor am I attempting
to offer what so many people now demand from poets - a final verdict or a
balanced judgement. It is the nature of this poem to be neither final or
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balanced. I ha\'e certain beliefs which, I hope, emerge in the course of it but
which I ha\>e refused to abstract from their context... poetry in my opinion
must be honest before anything else and I refuse to be 'objective ' or clear-
cut at the cost of honesty.'

This passage sets out many of the criteria, which would distance MacNeice from

the work of his contemporaries in the Thirties. His refusal to give a 'balanced

judgement' can be seen as a reaction against the ideological categorisation

practised by literary journals of the period such as Geoffrey Grigson's New Verse.

The passage above also bears interesting comparison with W. B. Yeats's

suggestion in 'A General Introduction from my Work' that:

A poet writes always of his personal life; in his finest works out of its
tragedy... remorse, lost love or mere loneliness; he never speaks directly as
to someone at the breakfast table; there is always the phantasmagoria... Even
when the poet seems most himself... he is never the bundle of accident and
incoherence that sits down to breakfast; he has to be reborn as an idea,
something intended, complete.2

These two statements raise important political, philosophical and artistic questions

for each poet. Both statements were written within a few years of one another,

although Yeats was nearing the end of his career while MacNeice was still within

the first decade of his. Both poets were from Irish, Protestant backgrounds and

maintained varying degrees of contact with Ireland and England throughout their

respective careers. Both radically questioned the reliability of verse as a means for

expressing, analysing and framing experience.

These two statements partially contradict and uphold one another, although the

contradictions are perhaps more obvious at first sight. Yeats cites conditions,

which he maintains, are common to all 'poets' while MacNeice refers to a set of

Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems (London: Faber and Faber. 1979), p. 101.
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conditions which effect one particular poem with one particular project. MacNeice

asserts that the 'bundle of accident and incoherence that sits down to breakfast' is

the very subject with which his 'honest' poem will be occupied. Yeats maintains

that the poetic expression of experience (with all its 'incoherence and 'accident')

will, by necessity, supersede that experience. He suggests (at least here) that the

written word has a greater permanency than the 'life' it attempts to 'describe'.

MacNeice, on the other hand, does not privilege the written word over experience

but maintains that experience is something that should be described, if the 'journal'

is to be truthful. In a sense, Yeats has a far greater ambition for language. He

suggests that it can transfigure the human (the 'bundle of accident and

incoherence' or 'a tattered coat upon a stick'3) into an 'intended' and 'complete'

idea. MacNeice, on the other hand, believes that Autumn Journal merely comments

on (and runs parallel with) his life. He does not have Yeats's emancipatory vision

of the transfiguration of the artist through the aesthetic. Rather than presenting

anything as rigorous as an 'intended idea', MacNeice suggests that 'certain

beliefs.. .emerge' in the course of the poem. He warns his readership that he does

not positively search for ideas but that these ideas 'emerge' through experience.

Just as Wilfred Owen had limited the role of the poet by suggesting that 'All the

poet can do is warn'4 (an idea which was much admired by many of the poets of

the 1930s) so MacNeice limits himself to the interpretation of his own reactions to

the events as they occur rather than attempting to present some overall synthesis.

The political role played by poetry according to Yeats also differs widely from its

role according to MacNeice or even Auden. Yeats claims that the poet is 'reborn'

" W. B. Yeats. "A General Introduction to my Work.', quoted from IV. B. Yeats: Selected Poetry
(ed.) Timothy Webb (London and New York: Penguin), p. xx.
~ W. B. Yeats. 'Sailing to Byzantium', Selected Poetry, p. 128.
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through the poem and invents his own identity through the lyric rather than having

his identity conferred upon him. MacNeice believes that Autumn Journal merely

comments upon his life in the last four months of 1938. In the previous two block

quotations, Yeats suggests that the poem constitutes the identity of the poet while

MacNeice believes the poem describes the identity of the poet.

Perhaps an overriding difference between these two block quotations is

Yeats's apparent desire to create 'something complete' and MacNeice's conflicting

suggestion that his poem was intended to be fragmented. There is also something

beguilingly complicit in the manner in which the two poets portray the survival of

the aesthetic in the face of'life' or 'experience'. For Yeats, the poem does not

represent a commentary on the life of the poet but constitutes the poet himself. The

most renowned example of this probably occurs in his 1927 poem, 'Sailing to

Byzantium' in which, in the third stanza, the poetic voice asks the 'sages standing

in God's holy fire' that they 'gather me/ Into the artifice of eternity.'5

Here as elsewhere, this process is destabilised by Yeats's fear that he could be

deluded as he asks to be gathered into an 'artifice' which might lead nowhere.

There is an oblique suggestion that the poet might have been wiser if he had

followed the sensual life of the 'Fish, flesh or fowl' in the first stanza, who

'neglect' the aesthetic altogether. For MacNeice there remains a related claim that

the truths of'life' are different from the truths of poetry. He suggests that the poem

corresponds to life while being incapable of fully recovering that life. Indeed, the

sustaining dynamic of poetry, he maintains, is the tension that exists between the

representative project of the poem and its existence outside the world it attempts to

represent. Poetry offers a realm of inexhaustible and indeed, inextinguishable

4 Wilfred Owen, quoted by Robin Skelton, Poetry of the Thirties (London and New York. 1964). p.
22.
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possibilities since it can never frame the life it attempts to. Although he doesn't

believe that the poem heralds the transfiguration of the poet as Yeats did, he

maintains that it offers truths that are irreducible to literary criticism. He

persistently maintains that the poem must be experienced as well as explained.

Criticism might explain poetry but the experience of poetry remains allusive. As

with Yeats, MacNeice sees poetry as an act of performance as well as of

discussion. The connection between 'life' and its expression in the poem is never

straightforward for either poet. In 'Experiences with Images' (1949) he suggests

that although he is able to identify the existence of a correspondence between the

life and the aesthetic, he is unable to fully describe it:

Every good poem must have a relation to 'life' and a new life of its own; the
two things are not the same but, since the relation between them, while
different in different poets, seems to defy analysis let us, having registered
this central fact, pass on up to the surface where discussion is possible
though it must be crude.6

As MacNeice pointed out, the relationship between 'life' and the 'aesthetic' is in

fact reciprocal. 'Life' cannot be seen as having an independent existence because

(even in the act of thinking) it must be constructed through the aesthetic process.

Likewise, 'the aesthetic' cannot be seen as existing outside life since the aesthetic

informs that life. The aesthetic is not merely a superficial layer under which 'life'

lies, but an important contributor to that life.

MacNeice was, first and foremost, a poet who enjoyed writing poetry over

engaging in drawn out discussions about poetry. There is a note of reluctance in

the quotation above, as he discusses the theoretical implications of the poetic

" W. B. Yeats. Selected Poetry, p. 129.
6 Louis MacNeice, 'Experiences with Images', Literary Criticism, (ed.) Alan Heuser (London:
Faber and Faber, 1965), p. 154.
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image. MacNeice seems eager to leave behind the arid realms of generalised

theorising and to enter, instead, into the realms of specific example. Earlier in

"Experiences with Images' he suggests rather laconically that 'to talk once in a way

about one's own work is, I suppose, a good exercise...' This is not to suggest that

his verse does not contain discussions on the issues of the relationship between

poetry and the experience it attempts to describe. 'Plurality' (1940), 'Plant and

Phantom' (1940), 'Homage to Cliches' (1935), 'Leaving Barra' (1937), 'Didymus'

(1950) and 'In Lieu' (1954) to name but a handful, discuss the problems involved

in poetic articulation. Nevertheless, MacNeice believed that excessive discussion

about poetic articulation was harmful to the poet. He was also deeply undecided

about these issues. As the 'Introduction' to Autumn Journal suggests, MacNeice

was often satisfied to leave the loose ends he had identified, untied. It is hard to

imagine him undergoing the struggle to synthesise information as Yeats had done

in A Vision. Indeed, MacNeice's suggestion that 'I should consider it dishonest to

have qualified ...retrospectively... my reactions to [the Spanish Civil War]'8 might

be seen in marked contrast to the alterations Yeats made to his early verse, so that

it might appear with his later verse, to represent some sense of unity.

MacNeice shares with Yeats a belief that poetry remains at least partially

impervious to criticism, that it refers to both past events and maintains its own

contemporaneous autonomy and that the poetic image is not simply a device to

illustrate a central core of argument but that it maintains its own resonance. This

upsets and inverts the traditional conception of the chain of events concerning

subject and content. Instead of a central core of cerebral argument existing prior to

a series of images, the images themselves are seen as existing prior to the

Ibid., p. 154.
5 Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 154.
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argument. In The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats MacNeice describes how criticism too

readily concerns itself with the portrayal of poetry as a 'correspondence'. While

criticism is valuable 'as far as it goes,'9 poetry must be seen as more than a bridge

from life to its expression. MacNeice cannot simply go straight to the core of the

argument. Rather he must experiment with images and allow his ideas to emerge

slowly. Indeed he is eager to suggest that the conclusions of the poetic argument

are not necessarily and always the most important features of the poem. He

applauds Yeats as 'an enemy of the facts'. He suggests that 'facts outside the poem

are no longer the same facts once they have been fused into the poem.'10

His admiration for Yeats's belief in identity as an artificial construct, rather

than a given or solid entity, is regarded as a moment of crises and of celebration by

MacNeice. The poem's refusal to correspond exactly to the experience it attempts

to frame represents infinite possibilities, which he expands upon:

Language is by its nature, a traffic in symbols but these symbols are plastic -
an endless annoyance to the scientist but God's own gift for the poet who is
always trying to say something new [and] must take the rough and ready
symbol of a general A and mould it to stand for his own particular a; that is
at his least ambitious - sometimes he will mould it to stand for b or even x.u

In 'Poetry Today' (1935) he comments further on the gulf between the poem and

the 'world' it attempts to frame. The crisis evoked by this gulf is not met with the

Yeatsian proposition of the transfiguration of the artist through his representation

in the lyric. Instead (and this perhaps heralds the idea of poetic 'honesty' he was to

propose three years later in Autumn Journal), he suggests that truth in the aesthetic

exists parallel with but wholly distinct from the truth of experience:

9 Louis MacNeice, 'Notes' to The Poetry of IV. B. Yeats., BBC Written Archives Centre. Cavesham
Park. Reading.
"' Louis MacNeice, The Poetry of IV. B. Yeats (London: Faber and Faber. 1941). p. 16.
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There is not. to my knowledge - nor do I think there can be - any
satisfactory definition of the relationship of poetry to life. I am convinced,
however, that there is such a relationship and that it is of primary importance;
I am also convinced that a poem is a thing in itself, a contained organism; la
creation' - I might almost say, saving the presence of philosophers, an
absolute. 12

MacNeice further elaborates upon the opposition between poetry as performance

and poetry as correspondence. Poetry acts as a correspondence to 'life' but its

articulation must also be acknowledged as a performance, as 'a thing in itself and

as a 'contained organism'. According to MacNeice, criticism is limited because it

can only assess poetry as a correspondence whereas it is of course both

correspondence and performance. This also develops his suggestion of a 'general

A' and a 'particular a'. A word may correspond to a field of shared knowledge (a

'general A') but, through the poet's interpretation, it will also exist as a 'particular

a' in performance. The word both corresponds to shared knowledge and expresses

itself as the poet's particular emotion. These two passages illustrate that

interpretation, stylisation and performance cannot be regarded as the handmaidens

to content. The poem as 'a thing in itself (the poem as performance) is not of

secondary importance to the poem as correspondence. This registers the existence

of language on two levels and indicates an intellectual flexibility that is

characteristic of the poet. What is significant about this passage is the fact that

MacNeice does not consider one level to be of any greater value than the other. It

is not as if he suggests that all artists create their own 'specific a' but that in reality-

it is the 'general A' that is of the greatest significance. He is preoccupied with

examining how these two spheres are mutually supportive and suggests that it is

Louis MacNeice. Literary Criticism, p. 155.
' : Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of IV. B. Yeats (London: Faber and Faber. 1967). p. 15.
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the tension between the two that poetry is most able to expose. What is required of

the reader is both a knowledge of a generalised 'A' and an empathy with a specific

•a' .

This portrayal of stylisation as more than an embellishment to fact displays

discernibly Irish sensibilities. In Irish criticism and literature stylisation is often

seen to proceed content.13 Since identity is not a settled or even known entity, the

colonial state must establish itself through stylisation. Stylisation does not

embellish what is already shared and known, but manifests itself simultaneously

with content. MacNeice acknowledges the importance of stylisation and of

performance when he describes the poem as 'a thing in itself. In The Strings are

False (his unfinished autobiography) MacNeice makes little attempt to explain the

political background of Ireland between 1907 and 1917. Instead he presents the

various individuals, sights and impressions gathered from his family home in terms

of their appearance or their impression. There is no sense in which MacNeice

discusses his impression of them and subsequently explains this through adult

analysis. Rather, he implies that since these were his impressions once, he will not

exorcise them with the benefit of adult hindsight. They exist as more than

correspondence. They exist as performance.

One of the reasons for this is that the young MacNeice does not have the

means for explanation. The Rectory of Carrickfergus represents a self-contained

and closed sphere. The people and images of the Rectory held an almost self-

contained autonomous presence. They existed for the young boy very much as

MacNeice explained his images existed in his poems. They are not reference points

for some larger argument or scheme but exist in their own luminousness. They

See Declan Kiberd.. p. 118.
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must be experienced rather than explained. This is also very much the artistic

impetus behind Autumn Journal with its plethora of coffee-cups, trains,

typewriters, and trips to the cinema, timetables, pet dogs and Kodak cameras.

MacNeice's refusal to 'abstract' his 'beliefs' from 'their contexts'14 in this poem

resulted from the same objectives as his descriptions of the Rectory. It is important

to note that he did not propose to suggest that the child's world appears to him or

her in a theatrical appearance-based manner, which was subsequently explained by

the adult. He takes care to register the sense impressions of adulthood without

necessarily 'linking' them to a core of argument.15 MacNeice maintains a fidelity

to the moment and often refuses to elaborate upon this through adult sophistication.

While he is willing to admit that theories can be 'useful', he vehemently asserts that

the poet can only sanction sense data, impressions and intuitive judgements. To a

large extent poetry enacts experience.

MacNeice's portrayal of poetry as a correspondence and as a performance

results from his study of the nature of the aesthetic in the classics and the set of

circumstances surrounding his childhood. It is important to distinguish between his

scepticism concerning the representative projects of the poem and the scepticism of

Yeats, Joyce and Synge, however. These earlier writers could be said to employ

these strategies in order to undermine the descriptive powers of the coloniser. They

attempted to wrest England's capacity to describe them from England's hands by

re-inventing their own identities and placing descriptive authority firmly with

themselves. They attempted to make identity self-regulating and autonomous. They

often disrupt the very concept of a permanent identity by defining it as an ongoing

'" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 101.
u' Louis MacNeice, Train to Dublin', Collected Poems, pp. 27 - 28 This is a good example of a
poem that catalogues and lists various sense impressions, while stubbornly suggesting that these
can't be used to frame an overall argument or scheme.
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process of strenuous self-stylisation. If MacNeice's questioning of the authority of

description owes anything to his Irish background it is more by accident than by

design. He does not set out to disrupt the descriptive powers of the coloniser.

Rather his particularly isolated childhood exposes him to conditions in which self-

invention is a necessary part of his identity making.

To a large extent, the MacNeice household represented an example of

Protestant isolation. When, in 1908, John MacNeice arrived to take up his post as a

Rector at Carrickfergus he and his wife were confronted with an angry mob who

were protesting about the fact that the previous curate in charge at St Nicholas,

Revd. W. H. Bradley had not been appointed by Bishop Connor. The manager of

the local linen mills had let the mill girls have the day off work so that they could

voice their protests. When Lily (MacNeice's mother) was escorted back to the

station waiting room for her safety by the local police, the distorted and jeering

faces of the girls could be seen at the frosted windows. 16 Although hostilities only

lasted a year, these scenes had had a great effect on Lily who, after her early life

with her widowed father in Connemara, always longed for the west of Ireland. Her

own sense of exile was passed onto her children who would reconstruct from

anecdote or description the landscape of the west of Ireland. Elizabeth and Louis

also felt themselves to be exiled. This inherited, almost vicarious nostalgia for a

place the children had never visited is described in 'Landscapes of Childhood and

Youth':

The very name Connemara seemed too rich for any ordinary place. It
appeared to be a country of windswept open spaces and mountains blazing
with whins and seas that were never quiet, with drowned palaces beneath

Jon Stalhvorthy, Louis MacNeice (London: Faber and Faber. 1995). pp. 15 - 22.
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them, and seals and eagles and turf smoke and cottagers who were always
laughing and who gave you milk when you asked for a glass of water. 17

Declan Kiberd describes the importance of landscape in the Protestant imagination

Commenting on W. B. Yeats' nostalgia for Sligo as a boy in London and his

"longing .. for locations', Kiberd suggests that:

.. the Irish Protestant imagination [is] estranged from the community [and
yet it is] anxious to identify itself with the new national sentiment. While
Roman Catholic writers of the revival period seemed obsessed with the
history of their land, to Protestant artists that history could only be, as Lady
Gregory insisted, a painful accusation against their own people; and so they
turned to geography in the attempt at patriotisation...lg

Louis MacNeice did not live in the same period as Yeats and Lady Gregory, but it

could be argued that many of his poems about Ireland conceal his lack of contact

with the community by focusing upon the landscape. This is certainly the case with

'The Closing Album' which, with it a rich description of rural Ireland, defers

discussion about the outbreak of World War Two. His autobiographical writings,

in which his childhood is depicted, also focus to an unusual extent upon landscape

MacNeice's reconstruction of his childhood revolves very much around his

perception of landscape and the formative influences he believes it holds for him.

Indeed the criticism that he 'lacks political commitment'19 (an idea which gained

most currency among MacNeice's contemporary critics), might owe much to his

identification with places at the expense of people in his childhood. Had his

childhood provided him with contact with various strata of Irish society (with its

1 Louis MacNeice. "Landscapes of Childhood and Youth'. Appendix A. The Strings are False, pp.
216-217.
s Declan Kiberd. Inventing Ireland, p. 107.
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inherent political and religious debates), it is arguable that he would never have felt

quite as alienated as he claimed he was in the 1930s. His very isolation, his

dislocation from the wider community and his place in a self-enclosed world meant

that, as a child, he could only assess things on the basis of their appearance; they

had to be assessed theatrically. The events that are recalled at Carrickfergus do not

refer back to some higher adult explanation but appear to be autonomous.

Argumentative logic, whether it was that of the classical writer or that of the

politically engaged undergraduate, never completely convinced him. His lack of

contact outside the Rectory almost demanded that the landscape must acquire an

especially strong resonance. Since he could not present the community of

Carrickfergus he had to present its landscape. This lack of a communal focus as a

child also prompted an awareness of the crucial differences between argument and

experience. Communities can be argued about but landscapes must be experienced.

Something of this remains in his insistence that a poem must be both

correspondence and performance. It is only in performance that experience can be

rendered. It might be suggested that this social dislocation coupled with the

nostalgia for an imaginary Connemara produced a sensibility which was far more

concerned with methodology than with the argumentative results of a poem and

with the mode of representation rather than the represented. Since, from his very

earliest experience, MacNeice was engaged with constructing his mother's

landscape, he was aware that the descriptive power can function even when the

original object of description is not discernible. Even in childhood description does

not necessarily correspond to any definite object. Under such circumstances the

19 Peter McDonald, Louis MacS'eice: The Poet in his Context (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1991). p. 3
McDonald argues against the assumption that he lacked political commitment.
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focus shifts from the original object (since there is none) to the act of articulation

itself. In one sense 'the act of articulation' is all that MacNeice was left with.

Edna Longley suggests that MacNeice's juvenilia used images in which

'sound' preceded the formation of'sense.' 20 This description of stylisation

preceding content implies a deconstruction of the belief that stylisation will serve

to embellish content. What Longley does not explain, however, is that a belief in

the existence of stylisation before content was not merely a quirk of MacNeice's

juvenilia but informed his critical faculties in later life. The dearth of adult

explanation in The Strings are False, for example, keeps the effects of

Carrickfergus intact and out of the reach of adult explanation. The 'effects' of

Carrickfergus are registered as having been severed from any rational explanation.

As MacNeice was to describe it, 'before I knew where they came from these

images and sounds had a purely physical meaning.'21 In 'Carrickfergus' (1937) he

described how he was born in Belfast 'between the mountain and the gantries/ To

the hooting of lost sirens and the clang of trams.' 22 He self-consciously refused to

offer any political rationale for the events he described in early childhood.

Significantly the 'huge camp of soldiers' that arrived at the outbreak of the First

World War, 'grew up from the ground on sight of our house.' 23 In The Strings are

False MacNeice recalls that, when the war broke out, he was unable to distinguish

between the English and the Germans because 'all foreigners were foreigners to

me.'24 Stanza eight of'Carrickfergus' continues to register the war in the terms of

its effects rather than the terms of its causes. The young boy travelling to England

"" Edna Longley. Louis MacXeice: A Critical Study (London and Boston: Faber and Faber. 1987).

" Louis MacNeice. "Experiences with Images . Selected Literary Criticism, p. 154.
"' Louis MacNeice. Carrickfergus". Collected Poems, p. 69.
~3 ibid., p. 69.
""* Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 53.
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experiences 'Sweat and Khaki in the Carlisle train'. Upon his arrival in England

the vivid and disarming images of Ireland are left behind:

I went to school in Dorset, the world of parents
Contracted into a puppet world of sons

Far from the mill girls, the smell of porter, the salt-mines
And the soldiers with their guns. 25

This poem describes a new phase in MacNeice's life but not the exorcism of the

impressions he gained in childhood. The education he receives in England does not

cancel his more translogical experiences. MacNeice continues to acknowledge the

importance of such impressions into adulthood. A poet who spent his first ten years

in Ireland and then gained his education and began his career in England might

conceivably seem to represent an individual who would infantilise Ireland. It could

be argued that the poet attained his craft in England while Ireland merely remained

the passive subject of his early experience. This could indeed happen if MacNeice

had not already blurred the line drawn between form and content and between the

act of description and the described. If Ireland simply represented the 'content'

which was to be dissected or analysed through the faculties attained through an

English education, then Ireland could become a passive 'subject' in his verse.

Ireland (as the poet readily admitted) informed his methodology and was not

simply a subject. Even when he wished to divorce himself from his country in

'Valediction' (1934) he found that he could not 'deny my past to which my self is

wed, / The woven finger cannot undo the thread.'26

^ Louis MacNeice. 'Carrickfergus'. Collected Poems, p. 70.
~6 ibid., p. 52.
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If MacNeice could not infantilise Ireland because his experiences in Ireland

informed his methodology, there is certainly the suggestion that he wished it could

The 'woven finger' (the artistic utterance) and 'the thread' (the past) appear as one.

MacNeice could not have called upon his English or adult methodologies to

exorcise his past even if he had wished to. Later in the poem he expresses his

desire to place his Irish experience 'in a glass case' so that he may 'merely look

on' his life there. His 1945 poem 'Carrick Revisited' also employs similar images

as he writes: 'Memories I had shelved peer at me from the shelf.'27 The fact that

his memories can stare back at him implies a deeply disturbing reciprocal

relationship between the artist and his memory. These memories remain luminous

and irreducible to adult analysis. They were not merely passive, but appeared to

exert a positive hold on the poet. They did not merely exist in the past but also

existed in the present. If poetry were only correspondence, these memories could

be consigned to the past. Poetic expression would be successful in framing its

subject. The 'shelving' of memory can never be accomplished. MacNeice is held

accountable by his past. In 'Carrick Revisited' he reinforces the idea that he

cannot divorce himself from his past. This is a poem which clearly denies Yeatsian

self-invention.

Yeats and MacNeice clearly have very different views concerning the

emancipatory possibilities of the aesthetic. As Timothy Webb describes, Yeats

regards poetry as the means through which the poet will transcend his own time.28

MacNeice, while acknowledging that the aesthetic corresponds to 'life' and also

has 'a life of its own',29 believes that the impetus for writing poetry and the mode

of its expression are very much determined by the poet's birth and historical

\ ibid., p. 224.
'* Timothy Webb. "Introduction" to W. B. Yeats. Collected Poems, pp. xx - xxi.
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permanence. There is a certain implied desolation as he asserts that 'my dreams

[are] determined largely/ By the random chemistry of soil and air' of his

birthplace.30 In his poetry, fiction and discursive work, Yeats considered the

proposition that the material facts of the poet's life will be transcended through his

self-realisation in verse. MacNeice maintains that the artist's expression is

determined by these material facts. As I suggested earlier, it is precisely the

contribution his early experiences made towards his mode of expression that

prevented him from unpicking his past. Because childhood experience contributes

towards adult expression (rather than simply being a passive 'subject'), adult

expression must always owe something to childhood. He expresses his frustration

at these limitations, suggesting that his 'baby clothes' will also become his

shroud'.31 In one sense MacNeice is held captive by his refusal to infantilise

childhood experience. If his childhood were nothing more than a subject to be

commented upon, he would, indeed, be able to trust to his intellectual capabilities

as an adult. Because his past is not only a poetic subject but also informs the mode

of representation, this is not possible.

By contrast Yeats (at least potentially) offers liberation through the intellect.

MacNeice asserts that the emotional or intuitive faculties of the poet's life sabotage

conclusions that are reached on a purely intellectual basis. Yeats is able to give far

greater credence than MacNeice is to the ancient traditions upon which he claims

he projects his personal experience. These traditions can only be assessed through

intellectual enquiry. Writing against confessional poetry, Yeats suggests that 'all

that is personal soon rots; it must be packed with ice or salt ... Ancient salt is the

"y Louis MacNeice. 'Experiences with Images', p. 155.
Louis MacNeice. 'Carrick Revisited', Collected Poems, p. 224.

31 Louis MacNeice. 'Valediction', ibid., p. 53.
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tradition as the means through which to transcend the specifics of his own life. If

the poem had 'a life of its own', then so did his past. He was at the mercy of his

past and did not believe that his own critical or intellectual faculties as an adult

could exorcise this. This is a highly ironic stance, given his role as a classics

lecturer in Birmingham and London. Although he was attracted by some classical

writers' attempts to subordinate 'life' or experience to their intellectual faculties,

they never convinced him. As a scholar of the Classics he appears to represent

something of a devil's advocate who casts a sceptical eye over all he sees. He

asserts the survival of experience despite some writers' attempts to subordinate it

to analysis. Experience always maintains a stubborn and residual existence in

MacNeice's criticism and verse. He certainly could never have contemplated

possibility of the immortalization of the poet through his or her immersion in

ancient tradition as Yeats did. MacNeice was prepared to talk 'as one at the

breakfast table' while also noting his own desire to transcend this. It was a desire

that was always to be frustrated and would always provide the sustaining dynamic

for his composition of poetry.

*z "A General Introduction for my Work'. W. B. Yeats quoted in Timothy Webb"s 'Introduction' to
W. B. Yeats'. Selected Poetry, p. xx.



Poetic Expression and the Interrogation of Identity

Yeats's poetic project was probably more ambitious than MacNeice's was. Yeats,

unlike MacNeice, had an important political reason for attempting to assert the

superiority of the written word over material reality. Many critics suggest that the

belief in the transcendence of the poet through poetry resulted from the attempt to

preserve (through its existence in the aesthetic) a dying Aristocracy. If the poet

could no longer make reference to his material superiority and assert his identity,

he would create his identity from within. Indeed literature could be seen as more

than an act of reference and become, instead, one of self-creation. Yeats feared a

growing mercantile class who 'fumble in a greasy till/ And add the halfpence to the

pence.' ' His own celebration of the life of the aristocrat and of the peasant at the

expense of the middle class illustrated a faith in an almost feudal conception of

society. Terry Eagleton suggests that 'the faith that reality is a construct of the

mind... allows a sinking Ascendancy to assert its last edge over a history which

flouts them'.34 In such a reading of Irish literary history, the non-representative

strategies of Irish Modernist writers are seen as a direct result of the material

diminution of the Ascendancy. If the literature of a class can no longer describe its

own power and wealth it must produce art which does not rely upon description. In

fact, it must elevate the importance of art to a point at which it is seen as almost

self-referential and self-sustaining. The poem must not describe the poet but it

must constitute him or her. Something of this remains in MacNeice's belief that

" W. B. Yeats. September. 1913% ibid., p. 73.
'A Tern- Eagleton. Heathclifj'and the Great Hunger: Studies in Irish Culture (London: Verso.
1995).p. 310.
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poetry is more than 'a means of framing the subject matter outside itself.'35 His

assertion that the poem is both an act of correspondence and an entity that exists

outside the world to which it refers, owes much to certain Irish sensibilities which

permeate his beliefs concerning representation.

Yeats's belief that the poet constructs his identity through the lyric rather than

having it conferred upon him, is symptomatic not only of a declining Ascendancy

but of a colonial nation which seeks to redefine itself. Rather than receiving its

identity from England, Ireland must choose to construct itself. Its literature must

assume a special significance as Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari describe:

A major or established (i.e. imperial) literature follows a vector that goes from
content to expression. Since content is presented in a given form of content, one
must find, or discover or see the form of expression that goes with it. That
which conceptualises well expresses itself. But a minor, or revolutionary
literature begins by expressing itself and doesn't conceptualise until
afterwards.36

Yeats clearly had a Utopian objective that MacNeice never claimed. As the

quotation above suggests, the identity of the colony must, due to its lack of

material possession, become established textually. Indeed, it must propose that

textually is of greater value than materiality. This suggests one reason why Yeats

proposed that the aesthetic allows the poet to transcend the 'bundle of accident and

incoherence' of his everyday life and to be reborn as something 'intended,

complete'.37 There is an implied opposition here: on the one hand there is the

individual who industriously reassesses his own style, who attempts to create

himself through his own expression and who never feels that his identity can be

^ Louis MacNeice. The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats, p. 81.
"s Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. Kafka: Towards a Minor Literature (Minneapolis. 1986) p. 28
quoted by Declan Kiberd. Inventing Ireland, p. 117.

W. B. Yeats, ;An Introduction for my Work', p. xx.
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fully defined or closed, and on the other there is the individual who lazily assumes

an identity from the material facts around him. Yeats is at pains to suggest that all

identity is fabricated, however. Those who 'assume' an identity from the material

facts around them are self-deluding, since all identity is at some level textual.

Yeats was aware that if the nation was to come into existence it must have been

willed into being by the text. The nation must establish a textual reality before it

can establish a material one.

It is clear that there is far less at stake for MacNeice. Far from the Utopian

grandeur of A Vision, MacNeice constantly stresses his inability to make any grand

political claims. Indeed, he surveys the events that led up to World War Two with

a stoical sense of helplessness. Commenting on the 1938, Oxford by-election in

which he canvassed, he wrote:

And what am I doing it for?
Mainly for fun, partly for a half-believed-in
Principal, a core
Of fact in a pulp of verbiage,
Remembering that this crude so-called obsolete
Top-heavy tedious parliamentary system
Is our only ready weapon to defeat
The legions' eagles and lictors' axes38

Unlike Yeats and many writers in colonial Ireland, MacNeice does not regard his

career as a movement towards a specific political event. Indeed the above

quotation is markedly reserved concerning his political capabilities. He maintains a

low-key fidelity to his experience, commenting earlier in this section on how,

because of the blitz, he had to reduce the glare of his headlights with cardboard as

38 Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal X, Collected Poems, p. 128.
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he travelled on his way to Oxford.39 His political aspirations were limited to a

truthful poetic commentary. Born four decades after Yeats, MacNeice spent his

childhood in colonial Ireland but his youth and adulthood in an England that

witnessed the last dregs of its imperial reign. Even after Independence,

Carrickfergus remained part of the Northern Counties. MacNeice's interrogation of

identity was located far more consistently upon his own identity, rather than on

wider political or social identities as Yeats's had been.

This is reflected in the very different self-portraits that are rendered in

Autobiographies and The Strings are False. Both poets spent significant periods of

their childhoods in England. Yeats portrays himself as an extremely earnest and

homesick child and recalls that 'when I was ten or twelve years old and in London,

I would remember Sligo with tears, and when I began to write it was there I hoped

to find my audience.' 40 This sincerity of purpose may be seen in marked contrast

to MacNeice's self-portrait as an enfant terrible with a relish for the absurd, an

almost hedonistic delight in the possibilities of poetic language and an overriding

sense of self-preservation.

Yeats clearly resisted the influences of Godolphin school in London where he

felt that he was 'a stranger' among his fellow pupils and remembered being

amazed at the readiness with which they repeated parrot-fashion, the opinions of

their fathers. MacNeice, on the other hand, seemed to undergo a process of almost

total immersion when he arrived at Sherborne in 1917. The intricate games he

played with his sister in the Rectory at Carrickfergus, where both children were

involved in imaginary tales and sagas, continued in the school community at

Sherborne. These efforts suggest the slightly desperate attempt of the child to re-

" ibid., p. 127.
"1J W. B. Yeats, Autobiographies (London: Faber and Faber. 1951). p. 31.



constitute the world and indeed his identity. This is a well-recorded phenomenon

for children who find themselves dislocated from the contexts of their homes, once

they arrive at boarding school. This is double-edged for MacNeice, however.

MacNeice's identity seems threatened from his earliest age. It is as if MacNeice

comes from an environment where identity must be invented (Carrickfergus) and

arrives in another environment where identity must also be invented. While these

places change, the tactics and strategies he employs in each remain the same.

Identity is not 'given', but must be established by the child in both situations. If he

cannot call upon a continuity of place he must call upon a continuity of practise.

His future career as a poet is informed by this rootlessness and this related will to

bring his identity into being, through poetic articulation. MacNeice's descriptions

of his early life also suggest the child's will to impose form on his dislocated life

He comments on his pursuits at Sherborne in The Strings are False:

I began to enjoy myself. Everyone knew so much, it spread up and out like a
balloon, knowledge was power, there was hardly time to take it all in. The
things that the boys knew would have seemed Double Dutch in
Carrickfergus. Butterflies, wild flowers, birds, motorcars, aeroplanes, the
County Cricket batting averages.. .41

This preservation of a critical stance over any attachment to place is evident in

Autumn Journal X from the laconic, almost nonchalant tone with which MacNeice

observes his passing from Sherborne to Marlborough:

And we found it was time to be leaving
To be changing schools, sandstone changed for chalk

And ammonites for flinty husks of sponges
Another lingo to talk

And jerseys in other colours.

41 Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 66.
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42And still the acquiring of unrelated facts.

The repetition of'And' at the beginning of almost every line suggests that any

change that occurs in MacNeice's early life is received with a sense of monotony.

Despite the progression from one school to another that he describes, the poet

maintains a knowing aloofness. It is almost as if he acknowledges that the

particularities of Marlborough ('the jerseys' and other 'lingo') are of little

significance. Provided a system for cataloguing information exists, the

particularities he focuses upon remain of secondary importance.

His aloofness also springs from a refusal to emotionally invest in those around

him:

Things and actions were more important than people. I assessed the other
boys by the things they did. Being hardly conscious of them as characters I
treated them as sounding boards, mechanical partners in a play or figures
who were to be rivalled.43

It is important to note here that the suggestion of identity which is constructed

through action, exists prior to the idea of innate personality. MacNeice draws an

important distinction here, between the notions of'character' (innate and

unchangeable) and the construction of identity through the 'things [the boys] did'.

The suggestion in 'Plant and Phantom' that 'Man... cheats the pawky Fates/ By

what he does not is', probably owes as much to MacNeice's survival mechanisms

at school as it does to his isolated childhood at the Carrickfergus Rectory. The

idea that humanity is responsible for 'imposing/ On flux an architectonic7 and

creating 'Stepping stones in the random' might also benefit from a biographical

"" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 120.
"~ Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 69.
"4 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 202.
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explanation. Just as the children invented games and personas in Carrickfergus and

just as the pupils of Sherborne and Marlborough industriously collected 'unrelated

facts' so humanity is depicted as it strives to give shape to its chaotic existence.

Here, as in his 1940 poem 'Plurality', MacNeice paints a picture of humanity's

struggle to conceal its own inconsistencies, ambiguities, fragmentation and chaotic

disorder with the authority of the written word.

There has been a great deal of critical comment on how MacNeice's pursuit of

the classics as both a student and a lecturer shaped his beliefs concerning the

aesthetic and its attempts to frame life. What perhaps many critics have omitted, is

the possibility that MacNeice's awareness of the fabrication of the text could also

be said to be the product of a particularly isolated, Protestant childhood. There is

clearly something desperate about the seven-year-old who devoured book after

book in order to forget his isolation. 45 There is an implied fear that without books

and make-believe, the child would be forced to face the gaping nullity of his life.

As a result MacNeice placed a great deal of emotional and intellectual investment

in the written word. As he reconstructs his childhood, he both celebrates books

because they increase his critical faculties and deplores them because they conceal

his lack of involvement in 'the real world'. MacNeice's adult fears can be seen in

embryonic form in his childhood. MacNeice's early experience, I would argue,

places an unusual emphasis upon the process and experience of the text rather than

upon its argumentative conclusions. The text is not only a reference to the world

but a means of survival. Because MacNeice has an overriding belief that the

aesthetic offers 'stepping stones in the random', he regards poetry as at least

partially self-contained and autonomous.

^ Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 17.
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In the 'Introduction' to The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats MacNeice suggests that

when W. H. Auden suggested that 'poetry must be about something' he had been

misunderstood and exaggerated.46 According to MacNeice, Auden had not meant

to advocate the blind pursuit of content at the expense of form. He suggests that

Auden merely attempts, after the vagueness of the Georgian poets, to re-assert the

importance of content. Nevertheless, of all the poets of the 1930s MacNeice

probably gives more attention to questions of form in the poem than any other

poet. The frustration many poets of the 1930s expressed towards MacNeice largely

resulted from the attention he paid towards form at the expense of the ideological

debates that fascinated his contemporaries. Unlike many of his contemporaries

who were famous for their compilations of artistic manifestos and 'statements'

MacNeice could never be certain that poetry was simply a means through which to

present argument.

Before he could launch into the left-wing debates of his day, he pondered

questions posed by the classical writers he studied. His pursuit of these writers

crystallised, honed and intensified his concerns over the aesthetic and its act of

representation. Yet contemporary critics often saw this as a means through which

to defer discussion on the issues of the day. While Classicism was a vital process

in the formation of his poetic voice, I believe that it also resulted from a very

palpable set of social conditions in his childhood. Among most early critics of

MacNeice's work there is an acceptance of the idea that Classicism influenced his

ideas on the aesthetic, while Ireland is often simply seen as a subject. The fact that

childhood also informed poetic articulation and was not merely a passive subject to

be commented upon, has not been fully acknowledged. There is still an assumption

Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of If. B. Yeats, p. 18.
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that once MacNeice arrived in England as a ten-year-old and began to study the

classics, the formation of a poetic stance also began.

In Northern Voices, Terence Brown concludes his chapter on MacNeice

with the suggestion that 'Oxford and the metropolis formed his mind, but his

imagination was involved with western landscapes.'47 MacNeice's study of the

classics was crucial to his subsequent discussion of the difference between

experience and experience once it is rendered within the aesthetic. It clearly posed

questions with which MacNeice was concerned throughout his poetic career. To

suggest that Ireland endowed him with 'imagination', however, is to deny the

contribution Ireland made to his critical stance. MacNeice's childhood made him

aware of the problematic relationship between the poem and the world to which it

referred. His 'mind' was also informed by Ireland and by childhood. MacNeice's

criticism reveals a poet who asks not only what the aesthetic attempts to describe

but also why the aesthetic attempts to describe. This had also been a preoccupation

of Yeats's verse and because, unlike MacNeice, his adulthood was spent largely in

Ireland, Ireland has been seen as a major contributor to his critical stance.

MacNeice described identity as fabricated and fragile. He also suggested that

humanity is endlessly engaged in a process of self-deception, whereby created

identities are presented as innate and permanent. 48 Yet he differed from Yeats in

the application of his ideas.

Terence Brown , Northern Voices: Poets from Ulster. (Gillard: Macmillan, 1975). p. 171
48 In 'Plurality (1940) MacNeice describes how humanity goes to great lengths to forget the
fabrication of the world. The 'end' is perceived as more important than the 'means':

Man is man in as much as he is not god and yet
Hankers to see and touch the pantheon and forget
The means within the end and man is truly man
In that he would flout and transcend the human span.

(Louis MacNeice. •Plurality'. Collected Poems, p. 244).
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MacNeice's belief in the fabrication of identity encouraged an attitude of

scepticism towards political or religious credos. As Peter McDonald describes, he

always privileged the 'unanswerable question' over the 'unquestionable answer."49

He maintained a greater interest in why these credos had been written, than in what

their conclusions were. As MacNeice describes, 'Man' is all too eager to forget the

"means within the end' 50 and to assume that his conclusions represent irreducible,

pre-linguistic truths.

Peter McDonald, p. 46.
Louis MacNeice. "Plurality". Collected Poems, p. 31.



Protestant Isolation and MacNeice's Autobiography

As MacNeice reconstructs his childhood in The Strings are False, he describes a

certain dislocation between himself and his father. This is also registered as a

dislocation with the Christianity with which his father was always associated. Like

his wife Lily, John MacNeice was from rural Connemara. He studied at Trinity

College Dublin between 1892 and 1896 and supported himself by giving tuition at

an orphanage in the suburbs. He gave his support to Irish Home Rule, suggesting

that the desire for independence existed 'in accordance with Christian doctrine.' "'

As an Anglican bishop, this belief which opposed the tide of Protestant opinion

expressed a certain intellectual adventurousness and independence illustrating, as

his son was later to write, that he 'set his ideals outside the pulpit.'52 This presented

excellent discursive material for the future poet. Yet MacNeice clearly felt that he

was distanced from his father's politics. Almost all of MacNeice's knowledge of

Irish politics stemmed from his reading of newspapers and books rather than early

first-hand experience. John MacNeice clearly segregated his spiritual or

professional life from his domestic life. Indeed, MacNeice's references to any

childhood conversations with his father are rare in The Strings are False.

This contrasts drastically with Yeats' relationship with his painter father as

he describes it in Autobiographies. The various debates Yeats held with his father

(and his siblings) suggest the honing of political, religious and philosophical

awareness. By contrast, MacNeice appears to be far more solitary, relying upon

books and school-friends as he observes the world around him. While in London,

Jon Stalhvorthy. p. 35.
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the Yeats family appears to represent a bastion of romanticism desperately

resisting the commercialism, modernity and materialism of the metropolis.

MacNeice, by contrast, immediately adopted Sherborne as his new home and, I

would argue, there is little evidence of closeness with his Irish family.

The possible exception to this was the closeness he shared with his sister

Elizabeth. He was emotionally and intellectually detached from the 'die-hard

Puritanical' Miss Craig53, his elder brother William who suffered from Down's

Syndrome, the gardener Archie who was 'not quite right in the head'54 and his

absent and unhappy mother. He was never engaged as a child with the ethical or

philosophical dimensions of his father's religion. Rather he measured Christianity

in the terms of its empirical effects. Indeed, there is an important detachment in his

descriptions of his early life, between the appearance of his surroundings and a

rational explanation of their existence. Just as MacNeice describes how the poetic

image does not merely serve to illustrate a central core of argument, so the effects

of religion (as far as he is concerned) do not serve to illuminate a core of religious

belief. This is perhaps most apparent in MacNeice's description of how, late at

night, he could hear is father's voice in his study below his bedroom. John

MacNeice's frightening 'conversation with god' 55 is received in terms of its

effects rather than its content. It is also important to note that MacNeice

undermines the central Protestant belief in the existence of the lines of

communication between each individual and God by implying that John

MacNiece's 'conversation' was exclusively his. As he reconstructs this, MacNeice

is eager to illustrate that he could not distinguish the words of this monologue. In

"" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems .p. 31.
~J Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 41.
M Louis MacNeice. 'The Gardener'. Collected Poems, p. 254.
""° Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 57.
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this sense, effect and experience are seen as maintaining an existence beyond

argument and analysis. This is registered in 'Autobiography' (1940):

In my childhood the trees were green
And there was plenty to be seen.

Come back early or never come.

My father made the walls resound,
He wore his collar the wrong way round.

Come back early or never come.

My mother wore a yellow dress;
Gently, gently, gentleness.

Come back early or never come.

When I was five the black dreams came;
Nothing after was quite the same.

Come back early or never come.

The dark was talking to the dead,
The lamp was dark beside my bed.

Come back early or never come. 56

Successions of dislocated and alienated images are punctuated here with the call to

'come back'. Ireland is often presented as making tyrannical demands on its

countrymen. MacNeice's condition of exile is crucial here. He allows himself a

rare glimpse in each couplet of a separate image of childhood, but allows himself

no more. The images in his poem appear to exist without a core of discursive

argument. MacNeice is eager to promote the primacy of the autonomous image in

the absence of an explanation of his childhood.

^6 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems. 'Autobiography", pp. 183 - 184.
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The willingness to impose order in the context of social isolation is also

registered (albeit in a very different context) in Elizabeth Bowen's The Last

September. The members of a Big House family strive to keep their own domestic

lives intact, while the civil war of 1922 unfolds around them. The mannerisms of

the household remain the one bulwark of order against the evolving chaos. As

Declan Kiberd describes, the house in The Last September is constructed around 'a

lack'. " As with MacNeice's descriptions of the need to create myths to

compensate for his lack of social contact at the Carrickfergus Rectory, Lois in The

Last September describes how, 'I like to be part of a pattern... I like to be related;

to have to be what I am. Just to be is so intransitive, so lonely'. 58

Bowen and MacNeice were intellectually nomadic. Since their identities did

not depend on the place in which they lived, but on an assumed style that they

carried with them, they appear to move with relative ease from one country to

another. Ireland exerts an almost subliminal claim on the poet that no re-invention

as an English academic or poet will cancel. If Bowen and MacNeice were aware

that their identities were largely invented they also expressed frustration that they

could not simply assume an identity. They maintain awareness of the fragility of

their created lives. This, I would argue, is a fragility that results from their origins

as part of a privileged minority. Declan Kiberd comments on the inherited fears of

the Protestant Ascendancy and their reliance on a sense of self-definition:

If [the Ascendancy's] grander houses seemed built for an eternity that was
largely to allay the fear that they might be going home on the next boat: the
exterior show of spaciousness and command was intended to mask an inner
uncertainty. All they had to protect themselves against the masses was an
attitude, an assumed style. 5

Declan Kiberd. p. 369.
Elizabeth Bowen, The Last September, (London: Hammondsworth. 1987). p. 98.
ibid., p. 367.



MacNeice's belief in an 'assumed style' would be continuously asserted in his

poetry. At differing junctures in his career, he would consider it with both a sense

of liberation (as an 'assumed style' could be said to underpin the autonomy of the

poet) and a sense of loss (as he could never attain the mute and inarticulate

certainty of identity which he believed his poetic expression denied). The

interrogation of the act of artistic utterance that could be found in Irish Modernism,

left its legacy in MacNeice's work, albeit in a muted and dissipated form.

MacNeice's life in England and his almost exclusively English readership meant

that his interrogation of identity was far more scaled-down and introspective than

that of his Irish predecessors. Nevertheless, the following four chapters attempt to

examine the differing frames of reference with which MacNeice examined the

relationship between the production of poetry and the articulation of identity.



Chapter HI

Early Perceptions of Ireland

Autobiographical Resonance

In the following chapter I outline the various and often contrary impulses that appear in

MacNeice's poetic representation of Ireland in the 1930s. I will argue that the strongest

conflict exists between a discursive representation of Ireland, based upon the journalist

and analytical practises he put into action on English subjects, and an introspective

representation of Ireland that probes the images of his own childhood experiences and

attempts to come to terms with the strong psychological sway Ireland exerted on him.

This chapter will present evidence that poems which attempt to engage with Ireland on

a political level such as 'Valediction' (1934), Autumn Journal X\\ (1938) or Belfast

(1931), can be seen in direct contrast to autobiographical poems such as 'Perdita'

(1940), 'Autobiography' (1940) or 'Carrickfergus' (1937). * As the decade progressed,

I would argue that MacNeice turned, albeit tentatively, towards a poetry on Ireland

which developed his interest in his own autobiography rather than in political analysis. I

will argue that MacNeice moved closer and closer to representing what Edna Longley

describes as an 'Ireland of the unconscious' 2. Unlike Longley, however, I intend to

illustrate that the examination of his Irish unconscious was reached through a painful

' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems (London: Faber and Faber. 1966). 'Valediction' pp. 52 - 54.
Autumn Journal XVI. pp. 131 - 134, 'Belfast', p. 17, 'Perdita" p. 188, 'Autobiography' pp. 183 -184.
"Carrickfergus'. pp. 69-70.
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process at the end of the Thirties, and to describe how MacNeice's writing on his own

biography was impeded by his politically conscious contemporaries in the early Thirties.

The two categories of poems that I propose here differ both in their content and in their

structure. In Autumn Journal XVI, for example, MacNeice accumulates a number of

images (the 'school children' fumbling their sums 'in a half dead language') in order to

illustrate the argumentative conclusion that the Irish Free State is a place of decay and

stagnation. By contrast, in 'Perdita' the central image (that of'the end attic') does not

serve as part of an argumentative framework but is important to MacNeice simply

because it is one of his earliest memories. With MacNeice's renewed interest at the end

of the Thirties in the significance of images taken from his Irish childhood, the chapter

will illustrate how the poet employs tactics of both commitment and evasion. On the

one hand, he appears to wish to sever himself from his childhood experiences, since he

is aware that he is distanced from and repulsed by Irish politics. On the other hand, his

renewed interest in his own biography generates a creative energy that delves into the

resources of his memory and would eventually mean that Ireland became of increasing

interest to him in the 1940s and 1950s.

The opposition between the importance of political analysis and autobiographical

imagery spilled over into other areas of MacNeice's work. In his criticism, for example,

MacNeice often tended to examine the extent to which a writer was bound to the

particulars of their own biography and (conversely) the extent to which they were their

own autonomous agent. Unlike many of his contemporaries, MacNeice never felt that

he could infuse his own poetry with exciting ideological theories which would prescribe

" Edna Longley. Louis MacNeice: A Critical Study (London: Faber and Faber. 1988). p. 3.
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"the sickness of society' although he recognised that such theories could provide the

argumentative structure and energy for an evangelising poetry/ Before MacNeice

could countenance the analysis of the society in which he lived and worked, he had to

wrestle with the instability of his own identity, its presentation in poetry and its

reception. MacNeice never attained the stabilised sense of self that was needed for an

Audenesque and aloof discussion of society (even if Auden could be flippant and self-

satirising about this discussion). This issue had a geographical dimension since the poet

was not surrounded by the particulars of his Irish childhood. MacNeice's life in

England meant that he was detached from his Irish childhood and so, potentially,

offered him the chance to escape from his own biography. At the same time, it could be

argued, this detachment from Ireland insured that it would receive greater attention

from the poet as he attempted to recall the life from which he was now severed.

Evidence can be found to support MacNeice's belief that identity is the product of the

place and time of the individual's birth and that it is the product of the individual's

construction. In 'Valediction' he deplores what he perceives as his irreducible and

determinate identity when he despairingly writes, 'I will not have my baby-clothes my

shroud'.4 Yet in 'Plant and Phantom' the latter conclusion is supported. MacNeice

writes that 'Man... cheats' fate 'By what he does, not is' 5.

These tensions can also be found in his criticism of the period. In Experiences

with Images he writes that he is more likely to use those images and sounds from his

childhood in Carrickfergus because they appear to be 'more real to me' and are likely

J Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of W. B. Yeats (London: Faber and Faber. 1941), pp. 11 -13.
Louis MacNeice. 'Valediction', Selected Poems (ed. Michael Longley) (London: Faber and Faber.

1988). p. 13.
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to be used more 'instinctively' than the images and sound encountered in adulthood. 6

Here, the poet's early experiences are of primary importance and the images

experienced in childhood have deep and irreducible origins.

Conversely, he writes that he favours a poetry which asserts that 'it is the

poet's job to make sense of the world, to simplify it, to put shape on it'. He favours a

'positive art over a passive impressionism'. 7 These two aspirations need not necessarily

be at odds since it is possible to give 'shape' to ideas drawn from earliest experience.

Nevertheless, there is a tension here, as indeed there is in 'Plant and Phantom (1941),

between what 'is' and what is 'made'. MacNeice consistently used this tension as a

point of discussion in his poetry and wrote poems which focused on his own inner

insecurities as well as the sociological commentaries of many of his contemporaries.

He was a poet who spent his childhood in Ireland while being 'educated and domiciled

in England,' 8 and the problematic relationship between these two experiences was

appropriated and re-appropriated in his work. Ireland, therefore, offered both the

possibility of intellectual, discursive engagement and the recovery of the images of

childhood. This endowed his early verse with a conflict of perspective, which could not

be found in Auden's verse whose discussions relied more heavily upon the dissection of

society through radical theories. In a sense, Ireland is the place where a dependence on

biographical examination and a dependence on political engagement are brought into

conflict. It is for this reason that I consider readings of MacNeice that seek to suggest

? Louis MacNeice. "Plant and Phantom', Collected Poems, p. 159.
Louis MacNeice. 'Experiences with Images' (1949). Selected Literary Criticism (ed. Alan Heuser).

(Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1987), p. 159.
Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of W. B. Yeats, (London: Faber and Faber: 1941). p. 191.
Louis MacNeice Autumn Journal, Collected Poems, p. 132 .
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that what he offered was a presentation of Ireland through the filters of his English

education as particularly misleading. It says nothing of MacNeice's intellectual

engagement with Ireland, whether it was his disdain for Irish politics in the 1930s or his

renewed interest in Irish culture and literature in the 40s or 50s. To perceive MacNeice

as enacting some stark dichotomy between the faculties of the imagination he gained in

his Irish childhood and the faculties of intellectual enquiry he gained in England,

misrepresents the richness that existed thanks to the co-existence of both in his poetry.

Terence Brown provides perhaps one of the most extreme examples of this in Northern

Voices, when he writes that 'Oxford and the metropolis formed his mind, but his

imagination was involved in western landscapes.' 9

Such oppositions between an English 'mind' and an Irish 'imagination' are

harmful to representations of MacNeice. Indeed in anthologies of Irish poetry which

were published in the first two decades (beyond the late sixties) of MacNeice's

acceptance into the Irish canon, anthologists tend to select poems like 'Valediction' or

Autumn Journal XVI which reflect 'English stereotypes' of the Irish Free State.10 Such

selections make Ireland the object of a critical 'mind' that is conditioned by an English

education. Yet MacNeice's critical faculties, his points of reference and his

methodology were all informed by Ireland and his verse would make more and more

frequently recurring connections between his insecurities as an artist and his insecurities

as a disenfranchised Irishman. In 1975 when Brown wrote the passage quoted above,

MacNeice was still relatively new to Irish anthologists and his reputation was arguably

more secure with the anthologist of the Thirties. By suggesting that his imagination was

Terence Brown. Northern Voices: Poets from Lister (Basingstoke: Gill and Macmillan. 1975).
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engaged with 'Irish 'landscapes', Brown imposes a strict division between an Irish

'imagination' and an English 'intellect'. Ireland was not simply the backdrop onto

which MacNeice would present his English concerns, however.

Ironically, this concentration on his early verse on the part some Irish

anthologists, emphasised those poems which deplore Irish politics both north and south

of the border and marginalised later poems such as 'Carrick Revisited' (1945) or 'The

Strand' (1945) in which MacNeice describes the insecurities of his childhood. His

suggestion in the 1930s, however, that Irish 'minds' were 'fuddled with blood' or that

Ireland could claim the 'legacy' of 'arson and murder' was certainly antipathetic to

those Irish anthologists who might have been on the verge of accepting MacNeice.11

The denial of his unsympathetic approach to Irish politics through the claim that his

engagement with Ireland was based purely on the 'imagination' or his remembered

childhood, smoothed over areas that were often unpalatable to an Irish readership.

More recent studies draw alternative possibilities to this dichotomy of the intellect and

the imagination. Edna Longley, for example, suggests that many of his adult opinions

find their origins in his earliest experience. 12

To suggest that MacNeice gained his imaginative processes in his Irish childhood

while acquiring his intellectual faculties in England implies that this process was

sequential and that imagination preceded intellect. In both his criticism and his poetry,

however, the poet wrote from what he understood to be a simultaneity of the

imagination and the intellect. MacNeice's Irish images did not need to be drawn into an

Patrick Crotty, Modern Irish Poetry, p. 76.
Louis MacNeice, 'Valediction'. Collected Poems, p. 52 - 53.

" See Edna Longley. Louis MacNeice: A Critical Guide, p. 17.
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intellectual framework because, while he was a child, they were already intellectually

loaded.

His increasing interest in his own biography also resulted partly from a

frustration towards what he saw as his English contemporaries' interest in political

theories and political abstractions. In 1935 he wrote that 'Man' might be a 'political

animal' but he must never be described as 'a political cog'13.

MacNeice began the process of accounting for the contrary pulls in his work, when

he considered including autobiographical passages in Modern Poetry, his early critical

study of 1938. Moreover, he reasserted that autobiography was central to his poetic

output while Auden and Spender were employing a more impersonal, political and

social overview in their poetry. Modern Poetry arguably marked one of his first

tentative steps towards an account of his autobiography and this began the process that

culminated in the autobiographical dimensions of Autumn Journal, the beginnings of

the draft versions of The String are False, and the 'Irish Background' chapter in The

Poetry of W. B. Yeats. In 1937 MacNeice wrote to his editor, John Mulgan at Oxford

University Press, suggesting that he wanted to make Modern Poetry 'much more

personal'14. Indeed, with chapter headings such as 'My Casebook: Childhood', 'My

Casebook: Oxford' and 'The Personal Factor', Modern Poetry self-consciously

acknowledged the primacy of autobiography and its relationship to poetry, to a greater

extent than any of his contemporaries in their critical studies.

Louis MacNeice. Selected Literary Criticism (ed. Alan Hueser) (Oxford University Press, 1994) p.
45.
14 Jon Stallworthy. p. 183.
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MacNeice's wish to take account of his origins can be seen as the result of several

important influences. The war arguably illuminated many of the aspects of the 1930s

poets that MacNeice wrote against throughout the decade. This reflects a

dissatisfaction which was fermenting in MacNeice's poetical and critical work during

the late thirties. With the cessation of the decade and the decline of the political

radicalism of literary magazines such as Geoffrey Grigson's New Verse, MacNeice in a

sense gained the space he needed to examine the biography that perplexed him. He was

deeply aware of his contemporaries' wish to aspire to an impersonal stance and their

attempts towards political objectivity. It was this aspiration which pervaded the poetry

of the 1930s. Indeed his comments on what he perceived as the limitations of the

Thirties were far stronger in retrospect than they were at the time. In 1952 MacNeice

wrote that:

The writers of the thirties had a ready answer [to the question of how to write
in a modern age]: we were all to be socially conscious and therefore politically
active - and if we were not, we were escapist. But the writers of the thirties -
and I say this as one of them and one who was labelled 'a socially conscious
poet' - were too often examples of that strange but common phenomenon, the
hypocrite in good faith. Thus their social consciousness too often meant a
narrow and inhuman conception of society - a 'society' in which neither
personal relationships (or at any rate the sense of family) nor regional loyalties
nor religious ties should count...15

The accusation of'escapism' which was levelled at a poet who concentrated on 'the

family' and 'regional loyalties' during the 1930s, arguably impeded MacNeice's

appropriation of his own problematic Irish biography and, as this chapter will later

° Louis MacNeice, 'Notes on the Way', Time and Tide (12 July, 1952), from The Selected Prose of
Louis MacNeice (ed. AlanHeuser) (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990), p. 177.
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consider, resulted in a stance of detached observation in very early poems like 'Belfast'

(1929). Towards the end of the decade and after the process of Thirties disillusionment

had begun in the wake of the Spanish Civil War, MacNeice's verse turned to the

luminous images of his early childhood which haunted him and resisted analysis.16 The

Thirties stance of aloofness and detachment was certainly antipathetic to these

autobiographical tendencies in MacNeice's verse.

Stephen Spender famously described his first impressions of W. H. Auden as that

of a 'surgeon' waiting to 'prescribe' the sickness of a society over which he stood

aloof.' 1V As an undergraduate, Spender was always artistically and socially much closer

to Auden than MacNeice, who maintained a distant friendship with him while at

Oxford. 18 While some critics never accepted MacNeice as a member of the 'Auden

gang', the artistic possibilities offered by the English poets of the 1930s inadvertently

inhibited the full examination of MacNeice's indeterminate origins. NacNeice would

later redress this in his 1945 poems. The Thirties poets offered what Julian Symons

describes as 'an enormous magnifying glass' with which to consider the contemporary

world. 19 As Charles Osborne suggests, W. H. Auden and the poets associated with him

were largely given to an impersonal, objective stance. 20 MacNeice, who had the

personal burden of the appropriation of his Irish childhood, must in some respects, have

seemed the opposite of the detached, analytical, flippant poet of the 1930s. Auden

6 The presentation of childhood imagery whose presence is "irreducible to analysis" is certainly true of
the image of the 'end-attic' in 'Perdita' (1940).

Stephen Spender, The Thirties and After: Poetry, Politics, People, 1933 - 75 (Glasgow: Fontana.
1978). p. 17.
|8 Jon Stallworthy, p. 183.
'* Julian Symons. p. 17.
:"' see Charles Osborne. W. H. Auden. (London: Rainbird Press. 1978), p. 52.
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consistently offered the Olympian and aloof stance of 'the hawk or the helmeted

airman.'21 Geoffrey Grigson's New Verse, the literary magazine that offered a virtual

mouthpiece to the poets of the 1930s, also advocated a 'stern aloofness' from 'the cult

of the individual'.22 In the fifth chapter of this thesis, Grigson's commemorative

anthology, which was published in 1940 and offers one of the first retrospective

comments on the Thirties, is examined. MacNeice is presented as a 'superficial' and

'quickly entertaining poet.' 23

The 1930s were probably one of English literary history's most self-stylising and

self-conscious epochs. If, as Robin Skelton writes, the literary journals that were

established in the early thirties offered conditions where 'individuals' had to 'conform

to doctrine' and were 'taken to task by their colleagues for showing a less than saint -

like integrity', MacNeice's very individual interest in his Irish origins must have seemed

escapist. 24

Among English critics MacNeice is described as a poet who came into his own in

the late 1930s. 25 He didn't publish a volume of poetry between 1929 and 1935 and his

much anthologised Autumn Journal has generally been regarded as a poem which does

not attempt the politically radical conclusions of C. Day Lewis or John Cornford, but

discusses the final disillusioned years of the decade. The autobiographical reflections

and personalised comments of Autumn Journal are generally accepted by retrospective

critiques of the Thirties as part of the disillusioned aftermath of a once confident and

see W. H. Auden, Collected Poems (ed. Peter Mendelsohn) (London: Faber and Faber. 1994). p. 61.
"" Geoffrey Grigson, quoted from Adrian Caesar. Dividing Lines: Poetry. Class and Ideology in the
1930s (Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 1991). p. 24.
"J Geoffrey Grigson, New Verse (London: Faber and Faber, 1940), p. 19.
"" Robin Skelton, Poetry of the Thirties (London: Hamondsworth. 1964). p. 24.
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politically radical movement. Julian Symons pays what he considers to be a

compliment, when he suggested that in Autumn Journal MacNeice illustrated his skill

as an 'exact recorder.'26 To take this a stage further, it could be inferred that he was

well suited to comment on the last embers of what had been a great decade of writing

Symons later suggests that '... in a very real sense Auden's devices of style and habit

are the Thirties...' 27 Once the radical and exciting ideas of the early Thirties were spent

MacNeice, it would seem, entered in the mundane guise of a commentator and a

'recorder'

There has been much work against the conclusion that 'Auden was the thirties'.

The self-stylised adoration of a messianic figure that dominated the period is often

recognised as the inadvertent promotion of the upper-middle class male writer over

other minority groups. Adrian Caesar writes in defence of writers from humbler origins

that were largely overlooked by their upper-middle class Oxbridge counterparts. 28

Janet Montifiore also suggests that not only proletarian but women writers have been

marginalised in the context of the thirties, thanks to an elite which consisted almost

entirely of males. 29 MacNeice traversed this majority/ minority opposition, however, as

he worked with the 'Auden group' and yet claimed a minority interest in his Irish

origins. The presentation of the mainstream thirties writer does not marginalise

MacNeice as a poet but certainly marginalises certain aspects of his work. Auden's

predominance in readings of the thirties has been damaging not only outside but also

° see Julian Symons. p. 154
:6 ibid., p. 150.
'" ibid. .p. 163.

Adrian Caesar, p. 3.
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inside the so-called 'Auden gang'. Criticism of MacNeice in this context usually

consists of describing Auden as a poet with a unifying vision while outlining

MacNeice's refusal to 'give' the reader 'idol or idea, creed or king'.30 Such readings

also take his interest in sensual and small-scale detail as a sign of weakness. Bernard

Bergonzi writes 'MacNeice was a simpler poet and in an absolute sense, less gifted than

Auden. But his work of the thirties wears uncommonly well...'31 MacNeice's growing

disillusionment with his contemporaries coincided with his increasing interest in his own

autobiography. Interestingly, the poems selected for this sub-section were written

between 1937 and 1940. These years saw remarkable productivity. After the

publication of'Blind Fireworks' in 1929 MacNeice did not publish another set of

poems until 1935. This period had seen the most radical phase of his generation. C.

Day Lewis and Stephen Spender had joined the Communist party while W. H. Auden

was on the verge of it in 1933.32 MacNeice's 1935 volume Poems was written with the

radical literary events of the past few years very much in mind. With titles such as 'The

Individualist Speaks' or 'To a Communist' in which MacNeice advises 'before you

proclaim the millennium, my dear/ Consult the barometer,'33 he alludes to what he

considered to be the blind determinism of Marxism and its refusal to countenance the

small scale details of individual lives. As such, the volume was something of a backlash

to the political radicalism he witnessed.

Janet Montifiore, Men and Women Writers of the 1930s: the Dangerous Flood of History (London
and New York. 1996), p. 4.
J Louis MacNeice. Train to Dublin' (1934), Collected Poems, p. 28.

Bernard Bergonzi. Reading the Thirties: Texts and Contexts (London and Basingstoke:
Macmillan. 1978). p. 114.
*" Charles Osborne, pp. 41 - 44.

Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 22.
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With the autobiographical chapters in Modern Poetry (1938), Autumn Journal

(1938) with its 'inconsistencies' and 'over-statements', the 'Irish Background' chapter

in The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats (1941) and the beginnings of the draft version of what

would later become The Strings are False, MacNeice began a process in which the

personal or biographical aspects of his life offset the issues of social commitment which

were dealt with by his contemporaries. MacNeice lived during a period when the anti-

biographical pulls on English literature were arguably at their strongest and yet the

assessment and reassessment of his biography proved to be the basis of much of his

work. The fact that autobiography was not held to be of primary importance by many

of the poets of the 1930s did not diminish but strengthened MacNeice's interest in it.

Reading through his criticism of the period, it is almost as if MacNeice can be seen

mounting a strong defence of the personal and biographical elements in his work. He

was arguably more concerned than many of his contemporaries with explaining the

specificity of his physical whereabouts in his poems. He was not characteristically

inclined towards a lofty or impersonal address. His position was never that of the

'hawk' or the 'helmeted airman'. 34 Rather he was the 'tripper' in 'Iceland' (1936), the

man travelling to London by train in Autumn Journal I or the lover at the cafe in

'Meeting Point' (1939). MacNeice offers a very specific representation of himself, his

career and his situation. By contrast the T in C. Day Lewis's The Magnetic Mountain

(1938) is often devoid of personal trappings and simply becomes the voice of the young

revolutionary:

"" W. H. Auden 'Consider this and in our Time' , Collected Poems . p. 61.
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Bayonets are closing round.
I shrink; yet I must wring
A living from despair
And out of a steel song.35

MacNeice's assessment of his past was complicated because he was not

confronted, as an adult, with the surroundings of his Ulster childhood. His

consideration of his past simultaneously produced a consideration of a different

country's culture and politics. MacNeice's autobiographical probings were not mere

investigations of personal factors. If Ireland remained buried 36 its resurrection would

not only produce results that could be registered on a personal level. In addition it

would bring into being, a new appropriation of Irish politics both north and south of the

border. In a sense Ireland reinforced his scepticism over the political abstractions of the

poets of the 1930s. Far from offering the theoretical panaceas of his contemporaries,

Ireland like Spain asserted a concrete political situation upon which he could comment.

While, as Skelton suggests, the concrete and brutal realities of Spain did much to

deflate the earlier zealous but naive writings of the poets of the thirties, the

confrontational nature of Northern Irish politics meant that MacNeice knew of

fractured communities from his childhood. MacNeice held no theoretical belief which

could be 'deflated' by Spain. If'one of the vices' of the poets of the 1930s had been to

trust too easily to theoretical, all -embracing schemes, Ireland presented MacNeice with

a situation in which personal psychology, politics and history existed simultaneously.

As a result of this simultaneity, MacNeice's writing on Ireland remained problematic

"" C Day Lewis. The Magnetic Mountain 24. from Poetry of the Thirties, (ed. Robin Skelton). p. 204.
see Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal XVI. Collected Poems, p. 132.
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and difficult to assess and so, in early English anthologies of poetry, his Irish poems

were very rarely selected.

'Carrickfergus' (1938) is included in this section because MacNeice places himself

at the centre of the poem, even though history and politics are refracted through his

surroundings. Although this poem takes the poet's childhood experience as a starting

point, the wider historical spectrum is reflected through this. The image of'the

Chichesters' following, as it does, MacNeice's suggestion that he was 'Banned forever

from the candles of the Irish poor', primarily evokes a strong image of his childhood,

while alluding to the historical permanence of the Protestant Ascendancy '7. The

rhyming of the 'Irish poor' with 'their portion sure' hints at an attitude of brash

confidence with which the Northern Protestants had historically enforced the poverty of

a Catholic under-class. Even as early as this poem, MacNeice declares his isolation

from several religious communities including his own. It was, of course, this refusal to

align himself culturally that made him particularly difficult to categorise in the context

of Irish literature. Indeed there is even a note of self-recrimination here. Although this

is primarily an autobiographical account it alludes to a political commentary indirectly,

offering something of an antidote to the insistence on theorised political analysis found

in the work of some of the poets of the 1930s.

The perimeters of'Carrickfergus' are probably broader than those of the later

'Perdita' (1940) and 'Autobiography' (1940), although it does not attempt their deep

and rich psychological intimacy. Indeed, I would argue that it is possible to regard

'Carrickfergus' as inhabiting a position mid-way between the early 'Belfast' (1931) and
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the far later 'Perdita'. There is enough of a sense of the poet's central place within the

poem to avoid the objective journalism of'Belfast' and yet there are too many

references to the Carrickfergus community to make this the introspective concentration

on a childhood image that we find in 'Perdita'. With its indirect comment on Northern

Irish history and its strong narrative drive, Carrickfergus resembles an early poetic

distillation of The Strings are False (1965). Peter McDonald suggests that while

'Perdita' refers to the poet's earliest memories, 'Carrickfergus' deals with the years

immediately before his departure for England in 1917. 38 'Carrickfergus' can be read

as something of a mid-point between the stances adopted by MacNeice towards Ireland

in 'Belfast' (1931) and 'Perdita' (1940). In 'Belfast', MacNeice had adopted a quasi-

journalistic stance as he refused to reveal his own identity or the significance of it to his

biography. In 'Perdita', however, he concentrated on a cluster of objects from his

earliest experience. When he wrote 'Belfast' MacNeice, who was just beginning his

poetic career, paid greater heed to the political objectivity contemplated by his

contemporaries. Unlike 'Carrickfergus', however, the tone of the poetic voice could be

that of a visitor to Belfast. Edna Longley writes that the lines, 'harsh/ Attempts at

buyable beauty' are borrowed from his observations of'Birmingham' rather than

Ireland. j9 Indeed, it is possible to go further and to suggest that 'Belfast' with its

objective, journalistic stance reflects the young poet's desire to align his verse with that

of his contemporaries while the appropriation of his own biography would have to wait

for several years. MacNeice's very early poem reflects his aspiration to adopt a

For a fuller description of the Chichester's monument see Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False,
p. 46.
3S Peter McDonald, p. 210.
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journalistic and objective voice while 'Carrickfergus', written six years later, introduces

a narrative voice which is very specifically located in Ulster.

MacNeice's interrogation of his autobiography occurred towards the end of the

thirties at a time when his poetic voice had gained in confidence and the voices of many

of the poets of the thirties had gained in disillusionment. 40 Jon Stallworthy describes

the late thirties and early forties as a period of unbelievable artistic productivity for

MacNeice. 41 Yet the belief that his greatest contribution to the thirties is as a

commentator on its decline takes the early evangelising years of the Thirties as its

starting point. From MacNeice's perspective (and from reference to his later verse

during and after the war), it is possible to see that the decline of political abstraction in

the late thirties meant that MacNeice was less inhibited in the contemplation of his

difficult and perplexing origins.

'Carrickfergus' is not merely a poem that attempts to record the Great War in

Ireland but rather attempts to inhabit once more, the world of the child. This is found

in the insistent alliteration of'The war came and a huge camp of soldiers/ Grew from

the ground in sight of our house...' 42 The suggestion of 'the soldiers's growth here,

arguably affirms the authenticity of the child's lack of knowledge. An insistence on the

child's unwavering perspective would infuse MacNeice's writing in his late career and

as late as 'A Hand of Snapshots' (1954) he presents a level of experience which flouts

later adult interpretation. The depiction of the soldier's 'growth' is an almost brazen

y'J Edna Longley, Across a Roaring Hill, p. 150 .
' See Stephen Spender, The Thirties and After, p. 85, Spender suggests that 'With the end of the
Spanish Civil War, it became clear that the thirties was being wound up like a company going into
bankruptcy'.
": See Jon Stallworthy. p. 273.
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refusal to offer an adult or retrospective comment on the presence of the Yorkshire

Light Infantry in Carrickfergus at the outbreak of World War I. The child's myopic

vision is also echoed in the vague phrasing of'Somewhere on the lough was a prison

ship for Germans...'43 MacNeice had advanced a long way from the impersonal,

journalistic reportage of'Belfast' and 'Birmingham' in Poems (1935).

As a result of this insistence on a child's perspective, the reader is left to bridge the

gaps between the child's experience and the adult's knowledge. 'Growth' implies

something organic but it is clear that the arrival of the soldiers is abrupt and

unwelcome. 44 Similarly there is something almost violent and forced in the suggestion

that 'The Norman walled this town against the country/ To stop his ears to the yelping

of his slave' 45.

Carrickfergus is not the passive backdrop to MacNeice's early life, but a place

of historical movement and foreign usurpation of many kinds. While MacNeice

confesses that he has a stake in the 'Anglican order' he also views the foreign influence

in Ireland (whether Norman or British) with scepticism. Carrickfergus is viewed as a

palimpsest of various influences. This is not a celebration of the essentialist

permanence. Indeed this presentation of Ireland as a contested and moreover

contestable territory would inform his writing on the Norse invasion of Ireland in They

Met on Good Friday (1959). Carrickfergus appears as a political counter in Irish

history. The fact that he places himself in the context of Carrickfergus makes this poem

4" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 69.
^ ibid., p. 70.
"" For a description of John MacNeice's 'anxieties' concerning the arrival of the British army to
Carrickfergus see Jon Stalhvorthy, p. 45.

1 Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 69.
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far more powerful than the objective journalism of'Belfast'. In 'Belfast' MacNeice's

tone of detachment as he passes by 'so buoyantly and glib'46, lessens the tensions of

that poem as he describes a community which he has left but which still perplexes him.

It is MacNeice's portrayal of'disunity' that gives 'Carrickfergus' its energy as a

poem'.47 This disunity can be registered in both the terms of the society it portrays and

its imagery. Carrickfergus is clearly a community that has been exploited by many

parties in many epochs. Indeed this notion of exploitation may be perceived through his

description of the human marks left on the landscape. Within the poet's employment of

imagery there is clearly a tension between the 'organic' and the 'inorganic'. Belfast's

position 'between the mountains and the gantries' in the first line suggests a tension

between the industrial and the pastoral, as does the 'factory' and 'yarn-mill' and 'the

peacock aura of a drowning moon' in the third stanza. 48 Edna Longley suggests that

the metaphor of 'gantries' and 'crucifixes' in the first line brilliantly evoke the

combination of religious and industrial oppression around Belfast Lough. 49 Once again

it is possible to see MacNeice's attempt to reflect history (in this case the religious

oppression of Northern Sectarianism) through the images of his own biography.

The fourth chapter of Fran Brearton's recent study The Great War in Irish Poetry^

deals with MacNeice's childhood perceptions of World War I in County Armagh 50.

This chapter points out the two extreme tendencies of Irish interpretations of World

War I: to conclude either that 'it is the most significant event in terms of cultural

46 Louis MacNeice. 'Belfast', Selected Poems, p. 15.
Fran Brearton. The Great War in Irish Poetry, (Oxford University Press. 1999). p. 128

* Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 69.
~" Edna Longley. Louis MacXeice: A Critical Study, p. 19.
~'J Fran Brearton. pp. 116 - 150.
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influence in the twentieth century' or that 'it is unimportant in comparison with the

domestic events in Ireland at the same time'.51 As Brearton points out, MacNeice does

not fit easily into either category, and this can also be contextualised with the difficulty

anthologists have experienced in placing him in either the English or Irish canons.

While MacNeice's response to World War I as a child in both his poetry and The

Strings are False is one of bemusement there is also very little reference to domestic

Irish events. 52 At the same time, MacNeice suggests in The Strings are False, upon

hearing the news of the outbreak of World War I, that 'all foreigners were foreigners to

me and at first I could not distinguish between the English and the Germans'. 53 If

"Carrickfergus' is more concerned with the activities of the armed forces of an imperial

power than the revolutionary activities of the Irish, then it is a concern that is tinged

with a partial knowledge of the events in Europe. As a child MacNeice, as I have

already suggested, was considerably distanced from the soldiers who 'grow' up from

the ground in sight of the house. Moreover, the adult poet in 1937 is unwilling to

contextualise the soldiers' activities in the wider context now available to him. He

maintains a fidelity to the limitations of his original response and withholds

retrospective judgement. If MacNeice rarely mentioned Irish revolutionary activities, he

is beguilingly ambiguous about English imperial ones. Indeed this childhood ambiguity

ibid. p. 118.
The notable exception to this occurs Autumn Journal XVI where MacNeice writes:

And I remember, when I was little, the fear
Bandied among the servants

That Casement would land at the pier
With a sword and a horde of rebels;

(Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, pp. 131 - 132).

' Louis MacNeice, The Strings are False, p. 53.
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was not later to be dispelled by the light of the poet's English education and literary

career but would remain intact. MacNeice's renewed interest in his biography in the

late thirties is a significant part of this.

Although Brearton casts much needed light on the discrepancies between

MacNeice's view of World War I and the views of his English contemporaries, it is still

possible to maintain reservations over her selection of material. By focusing upon

'Carrickfergus' (a poem which was written in the period for which MacNeice is most

remembered) she overlooks his treatment of Ireland in his later verse. This is evident as

she expands the position she believes the poem holds in MacNeice's output:

Even as it serves to illustrate MacNeice's differences from his English
contemporaries, 'Carrickfergus' also contains the elements that lead to his
marginalisation in the 'Irish' tradition. One might say that MacNeice
provided the ammunition for the ranged guns of Irish Irelanders, defending
an indigenous Irish canonical purity, and Ulster regionalists, extolling the
virtues of the 'rooted' man. Prone to a humility and regret inconceivable in
Yeats, MacNeice appears to outlaw himself from Irish Ireland ('Banned
forever...') almost before anyone has the chance to do it for him. His
memories of Ireland in Carrickfergus are not its National Aspiration, but its
imperial war involvement, the Norman conquest, its industrial north, in other
words, the 'Anglican' order of things.54

It is not merely MacNeice's overt writing against the Irish Free State in the thirties that

challenges 'an indigenous canonical purity', however. There are further less overt and

subtler aspects of his later poetry that challenge the cultural architects of Gaelicised

Ireland. MacNeice's shifting sense of perspective, his interrogation of an exiled identity

and his scepticism over the suggestion of an unmediated identity in his speculative 1945

poems also challenged de Valera's notions of cultural permanence. Brearton anticipates
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the effects of MacNeice on later Irish writers who would promote the 'virtues of the

rooted man'. Her sympathies are divided as she describes how he effectively digs his

own grave in the context of the Irish canon. 'Carrickfergus' may 'contain the elements

which lead to his marginalisation' yet Brearton's chapter on MacNeice makes no

mention of his later appropriation of Ireland in the 40s and 50s. As with earlier Irish

anthologists who find his isolation in the context of Ireland antipathetic, this account

focuses almost exclusively on the late thirties when MacNeice's opinion of Ireland was

at its bleakest. It is possible to suggest that this is, in fact, a hangover from MacNeice's

damaging association with the poets of the 1930s and that this chapter reflects the

stubborn belief that anything written by MacNeice after 1940 is only worthy of a

passing comment. 'Carrickfergus' may 'contain the elements which lead to his

marginalisation' in Ireland, but the question as to whether his later poetry does this has

largely been ignored. The idea that MacNeice seems to ban himself 'almost before

anyone has the chance to do it for him' makes what is a serious comment on Irish

political determinism on MacNeice's part into a simple matter of whimsical choice. It

does not take into account the idea that 'exile' is a part of Irish experience. In

Brearton's account MacNeice's legitimate attempts to describe the factional nature of

Carrickfergus in his childhood becomes a matter of individual attitude. MacNeice's

renewed and increasing interest in Ireland in the late thirties derives from the attempt to

work through elements in Irish life that he finds unpalatable. One such element was the

fact that the Irish were politically determined from birth. As Edna Longley suggests

"...the politics of MacNeice's Irish poems begin in childhood because Irish politics

M Fran Brearton, p. 129.
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begins with the family and not at voting age'.55 The failed lines of communication that

exist between the Catholic 'poor' and the 'Anglican order' in a community like

Carrickfergus are precisely what MacNeice would attempt to address in his poems,

plays and journalism of the late 1940s and 50s. To assess MacNeice's relationship to

'Irish Ireland' solely on the basis of'Carrickfergus' (1937) is to ignore the serious

research he would conduct on the history and culture of Catholic Ireland at a later point

in his career.

While the divisions that existed between the MacNeice household and Catholic

Ireland were stronger than those that existed between the Rectory and Ulster

Protestantism were, these latter divisions were nevertheless, palpable. For example, it

was Miss Craig, the 'die-hard puritanical' housekeeper, who 'brought Hell home to

me.' 56 It is possible to conclude that Brearton's chapter does not fully account for the

divisions within Northern Protestantism itself, perhaps making MacNeice appear more

anti-Catholic than he actually was. Given the poet's childhood belief that he was

'exiled' from Catholic and western Ireland where he could claim parentage and his

attempted appropriation of this 'parentage' after the war, it is possible to conclude that

the belief that he is 'Banned for ever from the candles of the Irish poor' was tinged with

regret.

One of his most striking portraits of Orangeism appears in 'The Gardener' from

Novelettes' (1939), an early portrait of Archie White that would later find its way into

The Strings are False. MacNeice condemned Orangeism a year earlier, describing how

the voodoo of the Orange bands' drew 'an iron net through darkest Ulster', perhaps

^ Edna Longley. Louis MacXeice: A Critical Study, p. 17.
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alluding to the colonial writers who famously described Africa as 'The Dark

Continent' in the previous century. 57 Yet in 'Novelettes' he discusses the demise of

the gardener at the Carrickfergus Rectory with sympathy, describing how,

... his soul went out on the ebbing
Tide in a trim boat
To find the walls of Deny
Or the land of the Ever Young.58

The difference between MacNeice's treatment of Orangeism in Autumn Journal XVI

and in 'The Gardener' is also the difference between an individual affectionately

recalled from childhood, and an adult consideration of the influence of the Protestant

majority over a now separate realm of Northern counties. MacNeice's concern with

autobiographical authenticity is such that he is not prepared to condemn an individual

who represented an organisation he was prepared to condemn en-masse. As such,

'Novelettes' is very representative of his late thirties poetry, charting as it does, the

lives of various people MacNeice had known and suspending, if only momentarily,

objective judgements on larger scale politics. The most renowned example of this was

his long poem 'The Kingdom' (1939) which charted the attributes and idiosyncrasies of

five individuals. MacNeice does not follow the belief that the individual is only the

see Louis MacNeice, The Strings are False, p. 42.
Louis MacNeice, \Autumn Journal XVI, Collected Poems, p. 132.

58 ibid.. 'The Gardener', p. 172.
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product of his political or cultural background. In this respect he differs radically from

the opinions of many of his English contemporaries, earlier in the decade. 59

His increasing belief in the authenticity of his own biography is registered

through the two voices that are presented in the poem. Most of the poem is written

from the perspective of the child. This is discernible in the engaged warmth of the

opening in which Archie is described as having 'the smile of a saint' and 'the pride of a

feudal chief. Nevertheless, the child's perspective is immediately undermined by the

italicised 'he was not quite all there '. 60 At this point it is arguable that the opinions of

the adults of the Carrickfergus Rectory and possibly MacNeice's subsequent adult

reflections, encroach upon his childhood reflections on Archie. The poet illustrates a

tolerance towards Archie's political myopia, which would arguably have been

impossible for most of his contemporaries in the 1930s:

He believed in God -
The Good Fellow Up There -
And he used a simile of Homer
Watching the falling leaves,
And every year he waited for the Twelfth of July,
Cherishing his sash and his fife
For the carnival of banners and drums.
He was always claiming but never
Obtaining his old age pension,
For he did not know his age.61

~* see C. Day Lewis, p. 71.
'"' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 172.
6; ibid. p. 173.
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Archie anticipates 'the carnival of banners and drum' and MacNeice suspends political

judgement in a manner which would be inconceivable for many of his Thirties

contemporaries.

The final two poems considered in this section are 'Autobiography' and 'Perdita',

both of which were originally published \n Plant and Phantom (1941). MacNeice's

attempt to assess and represent Ireland's deep psychological influence on him was at its

strongest here. Since the early Thirties (and in particular 'Belfast') MacNeice

developed a stance on Ireland which relied less on the politicised journalistic

observations he shared with his contemporaries, and more on the importance of images

that were embedded in his biography and were irreducible to analysis. Never before,

had he attempted to write a poem that exhibited what can be described as raw

psychological material: Autumn Journal XVI and 'Valediction' addressed the contrary

pulls between England (the place of his adult life and work) and Ireland (the place of

childhood memory), 'Belfast' and 'The Closing Album' (1939) addressed

contemporary Ireland's cultural philistinism, political myopia and religious dogma both

north and south of the border while 'Carrickfergus' described the events leading up to

MacNeice's life at Sherborne Preparatory School. As Michael Longley suggests,

MacNeice 'never succumbed to the artistic volte-face' of his 1930s contemporaries and

Platit and Phantom cannot be said to make a radical break from the volumes of poetry

that preceded it.62 Nevertheless, it does represent a closer attention to biographical

interrogations of his past and 'the random chemistry of soil and air' than previous

'" Michael Longley. "The Neolithic Light: A Note on the Irishness of Louis MacNeice' from Two
Decades of Irish Writing: A Critical Study (New York: Carcanet Press, 1975) p. 98.
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volumes. 6" The images of childhood are regarded as integral the poet's sense of

psychological inheritance. If'Carrickfergus' was sequential in its treatment of

MacNeice's life in Ireland, cataloguing the events that led up to his departure for

England. 'Autobiography' offered effects that were close to montage. The poet

presents a series of relevant images before reverting to what he described to T. S. Eliot

as 'a deadening refrain.'64 Several images are quickly revealed in rhyming couplets

before the inevitable 'Come back early or never come.' The structure of this poem is

fairly uncharacteristic for Plant and Phantom. The employment of strong iambic

tetrameter can be seen in marked contrast to the more leisurely blank verse of Autumn

Journal or a poem like 'Jehu'. Indeed this poem is also unusual for MacNeice's writing

in 1940 because he does not take recourse to discursive comment as he had in

Valediction' or Autumn Journal. Rather the couplets, with their strong sense of

rhythm, stand starkly free of more leisurely discursive comment:

When I was five the black dreams came;
Nothing after was quite the same.

Come back early or never come.

The dark was talking to the dead;
The lamp was dark beside my bed.

Come back early or never come.

When I woke they did not care;

''' This phrase comes from MacNeice's 1945 poem "Carrick Revisited":

The channels of my dreams determined largely
By random chemistry of soil and air...

(Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 224).

54 Letter from Louis MacNeice to T. S. Eliot. . dated 4 November. 1939 (Jon Stalhvorthy. p. 147
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Nobody, nobody was there.

Come back early or never come.

When my silent terror cried,
Nobody, nobody replied.

Come back early or never come.

I got up; the chilly sun
Saw me walk away alone.

Come back early or never come. 65

The idea o f silent terror' suggests an oxymoron that is central to MacNeice's

perception of his childhood. It articulates the sense of suppressed fear that characterises

MacNeice's early thoughts on Ireland and his childhood. William T. McKinnon writes

that Ireland gave MacNeice 'the energy' that derives from 'the tension that exists

between the desire to express' his emotions of fear or guilt and 'the compulsion to

suppress them'.66 The suggestion of concealment or suppression is also evident in

Autumn Journal in which he writes that Ireland's 'name keeps ringing like a bell in an

under -water belfry.' 67 Viewed from MacNeice's English life, Ireland often appears to

be buried or in need of recovery. In addition to the 'silent terror' to which 'nobody

replied', the reader is made aware, in the final couplet, that his path out of his early

nightmarish experience will be a solitary one. Indeed this is the only couplet that

employs a half rhyme, creating a jarring effect and suggesting that MacNeice's new

" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems,, p. 183.
6 William T. McKinnon, Apollo 's Blended Dream (London and New York: Oxford University Press.
1971) p. 155.

Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal XVI. p. 132.
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English life cannot affect the resolution that will drown or free him from his previous

Irish life. The subversion of this rhyme in the final couplet also implies that the earlier

images in the poem can never be silenced. The 'chilly sun' that watches his departure,

implies light without warmth and perhaps even the ability to perceive or view without

the benefit of emotional warmth on the part of the poet. The question as to whether

the 'walk', which MacNeice begins in the final couplet, will ever find its resolution

remains unanswered. Tom Paulin expands further on the sense of a nomadic, wandering

self-found in MacNeice's poetry:

MacNeice is always crossing the water, and the feeling of unease and
displacement, of moving between different cultures and nationalisms, which
he paradoxically returns to his poetry, means that his imagination is
essentially fluid, maritime and elusively free. 68

There is much evidence to back up Tom Paulin's belief that MacNeice's sense of

unease and displacement derives from his coverage of two 'cultures and nationalisms'.

In 'Autobiography', however, his imagination can hardly be said to be 'elusively free'

and in 'Valediction' MacNeice contemplates his frustration towards his Irish

background and asserts that he will not 'have my baby-clothes my shroud.'69 Paulin

also describes how MacNeice's displacement is double edged: in some poems it leads

to a sense of entrapment while in others it allows the poet to be an agent who is freed

from his cultural roots and his sense of determinacy. Yet Paulin does little to explain

that the emancipatory possibilities of MacNeice's poetry only appeared in the poems of

8 Tom Paulin. Ireland and the English Crisis (Newcastle upon Tyne: Bloodaxe Books. 1984). p. 75.
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1945 and after. In his later verse, MacNeice's displacement does, indeed, have certain

emancipatory possibilities. Like Yeats, MacNeice finds that his displacement in both

Ireland and England can bring about a stance that is in a sense, both emancipatory and

objective. In 'Carrick Revisited' (1945), for example, he writes that 'Time and Place'

may be 'our bridgeheads into reality/ But [they may also be],.. its concealment.' 70

During the forties MacNeice began to contemplate displacement as the freeing of

'Time' and 'Place' and recognised that he owed this displacement to his Irish origins.

Yet in the 1930s, from the evidence of his poems on Ireland, it is arguable that he did

not perceive or entertain these emancipatory possibilities. In the thirties he often paid

more attention to the futile attempt to escape Ireland than to the benefits of a displaced

Irish stance. Indeed this frustration emerges later, from the more politicised

engagement of his earlier poetry. MacNeice rejects what he perceives as the political

myopia of Northern Ireland in his thirties verse and yet what he accepts in his forties

verse is not so much the Ulster communities of his childhood as the Irish landscape and

the history of his grandparents. MacNeice's partial acceptance of Ireland coincides

with the removal of contemporary Irish politics from his verse and the emergence of a

playful and speculative consideration of the Irish landscape.

By the late thirties political commentary had given ground, at least to an extent, to

a consideration of the luminous and irreducible images of his childhood. This is clear in

'Perdita' where MacNeice concentrates on an image ('The glamour of the end attic'71)

that was also one of his earliest memories. After his description of his passage to

9 Louis MacNeice. 'Valediction', Collected Poems, p.53.
_'"' ibid. • Carrick Revisited' p. 224.

1 ibid. 'Perdita'. p. 188.
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America at the outbreak of World War Two in The Strings are False, MacNeice begins

his fourth chapter (and, of course, his introduction to Ireland and childhood) with this

image. n E. R. Dodds, as MacNeice's literary executor, was responsible for the

posthumous publication of The Strings are False. Whether his autobiography would

have been arranged exactly as it appears to us, had the poet lived to see its publication,

is open to conjecture. Nevertheless, the fact that he made it a central image of his

autobiography and, during the same period, devoted a small poem to it in his new

volume, illustrates that it was of fundamental importance to him.

MacNeice made an earlier and far more tentative attempt to investigate the

possibility of recalling childhood images in his verse with his 1935 poem, 'Intimations

of Mortality'. Unlike Wordsworth, whose 'Intimations of Immortality' (1802) describes

the child (the 'seer blest') as endowed with greater faculties of perception than the

adult, MacNeice perceived childhood as riddled with insecurities and dark fears. The

reference to the little boy's fear of'God and the Devil', 'the shadow of the banisters'

marching across the ceiling and 'the tick of his pulse in the pillows'7'' are all details that

would later be found in The Strings are False. 1A There are significant differences

between 'Intimations of Mortality' and 'Perdita' written six years later. In the earlier

poem MacNeice does not overtly identify himself with the 'little boy' and as with

'Belfast' (1931), there is a sense of detachment between MacNeice and the

biographical experiences he describes. Moreover there is no direct indications that the

" see Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, op. cit., p. 36 ('Memory cannot go back that far, fades
into myth. I find myself walking down a long straight passage hung with bead curtains...The top is a
blind alley, a small lobby without any doors and the roof sloping down as in an attic.')

J Louis MacNeice, 'Intimations of Mortality'. Collected Poems, pp. 28 - 29.
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events of'Intimations' are played out in Ireland. Unlike 'Perdita' with its 'green /Flag'

and "green country', Ireland is not overtly involved with the process of

autobiographical recollection. This difference in stance illustrates how far MacNeice

had developed in appropriating his renewed interest in his own biography and the

significance he felt it would play in his later verse.

Edna Longley cites 'Perdita' in the introductory pages to her Critical Study on

MacNeice, because it expresses the 'Ireland of the Unconscious' and 'the life of the

other.' 75 While this is largely reflected in his poetry of the late Thirties and early

Forties, the exploration and presentation of Ireland and the 'Unconscious' was the

result of a long process and was far removed from the objective reportage of Belfast in

1929. Reading through Edna Longley's chapter on Ireland, one is left with the

impression that 'Perdita' is taken out of its context in 1940, and that she is in danger of

implying that this poem is indicative of his attitude towards Ireland even at the

beginning of his career. To suggest that the delicate psychological intimacy that takes

place in 'Perdita' is typical of his treatment of Ireland throughout his career, does not

take into account the journalistic aloofness of'Belfast' or the frustrated insecurity

expressed in 'Valediction' at the beginning of the decade.

'Perdita' not only addresses the psychological importance of one of the poet's

earliest memories but also asks the question 'where have you been hiding all these

years?' 76 The relationship between MacNeice and his memories of Ireland is reflexive,

offering him both the possibility of an immersion in the past while simultaneously

4 See Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 46 (MacNeice describes himself praying to God to
prevent himself from having nightmares.)
""" Edna Longley. Louis MacNeice: A Critical Study , p. 3.
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endowing him with creativity for the future. This reflexivity would be developed

throughout the Forties. A sense of rebirth through memory is at its strongest in the final

lines with the image of the 'caterpillars' among the 'cans and the roistering files' who

'wait for wings.'77 Robyn Marsack suggests that, with the opposition between the

organic and the industrial in the image of the 'caterpillars' in some 'metropolitan

station', MacNeice progresses away from the 'spray on industrialism of his 1930s

contemporaries' towards the 'organic possibilities' of'his own growth.' 78 This is

possibly more open to conjecture than Marsack allows. 'The metropolitan station'

could also be a progression from the image of the 'packing cases' covered in cobwebs

earlier in the stanza. The 'end attic' is, after all, the beginning point of MacNeice's

journey and the later image of the station, it could be inferred, might refer to a journey

in progress. While it is questionable whether MacNeice launches a rejection of the

industrial 1930s in this poem, Marsack's suggestion that 'Perdita' heralds something of

a turning point for MacNeice is arguably substantiated by the development of the 1945

poetry. The period immediately after the publication of Plant and Phantom saw

MacNeice's renewed interest in Ireland as he began writing The Strings are False, The

Poetry of W. B. Yeats and took up his position in the Features Department for the

BBC, using Irish material for his plays and features. 'Perdita' is, in my opinion, a poem

that expresses MacNeice's renewed but tentative interest in Ireland. Rather than stating

a closed set of beliefs, however, 'Perdita' expresses MacNeice's Irish identity as a

philosophical stance of openness and enquiry as no previous poem on Ireland had

6 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 188.
ibid. p. 188.

J Robyn Marsack. p. 43.
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attempted. There is a sense in which the poet does not know exactly where this

renewed interest will lead him, but that he is surprised and slightly baffled by its

reappearance.

As Seamus Deane suggests, MacNeice's sense o f commitment and evasion' in his

poetry is allied to the possibilities o f provincialism and escape' of an Irishman living in

England79. It is evident that for MacNeice there was much to evade in the politics of

post- independent Ireland just as there was much to commit himself to in the Irish

images of his own biography in the late thirties. The poems I have considered in this

section were written between 1937 and 1940. Yet even within this short period there is

a discernible development that says much about the poet's evolving perceptions of

Ireland in the following decades. From the strong narrative structure o f Carrickfergus',

MacNeice developed by contemplating the poetic expression of his earliest memories.

During the 1940s and 1950s MacNeice's interest in his own biography would also

stimulate a growing but tentative engagement with Ireland's history and culture. This

evolved more through his research and reading than it did through first hand experience

and there is a sense in which, in comparison to a poet like Patrick Kavanagh,

MacNeice's dealings with Ireland were largely second hand. Nevertheless, by exploring

the contraries of Ireland and indeed Ireland's legacy, he was ultimately able to

construct a poetry that, with its attempt to register antinomies, approached the

Yeatsian.80

Seamus Deane. A Short History of Irish Literature (Notre Dame Press, 1994), p. 229.
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Contemporary Resonance

This section traces MacNeice's depiction of his English and Irish lives as they are

portrayed in 'Valediction' (1934) and Autumn Journal XVI (1938) 81. Rather than

concentrating on the analysis or retrospective comment on his past, as the poems in the

previous section did, this section (whether it is 'Belfast's aloof, journalistic stance or

'The Closing Album's consideration of the possibility of an Irish retreat from the

outbreak of World War Two) will concentrate on MacNeice's appropriation of Ireland

as a poet living in England. Whether we consider the straightforward narrative of

'Carrickfergus' or the psychological intimacy of 'Perdita', the poems considered in the

previous section did not overtly attempt to comment on the correspondence between

England and Ireland that was involved in the poet's changing and evolving identity.

As a result of the admission of this 'correspondence' the poems considered here have

proved to be problematic for Irish anthologists and critics and, as some have argued, at

their worst offer a 'flattery of English prejudices about de-Valera's Ireland.'8/

As he expressed it in 'Belfast' (1931), he continued to despise what he

perceived as the political myopia of Orangeism 83. Similarly, in the context of the Irish

Free State, he thought that the post-independent government was guilty of'censorship'

and of proliferating 'purblind manifestos.'84 He felt that the new state would not 'have'

see Peter McDonald, p. 177.
81 ibid., 'Valediction' (pp. 52 - 54) and Autumn Journal XVI, pp. 131 - 134.

83
Patrick Crotty (ed.), Modern Irish Poetry (Belfast, Blackstaff, 1995), p. 76.
Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 17.

84 ibid. p. 132.
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him 'alive or dead'85. Yet the importance of Ireland to what he perceived as his

psychological mindset markedly opposed his distaste for her politics. The images that

he was most likely to 'use instinctively' (the 'whitewashed walls' and the 'red bog

grass') were Irish and dated from his childhood. 86 As he was to express it in a letter to

E. R. Dodds in 1948, 'I wish one could either live in Ireland or feel oneself \n

England.'87 E. R. Dodds was faced with similar dilemmas as an Irishman living in

England and as the head of the Classics department at Birmingham University. A

generation older than MacNeice, however, Dodds had left Oxford to serve as an

ambulance man in World War I after offending his tutors by expressing his support for

the Republican movement after the Easter Rising of 1916. 88 By the early thirties,

however, he was beginning to express opinions that would find their echo in

MacNeice's early verse:

My long flirtation with Irish Nationalism, never entirely whole hearted, was
drawing to a disillusioned close. I and the intellectual group to which I
belonged were coming to feel like foreign bodies in this outwardly Gaelicised
but at heart increasingly philistine Ireland which tolerated us but felt no need
for our services. It had become, in A. E.'s words 'bourgeois, squat and
stolid'. Nevertheless, Ireland continued from time to time to cause me
painful twinges of regret. 89

85 ibid. -Dublin' (1939), p. 163.
86 See Louis MacNeice, 'Experiences with Images', Selected Literary Criticism, (ed. Alan Heuser),
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), p. 159.
8~ MacNeice to Dodds, July 1948, fo. 88.
88 see E. R. Dodds, Missing Persons: An Autobiography (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977), p 38.
89 ibid. . p. 83.
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Indeed, these 'painful twinges of regret' would be expressed in 'Valediction' and

Autumn Journal XVI where MacNeice's overt intention to disown Ireland, was

undermined by a deeper realisation that Ireland's influence over him could not be

dismissed by an invective against her religion and politics. MacNeice was of course

never involved, as Dodds was, with 'Irish Nationalism'. Born a generation later and

'schooled from the age often to a foreign voice', MacNeice came to political

consciousness long after the 'bourgeois, squat and stolid' Ireland of A. E.'s description

had become a reality. Nevertheless, the combination of scepticism over Irish Nationalist

politics and the recognition of the importance of Ireland in their displaced identities can

be found in the writing of both Dodds and MacNeice. In 'Valediction' especially,

MacNeice proposes his own distancing from Irish politics but realises that Ireland's

images will always occupy a paramount place in his work. ^ As Dodds expresses it, the

1930s saw 'a dearth' in Irish literary life. 91 Under de Valera's policies Ireland

witnessed increased censorship. The increasing use of and preference for the Irish

language within the institutions of post-independent Ireland meant that writers from

Protestant English speaking backgrounds, like MacNeice, felt ill at ease whilst also

recognising the aspiration for independence. As Terence Brown suggests, 'It was a

short step' from 'the belief that cultural protectionism might enable Ireland to sustain

her unique identity' to the use of'draconian censorship as a means of providing that

protection.'92 There is a sense in which the Irish living in England at the time, like

Dodds and MacNeice, watched in horror. In MacNeice's case this led to his awareness

v' see Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, "Valediction', op. cit.. p. 53 - especially the passage that
begins 'Before you face the consequence / Of inbred soul...'
*' ibid., p. 81.

L
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that even though Ireland influenced his earliest experience, he now felt it to be under

the influence of 'each new fantasy of badge and gun.' 93

In 'Valediction' (1934) MacNeice adopts the mock tone of a holiday guide book

as he invites the reader to 'See Belfast', 'Park your car in the city of Dublin, see

Sackville street' and finally 'swank your fill/ But take the Holyhead boat before you pay

the bill.'94 This guidebook stance maintains a distance between MacNeice and his

subject whilst also suggesting a metropolitan aloofness from Ireland. This is reminiscent

of the characteristic 'aloofness' of the writers of the Thirties. The irony, which

emerges when MacNeice asks us to 'Climb the cliff in the postcard' or 'Romanticise on

our Spanish blood' approaches the Audenesque. MacNeice employs the voice of the

sophisticated suburbanite who mocks rural traditions 95. Indeed it is partly the

Audenesque tone of this poem that adds to the sense of MacNeice as an English tourist

disapproving of the new Irish Free State. MacNeice's self-conscious employment of the

voice of the guidebooks with its stock cliches, self-consciously draws attention to the

impossibility of an outright rejection of Ireland. It draws on a tension (between the

'tourist' and the native) which was missing in the journalistic voice of the earlier

'Belfast' (1929) in which MacNeice attempted to maintain an unironic aloofness. As

Jon Stallworthy comments, 'Valediction' has 'distressed and angered generations of

Irish readers, leading some to reject MacNeice as an Irish poet.'96 MacNeice does not

simply concentrate on the north of Ireland as in 'Belfast' and 'Carrickfergus', but goes

" Terence Brown. Ireland: A social and Cultural History, p. 68.
Louis MacNeice. 'Valediction', Collected Poems, p. 53.

'" ibid., pp. 52 - 53.
'" see W. H. Auden. "Paysage Moralise', Collected Poems, p. 119.

Jon Stalhvorthy. Louis MacNeice, p. 160.
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straight to the heart of post-independent Ireland attacking 'Wolfe Tone and Grattan

and Michael Collins, the accepted names'. The poet alludes the post-independent Irish

Free State's replacement of a British, Unionist orthodoxy with an Irish gaelicised one,

but outlines the straitjacketing effects of both. Furthermore he adopts the combined

voices of the English 1930s poet, bored by the traditions of his elders and of the exiled

Irishman intent on assuming a new identity, when he writes 'history never dies/ At any

rate in Ireland.'97 Chapter V of this study considers the prominence of both

'Valediction' and Autumn Journal XVI in anthologies of Irish Poetry and considers

whether the concentration on MacNeice's Thirties verse has contributed to a

perception of the poet which concentrates on his invectives against Ireland rather than

his playful, speculative discussions of Ireland in the Forties and Fifties.

MacNeice claims detachment from Irish history and believes that the Irish are

fatally bound to their past. Nevertheless the superior tone and the adopted stance of the

tourist which he employs in 'Valediction', is double edged as it points towards

MacNeice's thwarted aspirations more than it does towards any real attained

detachment. Peter McDonald takes issue with Robyn Marsack's suggestion that

MacNeice is successful in his attempts to 'immunise himself in detachment' in

'Valediction'. McDonald writes that Marsack's conclusions are 'undermined further by

the final section of Valediction' in which the speaking voice comes back to its 'land in

the role of apostate.'98 Yet despite McDonald's legitimate scepticism over Marsack's

conclusions concerning 'Valediction', Marsack's suggestion that such 'immunisation'

has done 'his reputation much harm in the eyes of the Irish critics' is arguably well

Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 52.

I
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grounded. Indeed these poems are the main focus of attack in the discussions of critics

like Thomas Kinsella. Kinsella writes in his 'Introduction' to The New Oxford Book of

Irish Verse that the 'idea' of a Northern Renaissance is 'largely a journalistic entity' and

that 'the search for antecedents usually settle[s] on Louis MacNeice'99. If MacNeice

makes a renunciation in 'Valediction', it is arguably a half-hearted and awkward one.

There is something rhythmically clumsy and awkward in the line 'I will acquire an

attitude not yours.' 10° This sense of nervous expression is developed as MacNeice's

attempt to address Ireland is further heard in the broken anapaestic rhythms of:

-1 would call you to book
I would say to you, Look;
I would say, This is what you have given me
Indifference and sentimentality 101

The feminine rhyming of'given me' with 'sentimentality' gives 'sentimentality' a

particularly flimsy and even frivolous sound. When it was first published in Poems

(1935).'Valediction' took its place alongside 'An Eclogue for Christmas' and 'Eclogue

by a Five-barred Gate'. Indeed in a letter to Anthony Blunt, MacNeice refers to what

was to become 'Valediction' as 'Eclogue on Ireland'. 102 Early drafts of'Valediction'

reveal that the poem was originally arranged in three distinct sections. The First and

last sections were spoken by 'Voice A' and featured a description of rural Ireland (the

Peter McDonald, p. 27.
Thomas Kinsella (ed.). The New Oxford Book of Irish Verse (Oxford: Oxford University Press.
)86). D. xxx.1986). p. xxx.

"" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 53
"" ibid., p. 52.
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•seals heads bobbing in the tide flow' and 'the absent minded goats' of the present

poem) while the middle, discursive section was spoken by 'Voice B'. The decision to

make 'Valediction' one continuum creates an intimacy that would arguably have been

lost in the more theatrical presentation of an Eclogue. Indeed, MacNeice's

argumentative and discursive passage reaches its highest pitch as he describes the

conflict between his aspiration of adult freedom and emancipation and his childhood

rootedness in Northern Ireland:

Cursed be he that curses his mother. I cannot be
Anyone else than what this land engendered me:
In the back of my mind are snips of white, the sails
Of the Lough's fishing boat, the bell ropes lash their tails
When I would peel my thoughts, the bells pull free -
Memory in apostasy.
I would tot up my factors
But who can stand in the way of the soul's steam-tractors?
I can say Ireland is hooey, Ireland is
A gallery of fake tapestries,
But I cannot deny my past to which my self is wed,
The woven finger cannot undo its thread. 103

The first line of this quotation seems abrupt after the bucolic description of'the beer-

brown springs/ Guzzling between the heather.' MacNeice's guilt does not merely

concern his rejection of a country he at moments despises. Here the overtly political

and the autobiographical meet. Matricide was certainly on MacNeice's mind as his

mother contracted a gynaecological disease at his birth from which she died seven years

~ Letter from Louis MacNeice to Anthony Blunt, dated 20 November 1933, BBC Written Archives
Centre.

Louis MacNeice. "Valediction'. Collected Poems, pp. 52 - 53.
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later in November 1914. Lily always believed that her illnesses originated from his birth

and it seems likely that a sense of this guilt, however indirectly, was passed on to her

son. 104 The legacy of the mother's bereavement is not merely that of guilt but also of

isolation and paralysis. In 'Eclogue between the Motherless' (1934) MacNeice portrays

two protagonists ('A' and 'B') who are both 'haunted', 'paralysed' and attempt

(fruitlessly) to escape their 'inherited fears.'105 These 'fears' are not contextualised

directly with MacNeice's Irish background, and yet it is evident from a process of cross

referencing between 'Valediction' and 'Eclogue for Christmas' that the conditions of

isolation, paralysis and spiritual stagnation described in this latter poem owe something

to his Ulster upbringing.

In 'Valediction' MacNeice's frustration over contemporary Irish politics and his

compulsion to explore the images of his own childhood are both present and bought

into conflict. 'The sails/ Of the Lough's fishing boats' that exist 'in the back of [his]

mind', illustrate their rootedness in the poet's consciousness. Indeed, this impulse

would inform the composition of'Perdita' six years later. In 1934 however,

MacNeice's disdain for Irish politics outweighed his interest in the images of his

childhood. As the poem progresses he asserts that he refuses to pay for 'the trick

beauty of a prism / In drug-dull fatalism.' 106 The suggestion of seduction would find its

expression in the characterisation of the female protagonists of MacNeice's later radio

plays such as Gormlai in They Met on Good Friday (1959) or The Mother in The Mad

Islands (1955). MacNeice describes and attempts to resist one of his most important

""' See Jon Stalhvorthy, p. 37.
o See Louis MacNeice, 'Eclogue between the Motherless'. Collected Poems, p.48 - 5 1 .

Valediction', ibid., p. 53.
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Irish images. Indeed its significance for the poet can be assessed by the fact that seven

years later in The Poetry of W. B. Yeats, he would devote a passage of his 'Irish

Background' chapter to the description of Ireland's 'prismatic light.' 107 Unlike Robyn

Marsack, I believe the poetic voice in 'Valediction' is unsettled. The poet wavers

between his attraction towards the formative images of his childhood and his

condemnation of Irish politics. MacNeice's somewhat unconvincing answer to this

problem is to store Ireland in his memory while, in order to avoid her 'morose

vendettas' and her 'whiskey drinker's cough,' never setting foot in Ireland:

Whatever desire I catch when the wind scours my face
I will take home and put in a glass case
And merely look on
At each new fantasy of badge and gun. 108

This probably represents more 'wishful thinking' than a serious aspiration. In 1945,

when MacNeice wrote 'Carrick Revisited', it is hard to imagine that he did not have the

'glass case' image in mind when he wrote 'Memories I had shelved peer at me from the

shelf 109 After the thirties MacNeice was to find that the resource of childhood he had

always wanted to address became allied to an interest in Ireland's culture and history.

Yet in the Thirties there was clearly an opposition between childhood and culture in

MacNeice's discussions.

See Louis MacNeice. The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats, p. 50.
1/8 Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 53.

iu9 ibid. -Carrick Revisited', p. 224.
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Of all MacNeice's 1930s poems on Ireland, the sixteenth Canto of Autumn Journal

is probably more engaged with Irish politics and history than any other. Autumn

Journal represents one of the few volumes of poetry MacNeice's contemporary critics

found genuinely exciting towards the end of the Thirties. With the disillusioned close of

the decade, which some commentators believe began in 1936 with the Communist

defeat in the Spanish Civil War, MacNeice's long poem was greeted by contemporary

literary journals such as New Verse as 'one of the most ambitious and comprehensive

pieces of its age'.110 The central eight cantos of his twenty-four canto poem focused on

the poet's autobiography and included MacNeice's recent divorce, his career as a

classics lecturer and of course, his childhood. Nevertheless, this is probably the most

politically conscious of all MacNeice's poems on Northern Ireland. During the course

of the poem, he describes how the servants of the Carrickfergus Rectory feared that

'Casement would land at the pier' and how he heard the noise of shooting 'In Belfast in

the York Street district'. m Nevertheless, the autobiographical aspirations of

MacNeice's poem stand in marked contrast to the ideologically charged and

evangelising poetry of the early thirties and, as such, have often been perceived as less

significant than the zealous writing of the period. Julian Symon's describes Autumn

Journal's depiction of the Munich Crises in these terms:

Louis MacNeice was a wonderfully sensitive recorder of those weeks,
expressing almost perfectly the feelings of most intelligent members of the
Audience; yet the emotions that he recalls here, the appalled sense that a way
of life is over, did not last.112

10 Geoffrey Grigson. The fate of the Long Poem', New Verse, Jan. 1939, p. 17.
ibid. Autumn Journal XVI. p. 132.

"" Julian Symons, p. 154, The 'Audience' to which Symons refers is described on p. 37. The
Audience' is the lowest part of Symon's three tier Pyramid; it had roughly a million members and
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The implication here is that Autumn Journal is a poem that relies upon a sense of

commentary rather than the defence of ideas. MacNeice is a 'sensitive recorder'.

Indeed the marginalisation of MacNeice in favour of Auden (a poet whose 'devices of

style and habits of feelings are the Thirties' n3) is clear in this study. Symons is so

intent on portraying Autumn Journal as a poem that 'records' the thirties that he

ignores the Cantos halfway through that describe MacNeice's life in Carrickfergus,

Marlborough, Oxford and Birmingham. It is, indeed, this biographical content in

Autumn Journal which makes MacNeice's poetic project significantly different from

those of his Thirties contemporaries. Symons diminishes the importance of biography

and of MacNeice's specific interest in his own life in order to present a portrayal of the

Thirties as ideologically zealous, engaged with theoretical rather than confessional texts

and disparaging of the personalised or domestic. The character of these early years is

more easily defined and more readily recognisable than MacNeice's uncertain and

introspective autobiographical speculation and Symons appears to be searching for just

such an 'easy' definition. There is even an implication in his discussion that a poem

that acts as a journal is less significant than a poem that plans some overall synthesis or

included all those people who had a general interest in left wing issues. 'Above them' was 'a group
perhaps 50.000 strong who read some of the little magazines in which new writers were first
published". It consisted of 'members of the lower middle class - that is those who had gone to state or
grammar schools and in many cases had gone to red brick Universities ... This is in many ways the
most interesting part of the pyramid. It's members formed the post-war welfare state.. .Let us call them
the Pragmatists'. Finally there were 'the Artists' who numbered 500 and claimed Auden as their
literary-figurehead. Symon's suggestion that MacNeice appealed to and defined the 'Audience" in
Autumn Journal, implies that he did not appeal as easily to the loftier and more discerning
"Pragmatists' and 'Artists' who 'looked to the ideologically committed writings of Auden. Day Lewis
and Spender".
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worldview. Indeed MacNeice was aware of this suggestion in the 'Note' that he added

after the first edition of Autumn Journal in which he writes that he believes that the

poem gives 'neither a final verdict or a balanced judgement'. 114 He also cites his

discussion of Ireland as an area that might be given to over-statement.

Even though this poem is despised by some Irish critics, Edna Longley points out

that when MacNeice is at his most condemnatory he still maintains the possessive

pronoun115: "Why should I want to go back / To you, Ireland, my Ireland?'116 The

inclusion of both this poem and 'Valediction' in anthologies of modern Irish poetry

undoubtedly widens the scope of response to the decades in Northern Ireland before

the Troubles and the early formative years of the Irish Free State. Nevertheless, the

hostility and aloofness (however transitory this may be) of his English stance on Ireland

in these poems, has arguably created an exaggerated rift between his work and that of

native writers such as John Hewitt, John Montague and even Seamus Heaney. Indeed

this rift would have been at least partially bridged if a greater consideration of his

indeterminate and speculative poetry of the Forties and later, had been allowed at an

earlier period of his reception in the Irish canons. Instead, early anthologies of Irish

poetry tend to concentrate on his most condemnatory and despairing work. In Autumn

Journal XVI MacNeice appears, if only momentarily, to side with the old English

colonisers and denies the possibility of Irish self-government. When he writes 'Let the

school children fumble their sums / In a half dead language; / Let the censor be busy on

the books.... let them build / A factory in every hamlet...' it is unclear where MacNeice

J3 ibid. p. 156.
"4 Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 101.
1'" Edna Longley, Across a Roaring Hill, p. 95.
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believes the authority for governing Ireland should lie. By declaring 'Let them'

MacNeice adopts the voice of a disenfranchised Imperialist, despairing at the loss of

good colonial government and baffled by the evils of self-government. Yet this voice is

only adopted temporarily. Alluding to his increasing interest in his own biography

(which was emerging even in 1938) he describes how Ireland's voice keeps 'ringing

like a bell/ In an underwater belfry.' 117 Peter McDonald writes that Autumn Journal

XVI represents an important step in MacNeice's understanding of displacement. He

further suggests that 'Displacement, in other words, has become in some ways

exemplary as well as a matter of personal fact, offering the means of viewing clearly the

Irish impulse towards division, 'sheep and goats, patriots and traitors.'118 His

'displaced view' which provided a non-partisan approach to English, Imperialist,

Protestant and Catholic orthodoxies, provoked the hostility of both English and Irish

Anthologists. Louis MacNeice could never claim the attachment to a country or set of

ideals that would have guaranteed his easy acceptance in a canon. What his

displacement provided him with was enough scepticism to distrust any orthodoxy on

either side of the Irish Sea.

Jon Stallworthy describes 'Belfast' (1931) as 'a vision in which the mature

MacNeice is for the first time visible'. 119 The poem certainly contains many of the

elements that MacNeice would expand on in his later verse on Ireland: the suggestion

of familial murder, the religious oppression of Ulster Protestantism and the difficulty of

communication between religious factions. Unlike his later poems, MacNeice's

Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 153.
l r ibid., p. 132.
118 Peter McDonald, p. 216.
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personal biography is conspicuously absent from 'Belfast'. The only real sense of the

identity of the poetic voice occurs in the last line of the fourth stanza, where he

suggests that unlike the 'shawled factory-woman' who prays to the 'garish Virgin', he

is able to 'walk in the street so buoyantly and glib' 120. The tone here is at once

Audenesque and self-satirising.121 Like Auden, MacNeice adopts the stance of the

educated young man who is flippant and immune from the seriousness of his elders. He

does not have to bear the religious oppression of the Catholic woman depicted here,

but his suggestion that he can 'pass by' is presented as the frivolous luxury of someone

in self-imposed exile. In the fourth stanza the alliteration of the woman's 'gloom' and

his "glib[ness]' endows the poetic voice with an unsympathetic, immune and cold

quality. Nevertheless, by employing this voice MacNeice indirectly increases the

possibility of the reader's sympathy towards the Catholic minority in 'Belfast'. The

poet infers that there is untold Catholic suffering upon which he, with his upbringing in

the Carrickfergus Rectory and his life in England, is unqualified to comment.

This is further compounded by the autobiographical inferences MacNeice brings

to play in his depiction of the politics of Protestant and Catholic in 'Belfast'.

Catholicism is presented as the female victim (the 'shawled factory-woman') while

Protestantism manifests itself through the masculinity of the Orange order and the

poem ends with the triumphant 'banging of the Orange drums'. Matricide is implied not

only through the suggestion that the 'male kind murders each its woman' who render

19 Jon Stalhvorthy. p. 159.
'"'•' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 17.
'"' Even Auden suggested that the light-hearted, flippant and irreverent poetic voice he adopted
towards serious subject matters in his poems was often half-feigned and self satirised, (see Charles
Osborne). pp. 156 - 158.
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futile prayers to the Madonna, but also through the image of the 'hammers' that clang

murderously on 'the girders' in the second stanza. This image of an usurping male is

further developed by Seamus Heaney in 'Act of Union' in which a male lover (Britain)

contemplates his female victim (Ireland) while declaring 'I am still imperially/ male.' m

While Heaney describes an opposition between Britain and Ireland and MacNeice

describes one between Northern Protestantism and Catholicism, the association of the

project of imperial enterprise with male usurpation is strikingly similar in both poems.

Belfast's industry, and its associations with Protestant wealth and provision for the

British Empire, is perceived in terms of violence and oppression. MacNeice refracts

Protestant exploitation through his depiction of the landscape of Northern Ireland, in

the first stanza:

The hard cold fire of the northerner
Frozen into the blood from the fire in his basalt
Glares from behind the mica of his eyes
And the salt carrion water brings him wealth. Ui

" Seamus Heaney. "Act of Union', New Selected Poems 1966 - 1987, (London: Faber and Faber.
1990) p. 74. Heaney continues:

Your back is a firm line of eastern coast
And arms and legs are thrown
Beyond your gradual hills. I caress
The heaving province where our past has grown.
I am the tall kingdom over your shoulder
That you would neither cajole or ignore.
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If'Valediction' presented an opposition between Irish landscape and Irish politics, the

landscape is allied here to the grim determination of the 'northerner'. Indeed,

Protestant consolidation in Northern Ireland appears to be confirmed by MacNeice

when he suggests that the Protestant's 'eyes' and 'blood' mirror the hardness of the

landscape while the Catholic woman prays to a 'garish Virgin...as if shipwrecked'. The

Catholic is clearly at odds with her environment while the Protestant's resolve that is as

permanent as the landscape, is reflected in his 'blood'. The Protestant affinity with the

Northern Irish landscape in this poem does, indeed, contrast with the professed

distance MacNeice believed existed between himself and the landscape in his later 1945

poetry. Interestingly, 'Belfast' is one of the first instances of the connection MacNeice

draws between petrifaction and Sectarianism. Here 'fire', an image of fluidity and

metamorphosis, is described as 'frozen' and 'cold'. W. R. Rodgers describes a

correlation between MacNeice's images of petrifaction and the 'Ulster rigidities' to

which he was exposed in his childhood. 124 Indeed, 'Belfast' can be seen as one of the

first steps towards the description of the hardness of the 'northerner'. It would later be

contrasted with the equally dangerous 'softness' of the south of Ireland.125

The last poem I would like to consider in this chapter is 'The Closing Album'

(1939). 126 Unlike 'Belfast', this poem is set in Southern Ireland although both poems

share a perspective that is rooted in contemporary events. MacNeice took a trip with

123 Louis MacNeice. 'Belfast'. Collected Poems, p. 17.
1 "M

" W. R. Rodgers. "Introductory Note' to a Programme entitled 'Modern Poetry". BBC Written
Archives Centre.
'"" The strongest example of this occurs in 'Dublin' (1939) where MacNeice writes of Dublin. But oh
the days are soft./ Soft enough to forget/ The lesson better learnt', ( Louis MacNeice. Collected
Poems, p. 164).
"6 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, pp. 163 - 167.
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Ernst Stahl in the autumn of 1939, while the work for The Poetry of W. B. Yeats

(1941) was still in progress and the poet was contemplating his possible move to the

BBC ni Like 'The Closing Album' MacNeice's time was divided between Dublin and

rural parts of Southern Ireland. With the momentum of the events leading up to the

war, MacNeice felt that he 'must get back to Ireland' because he believed he might

never have the chance again. 128 Nevertheless, this was not the Ireland of his childhood

and the poet drew on very different sources than those he had used in 'Perdita' or

'Autobiography'. By setting his poetic sequence partly in the rural south, MacNeice

also addressed the very place that Patrick Kavanagh was celebrating in his prose and

verse. 129 Although the relationship between Kavanagh and the Irish Free State was

never easy and Kavanagh fought against the forces of stagnation he recognised in post

war Ireland, there is an insularity in his verse which contrasts with the correspondence

between cultures contemplated by MacNeice. lj0 'The Closing Album' illustrates the

difficulties of appropriating MacNeice's English and Irish lives in the historically

specific event of the outbreak of World War II. This poetic sequence juxtaposed the

serenity of rural Ireland with both the events that were progressing in Europe and the

" Jon Stalhvorthy, Louis MacNeice, p. 258.
"8 Louis MacNeice. The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats, p. 2.

129 see Patrick Kavanagh, The Green Fool, p. 310.
JJ In one of Kavanagh's most renowned poems, 'Epic', he almost espouses such insularity:

I have lived in important places, times
When great events were decided, who owned
That half a rood of rock...

I heard Duffy shouting 'Damn your soul"....

That was the year of the Munich bother. Which
Was more important?

(Patrick Kavanagh. 'Epic\ from Modern Irish Poetry, (ed.) Patrick Crotty. p. 47).
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English life to which MacNeice was soon to return. MacNeice approaches Dublin from

the perspective of a visitor aware of the palimpsest of history attached to that city. In

the opening of the last stanza he describes how it has culturally changed hands:

Fort of the Dane,
Garrison of the Saxon,
Augustan capital
Of a Gaelic nation,
Appropriating all
The alien brought, 131

It was the 'appropriation' Ireland made of many influences that would appeal to

MacNeice in the late forties and early fifties. 132 In his late radio play, They Met on

Good Friday (1959) he presents eleventh-century Ireland as a contested territory with

plural cultural influences in the context of a Norse invasion. The characters are torn

between those who are rooted in Ireland and those who 'appropriate' the cultural

crosscurrents to their own ends. There is even a tentative note of admiration in 'The

Closing Album'. Here, albeit in an undeveloped form, are the beginnings of MacNeice's

consideration of Ireland as a meeting point for many cultures. It was the impulse that

was already drawing him towards Yeats's poetry in the late thirties. In his book-length

study of the poet MacNeice expressed admiration for Yeats's attempt to draw from

131 Louis MacNeice, 'The Closing Album', p. 164.
J" Louis MacNeice, opening chapter of The Character of Ireland, p. 7.
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many diverse cultural sources. 13~" When MacNeice was at his most optimistic, the

interpretation of Ireland as a historically 'contested territory' seems to have almost

endorsed his personal history of cultural disenfranchisement. Yet in the context of

thirties Ireland, this sense of multiplicity was unwelcome. Indeed Edna Longley writes

that MacNeice 'disliked assumptions about unity'.134 In the aftermath of the Modernist

phase, and with the absence of Beckett and Joyce, the Irish multiplicity that was

articulated in the previous decades gave way to a concentration on a unified conception

of history. Instead of Ireland's presentation as the arena where many ideas and

movements converged, it began to be perceived as having one unified history.

MacNeice's contribution to this debate was minor. Nevertheless, to suggest that Dublin

was historically influenced by many cultures, indicated that he perceived Ireland as a

place of diversity rather than of unity.

Peter McDonald suggests that he can perceive a Yeatsian use of metre in 'Dublin'

allying MacNeice's interest in the city with the study of the arch-poet he was writing

during the same period. McDonald continues with the suggestion that he employs 'the

short line poem with three or four stresses to a line' he was later to identify in The

Poetry of W. B. Yeats. 135 Indeed, this reference to Yeats arguably corresponds to

MacNeice's engagement with Dublin, which is held on an intellectual basis rather than

deriving from the deeper biographical images described in 'Perdita' or

'Autobiography'. Dublin 'was never my town' but MacNeice writes, 'she holds my

133 Louis MacNeice. The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats, p. 58.
34 Edna Longley, Louis MacNeice: A Critical Guide, p. 22.

135 Peter McDonald, p. 100.
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mind'. L"6 This anticipates MacNeice's imaginative engagement with the west of Ireland

in his 1945 poetry and the opposition this would prove to be to his autobiographical

contemplation of Carrickfergus. His suggestion that the city 'will not/ Have me alive or

dead' is arguably an allusion to the dead heroes ('O'Connell, Grattan, Moore')

immortalised in 'Declamatory bronze' in the opening of the poem. 1""7 It is almost as if

he anticipates the antipathetic approach of some Irish critics even after his death.

In the portrayal of Ireland in earlier poems such as 'Valediction' (1934) MacNeice

changed his focus from the visual to the political. This never happens as abruptly as it

does in the third stanza of'Dublin', however:

The lights jig in the river
With a concertina movement
And the sun comes up in the morning
Like barley-sugar on the water
And the mist of the Wicklow hills
Is close, as close
As the peasantry were to the landlord,
As the Irish to the Anglo-Irish,
As the killer is close one moment
To the man he kills,
Or as the moment itself
Is close to the next moment. 138

As with 'Belfast', though this time in the context of the history of Southern Ireland,

MacNeice describes the problem of what Marsack calls 'apparent closeness and real

36 Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 163.
3 see "Valediction' (1934) where MacNeice writes: 'history never dies. / At any rate in Ireland' (p.

52).
° 8 ibid., p. 164.
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separation' L'9 He illustrates how, at least in civil conflicts, physical proximity does

nothing to illustrate the vast political or religious gulfs that exist within Irish

communities. Significantly, his progression from the description of the conflict between

the 'peasantry' and the 'landlord', shifts to the more generalised 'killer' and 'the man

he kills', bringing to mind the war that was about to develop in Europe.

MacNeice plays on a sense of deferral in 'The Closing Album'. The news of the

war is deferred but once it is finally addressed, it is registered very briefly and starkly.

For example in 'Galway' the accumulation of visual detail ('The hollow grey houses' or

the 'Salmon in the Corrib') is abruptly interrupted by the brief assertion: 'The war came

down on us here.' 14° A certain tension is maintained in the first and second stanzas

between the rhyming 'pier' and 'weir' in the fourth lines and the long awaited

resolution of 'here' in the seventh. MacNeice's anxiety concerning the now distant war

is reflected in his rhyme scheme. Edna Longley suggests that with 'Cushendun', a

poem about a small village in the glens of Antrim, 'the first of MacNeice's dream

worlds supplies the last of his Thirties omens.'141 Indeed there is a sense in which, in

the context of the impending outbreak of World War II, Ireland acts as something of a

sedative. This was a war with which MacNeice would be greatly involved, writing

features for the BBC news department, reporting on the blitz 142 and even arguing

139 Robyn Marsack, p. 100.
"" Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, pp. 166 - 167.
41 Edna Longley. Louis MacXeice: A Critical Guide, p. 25.

u : see Louis MacNeice. series of 'London Letters', between April and August. 1941 for Common
Sense in Selected Prose of Louis MacNeice (ed. Alan Heuser) (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1990). pp.
I l l - 126.
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against Ireland's decision to remain neutral. 143 Yet in 'Cushendun' he appears, at least

momentarily, to sympathise with Ireland's impending neutrality:

Forgetfulness: brass lamps and copper jugs
And home-made bread and the smell of turf or flax
And the air a glove and the water lathering easy

And convolvulus in the hedge.

Only in the dark green room beside the fire
With the curtains drawn against the wind and waves
There is a little box with a well-bred voice:

What a place to talk of War. 144

The description of the Radio as 'a little box with a well-bred voice' shifts the emphasis

from the Radio as a means for the broadcasting of information and, like the 'brass

lamps' and 'copper jugs', gives it the appearance of just another item in the house. Just

as the details of the previous stanzas relied heavily on MacNeice's sensory perception,

the Radio is not seen to appeal to the intellect but is only perceived in terms of its

appearance. Indeed to take this one stage further, MacNeice does not seem equipped to

deal with the war intellectually but can only register its shock. This shock is intensified

by the fact that 'Cushendun' is not a discursive poem but one that primarily describes a

bucolic scene far removed from London or Berlin. 'The Closing Album' arguably

employs the same accumulation of sensory detail as 'Train to Dublin' (1934) but in the

context of the events of 1939, these details clearly jar with the overwhelming and

unpalatable news of war. 145

143 see Louis MacNeice. •Neutrality' (1942). Collected Poems, pp. 202 - 203.
44 ibid. 'Cushendun'. p. 165.

'"" ibid. 'Train to Dublin', p. 28.
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W. H. Auden's own treatment of the outbreak of the war in 'September 1,

1939' as he sat 'in one of the dives/ On Fifty Second Street' is far more discursive than

MacNeice's. Auden rebukes his own generation's political naivete claiming that 'the

clever hopes expire/ Of a low dishonest decade'. 146 The difference between MacNeice

and Auden's treatment of the same subject results partly from the differences between

the locations in which they write. Auden's portrayal of the conflict derives from his

placement in the metropolis of an (at this stage) neutral power, whereas MacNeice

returns to a country that he has known since his earliest experience. His retreat, unlike

Auden's, is not simply a retreat away from British involvement in the war but almost

from the adult faculties of the political analysis he illustrated so well in Autumn

Journal.

MacNeice's discussion of the rural pans of southern Ireland differs greatly from

those offered by contemporary writers who turned to rural Ireland for poetic inspiration

during the thirties. In the final chapter of Patrick Kavanagh's The Green Fool,

Kavanagh writes on returning to Ireland from London 'From the noise and excitement I

passed. The roar and surge of the tide of Commerce was in my ears... like the after

effects of flu...I returned to Ireland... green and chaste and foolish...when I looked into

the heart of this life I saw that it was good'. 14? In the same year that Kavanagh

published this, MacNeice published Autumn Journal in which he rejected the idea that

Ireland was a rural enclave divided from 'a more commercial culture.'148 In 'The

Closing Album' there is always a sense that MacNeice's observations of southern

146 W. H. Auden, 'September 1, 1939', Poetry of the Thirties, p. 280.
Patrick Kavanagh, The Green Fool (London: Martin. Brian and O'Keefe, 1938), p. 310.
Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal XVI, CoHectedPoems, p. 133.
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Ireland only fulfil the function of an interlude and that he will have to return to a

country now at war.

MacNeice maintained, almost through necessity, the stance of a correspondent

between the Irish and English cultures during the ensuing conflict. The possibility of the

immersion in an Ireland completely severed from Britain (even though this might

provide the 'escape' that MacNeice at moments sought) was never fully contemplated.

Even as he drafted 'The Closing Album', MacNeice found that he had to defend his

position as a poet who drew from a correspondence between cultures rather than one

who espoused an essentialist permanence. In a Radio interview with F. R. Higgins,

recorded in Belfast in 1939, MacNeice encountered the belief in the possibility of an

essentialist poetry that derived not so much from scholarship or research but from

contact with the soil. As the interview developed, Higgins accused MacNeice of

evasion:

I am afraid, Mr MacNeice that you as an Irishman, cannot escape from your
blood, nor from our blood-music that brings the racial character to mind.
Irish poetry remains a creation happily, fundamentally rooted in rural
civilisation, yet aware and in touch with the elementals of the future. We
have seen the drift of English poetry during the last few centuries - the
retreat from the field to the park, from the pavement to the macadamised
street, from the human zoological garden to the cinder heap where English
verse pathetically droops today. You do not wish to repudiate us for that? I49

MacNeice responded that Higgins had 'side-tracked' him into an 'Ireland versus

England match'. Furthermore, he felt that it was possible to have 'blood-music' in
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poetry but 'like one's unconscious, it may be left to take care of itself He further

asserted that his "drooping' contemporaries were 'attempting something legitimate'.

He continued:

I think that the poet is a sensitive instrument designed to record anything,
which interests his mind or effects his emotions. If a gasometer, for instance,
affects his emotions, or if the Marxian dialectic, let us say, interests his mind,
then let them come into his poetry. 15°

MacNeice's defence here is not so much based on asserting the validity of Marxist

theory but on asserting the poet's right to employ whatever ideas interest him most.

MacNeice defends a stance or attitude rather than a defined set of beliefs. By

implication the success of the poem does not rest so much with the subject matter but

with how the subject matter is interpreted. The assertion of the absolute freedom of

the poet over his subject matter arguably has affinities with MacNeice's position as the

displaced Irishman. Just as he has a certain freedom to choose which culture or cultures

he will ally himself to, so he demands that the poet should have the facility to select his

own material rather than having his subject matter prescribed or believing himself to be

bound to a set of ideas. As this chapter quoted earlier, Tom Paulin suggests that

MacNeice's verse is 'elusively free' thanks to his displacement. 1511 think that this is

certainly one of MacNeice's aspirations, though I would argue he is often thwarted.

MacNeice invariably leaves the reader with a sense of his isolation rather than his

emancipation.

149 F. R. Higgins. Radio Interview with Louis MacNeice. 'Tendencies in Modern Poetry'. The Listener,
vol. 22, no. 550, 27 July 1939, pp. 185 - 186.
150 Louis MacNeice, ibid., p. 186.
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There is clearly a division in MacNeice's poetry on Ireland between the

discursive treatment of Ireland, which is engaged with her culture and politics in

"Valediction' and Autumn Journal, and an experiential treatment of those resonant

images of his childhood found in 'Autobiography' and 'Perdita'. He engages

reluctantly with Ireland in 'Valediction' and Autumn Journal, clinging onto Irish

images, while he had easily dismissed her politics. There is also an implied opposition

between the pre-textual and the textual. The politics MacNeice describes in a poem like

Autumn Journal XVI derives largely from his own reading of Irish history or

contemporary newspapers, whereas childhood experience remained pre-textual,

irreducible and therefore stubbornly resistant to analysis. In a sense, and as his letters to

E. R. Dodds illustrate during the decade, Irish politics could be debated over, analysed

and interrogated whereas his earliest memories could merely be stated. This can be seen

with a poem like 'Perdita'.

As the decade progressed MacNeice made closer and closer identifications with his

own Irish past. He developed from the objective, journalistic stance of 'Belfast' in

1931, to the autobiographical narration of'Carrickfergus' in 1937, to the deeper

psychological intimacy of'Perdita' in 1940. This 'image based' rather than discursive

treatment of Ireland would develop in the Forties. MacNeice might be described as

gradually drawing away from the objective journalistic stance of his contemporaries

with poems like 'Birmingham' and 'Belfast'. I do not think that it was a coincidence

that MacNeice was at his most prolific at a time when, as Stephen Spender put it, most

of the writers of the thirties felt as if they resembled 'a company going into

' ' Tom Paulin. p. 75.
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bankruptcy.'152 MacNeice must in some senses have felt relief that the pressure to

produce 'idol' or 'idea' was now receding. 15" The next decade would witness

MacNeice's increasing involvement with Ireland: it would see a decreasing reliance on

textual material and an increasing reliance on direct contact due to his Irish colleagues

at the BBC and it would also see his use of Ireland as a subject for his radio plays and

his increasing reportage of that country. The concentration on the thirties, which has

been given by English anthologists of MacNeice, has often resulted in the attempt to

force his writing into a prescribed position. Julian Symons, for example, describes how

MacNeice expresses 'a latent Marxism' m Autumn Journal. It is conceivable that his

reputation as a poet of the thirties has harmed his reputation in Ireland since it has

forced light on to poems like 'Valediction' and Autumn Journal XVI to a greater

extent than a consideration of the poet's entire career (from 1929 - 1963) would have

allowed. The intensification of his engagement with Irish culture and history would

follow by several years the interrogation of his childhood and his renewed interest in

Irish literature. His interest in southern Ireland would also mobilise an increasing

understanding of the advantages of a position of indeterminacy and dislocation.

15: Stephen Spender. The Thirties and After, p. 85.
'"3 Louis MacNeice. 'Train to Dublin'. Collected Poems, p. 28.
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Chapter IV

Transition

As MacNeice's career progressed from the Thirties to the Forties, his engagement with

Ireland became less of an attempt to distance himself from his childhood in

Carrickfergus and to express his disdain for the post-independent government of the

south, and more of a consideration of the emancipatory possibilities allowed by a

divided inheritance. In the following chapter I intend to illustrate how MacNeice's

consideration of his Irish identity developed from his early frame of reference which

centred on his childhood memories, to one which placed his relation to Ireland in a

contemporary context. If MacNeice discussed Ireland through the context of his

childhood (a 'childhood' that intruded upon his English adulthood1) in the Thirties, by

the Forties he began to consider his relationship with Irish matters in a contemporary

context. Yet this approach was conspicuously devoid of references to Ireland's politics

and culture. Instead the poet often focused on his relationship with the landscape. The

poet of the Forties acknowledged and even celebrated the correspondence between his

English and Irish identities. The artistic background from which MacNeice emerged as

an artist in the Thirties and allowed him to present his Irish past as a hindrance to his

present life and career.

" see Louis MacNeice, Autumn Journal XVI, Collected Poems (London and Boston: Faber and Faber.
1979). p. 132 where MacNeice writes:

Such was my country and I thought I was well
Out of it. educated and domiciled in England.

Though yet her name keeps ringing like a bell
In an underwater belfrv.
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The discussion of the role of England and Ireland in the poet's life, raises

theoretical questions concerning whether MacNeice believed that identity is simply

expressed through the recovery of a place of origins or whether it is continually

reinvented, amended and subject to interpretative processes. I will argue that his Forties

poetry described tensions between a fixed identity which was rooted in the past (or the

specificity of 'Time and Place') and a contemporary, changing identity which was

subject to the poet's re-evaluation and re -interpretation. The portrayal of an identity,

which is constantly evolving and dependent upon self-invention, has important parallels

with the practices of later Northern Irish poets such as Derek Mahon and Michael

Longley. These parallels have largely been overlooked by both critics and anthologists

of Irish poetry who, whilst willing to admit the similarities between MacNeice's

Thirties writing with its urban Belfast settings and its descriptions of cultural divisions,

have largely ignored MacNeice's speculative 1940s poetry on Ireland.

Indeed, a similar note of speculation informs much of Mahon's verse and can

be found in the concluding stanza of'Rathlin.' In this poem Mahon describes his

movements as he steers his boat in the sea, and suggests that he is 'Unsure among the

pitching surfaces/ Whether the future lies before or behind.'2 This sense of spatial and

temporal rootlessness, and its oblique application to the individual's place within Irish

society, has more parallels with MacNeice's 1940s than his 1930s poetry. Mahon's

stance of open-ended speculation and his refusal to present a known and stable identity

(combined with his interests in classicism as a means for organising such 'speculation')

" Derek Mahon. Selected Poems (Hamondsworth: Penguin. 2000). p.72.
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has important parallels with MacNeice's writing in his mid-career. The critic and the

anthologist's propensity to concentrate on MacNeice's earlier verse when discussing

Mahon's generation, often overshadows these parallels.

MacNeice's discussions of Ireland during the Forties are markedly more concerned

with his present and continuing relationship with that country than those of the

previous decade. In the Thirties Ireland was presented as an uncontrollable

manifestation of childhood memory. Although MacNeice does not employ the

language and terms of psychoanalysis during his discussion of identity, Ireland often

manifests itself as part of the poet's uncontrollable subconscious. As his career

developed, MacNeice used Ireland (and a wider variety of geographical places within

Ireland) as settings for his poetry rather than seeking to recover his past from the

position of his English life. As a result Ireland maintained a less intrusive presence in his

poetry. The earlier poetry was also far more guarded about MacNeice's place within

the Ireland of the present. 'Autobiography' (1940) and 'Carrickfergus' (1937) both

close with the young MacNeice's departure for school in England while 'Valediction'

(1934) attempts a mock exorcism of his Irish past.3

The Forties poems employ different approaches to those used in these earlier

poems because they close with the poet's open-ended consideration of his continuing

indeterminate position within Ireland. Significantly four of the six poems covered in this

chapter ('Last before America', 'Carrick Revisited', 'Western Landscape' and 'The

Strand') were first drafted on MacNeice's visit to Ireland in the summer of 1945, just

after the close of World War II. While he described Ireland from the standpoint of

Valediction" pp. 52 - 54. 'Carrickfergus". pp. 69 - 70. 'Autobiography", pp. 183 - 184.
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England in the vast majority of his Thirties poetry, the 1945 poems, which were written

"after a year long lull,'4 were set in contemporary northern and western Ireland.

A decisive moment in MacNeice's biography was his visit to Achill Island in 1945.

During this excursion he explored the previously uncharted territory of his ancestral

claims to the west of Ireland. The development from MacNeice's 1930s position on

Ireland to the one he adopted by the Forties can be seen through a comparison between

the closing lines of'Carrickfergus' (1937) and 'Carrick Revisited' (1945). In

"Carrickfergus' MacNeice self-consciously seals off his Irish childhood and sustains the

opposition between this childhood and his present life when he writes 'I went to school

in Dorset... Far from the mill girls, the smell of porter, the salt mines/ And the soldiers

with their guns' 5 The sensory impressions listed here confirm the importance of the

poet's childhood in the Carrickfergus Rectory; they were also catalogued later when

MacNeice wrote "Landscapes of Childhood and Youth.'6 Yet the finality suggested by

MacNeice's departure for England in 'Carrickfergus', stands in great contrast to the

final open-ended stanza of'Carrick Revisited':

Whatever then my inherited or acquired
Affinities, such remains my childhood's frame
Like a belated rock in the red Antrim clay
That cannot at this era change its pitch or name -
And the pre-natal mountain is far away.7

' Letter from Louis MacNeice to E. R. Dodds. dated 31 July. 1945. BBC Written Archive Centre.
Cavesham Park. Reading.

ibid. p. 70.
see Louis MacNeice. 'Landscapes of Childhood and Youth (Pages from an unwritten book)".

Appendix A, The Strings are False: An Unfinished Autobiography (ed. E. R. Dodds). (London and
Boston. Faber and Faber, 1965), pp. 216 - 238.

Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems, p. 225.
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There are tensions at work here between both geographical locations ('western

Ireland', 'southern England' and County Antrim) and the interpretative framework

through which those locations are perceived. MacNeice questions whether they are

inherited or acquired'. The image of the 'belated rock' offers both the suggestion of

permanency and transience as this apparently immovable object is reported to have

become detached from its 'pre-natal mountain.' The oxymoron that often centres on

the opposition between permanence and transience in MacNeice's verse is expressed

through geological terms in this passage. It is clear at the end of this poem, that he will

have to wrestle and negotiate with the conflicting cultural influences involved in his

own biography. The conflict that emerges in 'Carrickfergus' is sustained between

MacNeice's Irish past and English present, whereas that of 'Carrick Revisited' is

played out in a contemporary context and, for the first time, includes western Ireland.

Much as he would like to, MacNeice recognises that he cannot easily assign his

childhood to a hermetically sealed past, as the past's relationship with him is reflexive

rather than passive. 'Memories' that the poet attempts to shelve 'peer at [him] from the

shelf8.

Reading through the successive volumes of poetry in the first two decades of

MacNeice's career, it becomes possible to infer that cultural indeterminacy comes to

represent an artistic principle as well as being an aspect of the poet's biography. The

open dismissal of Ireland found in 'Valediction' gives way to an acknowledgement that

MacNeice's Irish past serves as a counter to his English present in 'Carrickfergus'. The

—-—
! ibid. p. 224.
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past is no longer hermetically sealed but attains an almost contemporaneous status in

the mind of the poet. This is further developed as MacNeice no longer considers the

past as an irritating and haunting intrusion on his present life, but perceives its

appropriation and re-appropriation as a guiding artistic principle. By the early Forties

MacNeice writes, 'Our past we know/ But not its meaning', allowing the past to

become an ever-mutating construct which resists closure. MacNeice's Forties poetry is

far more open and speculative than the tone of bleak finality which is often employed in

his Thirties poetry. Indeed, this note of speculation has important similarities to the

note of uncertainty voiced in the poems of subsequent Northern Irish poets such as

Michael Longley and Derek Mahon. Yet this has often been overshadowed by the

almost exclusive comparison between the work of contemporary Northern Irish poets

and MacNeice's early work.

MacNeice's claim to the west of Ireland is a problematic but strong new

influence on his poetry of the Forties. His paternal grandparents, William and Alice, ran

an Irish Church Mission School on the Island of Omey which is located on the coast of

Galway, from 1856 until 1879. MacNeice claimed ancestors among both Roman

Catholic farmers and the Protestant Ascendancy.9 During the early 1940s this mixed

ancestry, which had hitherto rarely entered the poet's discussions on Ireland, began to

be represented to a greater extent in his work and offset the less complicated

oppositions between England and Carrickfergus. There is a sense in which MacNeice

stretches the boundaries of the geographical and cultural points of reference in his

poetry. While western Ireland does not fulfil the role of a storehouse of childhood

see Jon Stalhvorthy. Louis MacNeice (London: Faber and Faber. 1995). pp. 2 -5 .
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memory, its inclusion in MacNeice's verse might be seen as the result of the decade-

long discussion of the divisions within his identity. Western Ireland was important to

the poet at a point in his career when he was giving consideration to the possibility of

an identity that was centred on imaginative self-invention rather than recovered or

recoverable memory.

Unlike Carrickfergus and England, both of which had their definite place in

MacNeice's biography, the west of Ireland could only be approached imaginatively. As

a result of this, his engagement with the land 'where my fathers dwelt' was always

conditioned by uncertainty. The poet was deeply aware that while he could claim a

vital familial connection there, he could not claim to have lived there, to have any direct

knowledge of its cultures or to know members of its communities. In "Western

Landscape' MacNeice is impressed by the topography of the west but wonders whether

he can ever find 'continuance' in its 'inhuman effluence.'10 This half-claimed connection

with the west considerably complicates the oppositions found in his 1930s poetry.

'Autobiography' (1940), 'Perdita' (1940) and 'Carrickfergus' (1937) concentrate on

the poet's memories of a childhood from which he is now estranged. 'Valediction'

(1934) and Autumn Journal (1938), while dealing with parts of Ireland where

MacNeice never lived such as Dublin, concentrate on satirising the political aspirations

of the Irish Free State. Neither his remembered childhood in the north nor his satire of

post-independent Ireland, anticipate his claims to western Ireland in 1945. One of the

few examples of his presentation of his western roots before 1945 appears in 'Auden

and MacNeice: Their Last Will and Testament' in which the subject, along with most of

Louis MacNeice. 'Western Landscape', Collected Poems, op. cit., p. 255.

, ^
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the material to emerge from the 1936 Iceland trip, is treated lightly. He remembers "my

own [ancestors] whose rooms/ Were whitewashed, small, smoothed with the smoke of

peat' and who endowed him with 'the peasant's vitality' and 'the peasant's sense of

humour..'11 There is an open warmth in MacNeice's early consideration of his southern

"ancestors', which is noticeably absent in his discussion of the 'cold Northerner' during

the same period. Nevertheless, his identification with western Ireland during the

Thirties is characterised as flippant and does not reflect the imaginative engagement he

would seek with the west in his later career. By the Forties, however, with poems such

as "Carnck Revisited' and 'Western Landscape', MacNeice seriously attempts to

identify the west as one of the co-ordinates in his indeterminate identity. This is, in one

sense, a reassessment of the affinities he had felt towards the west as a child but had

never seriously considered in his poetry on Ireland in the 1930s.

Moved by their mother's stories of the west of Ireland, MacNeice's elder sister

Elizabeth recalls that Connemara became 'a kind of lost Atlantis', and that 'It came to

be a point of honour that we did not belong to the north of Ireland.' u MacNeice's

consideration of western Ireland's influence over his identity made a much cruder and

less considered appearance in his personal correspondence, several years before he

expressed it in a volume of poetry. In 1940 he wrote to Eleanor Clark asserting that 'I

am a peasant who has gate-crashed culture & when I say that I am a peasant this isn't a

figure of speech or an inverted snob romanticism, it is just a statement of fact... my

^ Louis MacNeice and W. H. Auden. Letters from Iceland (London: Faber and Faber. 1937). p. 237.
' Elizabeth Nicholson. "The Trees Were Green', in T. Brown and A Reid (eds). Time was Away

(Dublin. 1974). p. 14 .
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relations are still living in mud-floored cottages in the west of Ireland.'1"" While

MacNeice's poetry on western Ireland in the following decade considered his

appropriation of its landscape as a visitor, his assertion of an identity which is rooted in

the peasantry of that region never really found a voice in his verse.

Nevertheless, the passage quoted from the letter above has often been

perceived as an important indication of the thought processes involved in his poetry and

has been seamlessly associated with the arguments on the subject of Ireland, which he

presented in his verse. In his recent study Irish Classics, Declan Kiberd asserts that

MacNeice's claims to the Irish peasantry were 'of course a fancy and a conceit.' 14

Indeed, when John MacNeice first read 'Auden and MacNeice: their last will and

Testament', he told his daughter Elizabeth that 'the MacNeices were never peasants.'15

Furthermore MacNeice first visited the west of Ireland in the summer of 1929, long

after his life in 'southern England' had 'claimed' him. 16 Kiberd is arguably only

partially accurate when he describes how 'MacNeice carried into his later years the

strong conviction that he was ... a western Irish peasant', however. n The west of

Ireland is frequently depicted in MacNeice's poems, Radio plays and book reviews

throughout the Forties and Fifties, but the claim that he was 'a peasant' is

comparatively rare and mostly appears in unpublished material. His engagement with

Louis MacNeice. Letter to Eleanor Clark, dated May 21st, 1940, quoted by Jon Stallworthy. pp. 274
-275.
This example of MacNeice's identification with the peasantry of Western Ireland is certainly stronger
that any identification found in the poems or published material. This letter is also emotionally
charged because MacNeice. in the aftermath of his divorce with Mary Beazley. began to pursue
Eleanor Clark who reacted coolly, (see Jon Stallworthy. pp. 241 - 267).
" Declan Kiberd. Irish Classics, (London: Granta Books, 2000), p. 545.
° see William T. McKinnon. Apollo 's Blended Dream: A Study of the Poetry of Louis MacXeice
(London: 1979) pp. 6 - 7 .
5 see Jon Stallworthy. p. 137.
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the west of Ireland is problematic but it is more than a mere 'conceit.' It is important to

look beyond the legitimacy of MacNeice's claim to western Ireland on the basis of his

familial connections and to consider, instead, its importance in the context of his

imaginative perceptions of his own identity. By presenting a place where he never lived

as one of the co-ordinates of his identity, MacNeice illustrates how the partial

construction of his English and Northern Irish identities gives way to the even more

hesitant and fragile construction of his western identity. Devoid of any references to

personal experience in his discussions of the west, MacNeice must rely, as never

before, on the construction of identity through the poem.

The west plays a crucial role in the presentation of indeterminacy as a

conditioning element of such an identity. The poet's assertion of the importance of

Western Ireland undermines any notions of Carrickfergus as a 'home' from which the

poet has been exiled. On one level it is obvious that the anecdotal references he could

call upon in his descriptions of Carrickfergus, did not apply to the west. He often

approached Carrickfergus through the recalled sensory impressions of his childhood

and his portrayal is deeply embedded in his own biography. His approach to western

Ireland differs from this because he only considers it from the perspective of an adult.

He approaches it through an assessment of the landscape from which he feels distanced,

and later through his reading and research on the culture and history of the west.

Indeed, the Radio Plays he wrote on Western Ireland for the BBC from the early

Forties until his death often resulted from his reading of Irish history and culture. 18

Declan Kiberd. p. 545.
' For examples of these see Louis MacNeice. Selected Prose (ed. Alan Heuser) (Oxford: Clarendon

Press. 1990) pp. 170 - 172. 182 - 184. 198 - 200.
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Even his first memories of western Ireland (his mother's stories) were conditioned by

the fact that he received them aurally rather than experiencing them directly. This is

certainly the case in They met on Good Friday (1959) which will be considered in

Chapter IV of this study. In this play the poet's childhood memories of the story of the

battle of Clontarf (an unsuccessful Norse invasion of eleventh century Ireland) would

be redressed through his cultural and historical research of the period. MacNeice's

identification with western Ireland, which was characterised through a textual

engagement rather than an engagement that relied upon the recollection of a place

where he had once lived, further enriched what Tom Paulin describes as his 'feelings of

unease and displacement ...of moving between cultures and nationalisms.' 19

Compared to the poetry of his English contemporaries, the changes that occurred in

MacNeice's poetry between the Thirties and Forties were fairly minor and did not entail

the search for a new belief system. MacNeice offered a re-appropriation of old themes

rather than a complete break from those themes. His aloofness from the ideological

debates of his contemporaries, his refusal to give 'either a final verdict or a balanced

judgement'20 and his ultimate reliance on empiricism meant that the ideological change

of heart which occurred in the lives of his contemporaries in the build up to World War

II (a crisis that Stephen Spender compared to 'a company going into bankruptcy'), left

him fairly unscathed.

MacNeice's approach to Ireland in the Forties can likewise be seen as a

reassessment of older material: he introduced western Ireland to the already well

established oppositions between England and Carrickfergus in his poetry, he began to

* Tom Paulin. Ireland and the English Crisis (Newcastle upon Tyne: Bloodaxe Books. 1984). p. 75.
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believe that his 'divided identity' need not necessarily be a sign of weakness and

isolation but could become the means for open ended self invention and he began to

perceive that Ireland need not simply be approached through biographical memory but

could also be engaged with through research. Michael Longley suggests that because

MacNeice was "tugged and swirled by doubts and reservations ...he never succumbed

to [a] stylistic volte-face' but 'developed through a series of minute adjustments.' 21 In

a sense then, MacNeice retained his old themes and preoccupations while many of his

English contemporaries lost theirs and went in search of other countries and other

ideologies. In 'Broken Windows' (1941) MacNeice writes of his generation that '[with

the advent of World War Two] .... Some of us go jingo and some of us go religious -

muzzily religious with a great deal of hand-washing.' 22 Auden's decision to 'go

religious' stood in marked contrast to the sense of thematic continuity that existed in

MacNeice's continuing work. If, as Charles Osborne suggests, once Auden arrived in

America he found in Anglo-Catholicism 'a set of rules to which he could cling,' 2j

MacNeice's characteristic uncertainty and tentativeness meant that he could never

allow himself to 'cling' to any ideology or belief system. In his criticism during the

Thirties, he wrote that if a belief system could provide 'a framework for poetry... so

" Louis MacNeice Collected Poems, p. 101.
"' Michael Longley. Two Decades of Irish Writing: A Critical Survey (London: Carcanet Press. 1975)
Pp. 9 9 - 101.
"" Louis MacNeice. "Broken Windows', quoted by Edna Longley in Louis MacNeice: A Critical Study
(London: Faber and Faber. 1992) p. 90.

"J Charles Osborne. IV H. Auden: The Life of a Poet, (London: Rainbird Publishing Group. 1979). p.
202.
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much the better'. Even if that system was 'nonsense in its own right', he continued, '[it]

may not necessarily effect the quality of the verse it inspires.'24

This sentiment reasserted itself six years later with the publication of The Poetry of

W. B. Yeats (1941). MacNeice described his fascination with Yeats's poetry even

though, he confessed, he remained unconvinced by the arguments which they often

expressed. He further commented that 'A poem does not exist in a vacuum, but the

poem at the same time is a unity, a creation. Criticism based on the assumption that a

poem is a mere translation of the facts outside itself is vicious criticism.'25 MacNeice's

disdain for Yeats's occultism or even Day Lewis's communism did not cancel his

fascination with or admiration for their poetry. Nevertheless, his scepticism was such

that he could never subscribe to an ideology in his own verse. Aware of his own

scepticism concerning such ideologies MacNeice turned, perhaps rather jadedly, to his

own idiosyncratic empiricism.

His belief in the virtue of such empiricism was offset by a certain degree of self-

doubt, however. In one of his war-time reports, he described his awareness that an

empiricist 'may be someone who lives from hand to mouth... or he may be someone

who follows an ideal that is always developing, implicit rather than explicit.' 2b The

attractions and problems of the adoption of an empirical stance are both outlined.

Indeed, empiricism (and the dependence on the poet's individual perception) offered

him a possible alternative to the fixed certainties of his father's religion and, later, to the

political dogmas of his Oxford contemporaries. The suggestion of living from 'hand to

^ Louis MacNeice. Letter to Stephen Spender. 14 July. 1943. BBC Written Archives Centre.
"" Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of II'. B. Yeats (London: Faber and Faber. 1941). p. 17.
~J Louis MacNeice. Broken Windows, see Edna Longley. Louis AfacXeice: A Critical Study, p. 90.
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mouth' or of following a path that was not entirely known to him arguably

characterises his stance on Ireland during the 1940s. Estranged from his father's

religion, aware of the intervening years that lay between his English adulthood and Irish

childhood and sceptical about the political aspirations of the Irish Free State, MacNeice

recognised that his engagement with Ireland was conditional, indeterminate and open to

future amendments. He characterised himself as the 'visitor' to Ireland, writing 'Our

past we know/ But not its meaning.'27 It was this search for 'meaning', in the context

of his estrangement from any native community that allowed him to consider the

possibility that his writing on Ireland could draw upon the energy created through his

changing positions. Nevertheless he was also aware that a sense of permanent

belonging was always unreachable. The position of 'elusive freedom' that Tom Paulin

describes in Ireland and the English Crises was arguably attained at a high price. 28 If

his dissatisfaction over his identity entailed his constant appropriation and re-

appropriation of that identity and, indeed, guaranteed his need to write poetry,

MacNeice also sacrificed the sense of cultural permanence towards which he would

always aspire.

MacNeice's visits to Ireland were not only affected by the fact that the poet knew

that they were only transitory;29 they were also influenced by the legacy of his English

Louis MacNeice. "Carrick Revisited'. Collected Poems, p.224.
~ Tom Paulin. p.41.

see "The Once in Passing' (quoted by Peter McDonald, Louis MacNeice: The Poet in his Contexts,
P- 221) where MacNeice writes of one trip to Ireland:

Here for a month to spend but not to earn.
How could I even imagine
Such a life here that my plain days could earn
The life my dreams imagine?
For what takes root or grows that owns no root?
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education and career. As Robyn Marsack points out, after 1945 MacNeice's visits to

Ireland were concerned with reporting on Irish affairs or reviewing Irish theatre for the

BBC, rather than with visiting relatives. This marked a significant difference from his

visits in the Thirties. 30 In a sense, such a change in approach broadened MacNeice's

perspective, allowing him to research Irish literature or history for his radio plays and

shifting the emphasis from his childhood memories to a more scholarly engagement

with Ireland. This is reflected in a series of letters between MacNeice and Laurence

Gilliam, the Assistant Director of Features at the BBC. On 19 the May 1945, only a

fortnight after Churchill announced the victory of the Allies in Europe, MacNeice left

London for Belfast in order to prepare 'Features programmes on Ulster subjects.' "'

MacNeice and his family, whom he met in Carrickfergus, soon travelled south to Achill

Island where he wrote draft copies of'Last Before America', 'The Strand' and 'Carrick

Revisited." The affinities he believed he shared with the west of Ireland, and which he

expressed five years earlier in his letters to Eleanor Clark, are reflected as he describes

how he found the treeless, rocky landscape 'almost cathartic' j2 Interestingly, however,

MacNeice shared this affinity with the landscape rather than with the people with whom

he experienced 'inevitable difficulties of communication.' An engagement with the

topography or landscape of Ireland at the expense of knowledge of or an engagement

with all the facets of its communities has proved to be an important legacy in northern

Protestant writing. Aware of the precarious position of being a privileged minority

' Robyn Marsack. p. 141.
' Jon Stalhvorthy. p. 334.
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which is estranged both culturally and economically from the Protestant majority,

Protestant writers have often sought an engagement (which has often proved to be

problematic) with the landscape in which they live.

If MacNeice protested to Gilliam that 'I have not seen my country for three

years,' it is clear that 'seeing his country' meant studying its history, driving through its

landscapes or reading about its current affairs, rather than communicating with the

people with whom he claimed kinship in the rural west. In one sense MacNeice's role

as a BBC correspondent affected an inevitable deferral of his appropriation of Ireland

on a social level and prevented any easy communication with a community from which

he was ultimately displaced. His claims to have ancestral roots in the west of Ireland

during and after the 1940s brings into being an imaginative engagement with its

landscapes and a fascination with its history but indirectly draws attention to the fact

that its communities remain impenetrable to him. MacNeice's position as a

correspondent in Ireland arguably deepens the distinction Peter McDonald draws

between a sense of 'exile' which merely implies the poet's divorce from an original

community, and the scepticism which outlines his ultimate aloofness even within that

community:

The problem is that 'home', whether one stays or leaves, cannot be a stable
place of belonging, as the ideal requires it to be; again, displacement is
inevitable, and more radically troubling than 'exile' could ever be.33

" Letter from Louis MacNeice to Laurence Gilliam. dated 4th July. 1945. BBC Written Archives.
Ca\ ersham Park. Reading.
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Denied the possibility of a 'home', the co-ordinates within MacNeice's identity must be

at least partially imagined or projected by the poet. Displacement and the denial of a

given identity demand a strenuous effort of imaginative invention on the part of the

poet. This is partially registered in Edna Longley's suggestion that 'a painful no-mans-

land can become an imaginative country.' ~'4 The absence of a fixed sense of identity

means that imaginative constructions and projections attain a heightened significance.

Indeed this also finds resonance when MacNeice suggests that the west of Ireland 'Is

always more than matter - as a ballet/ Dancer is more than body', or to refer to a

passage already quoted, 'Our past we know/ But not its meaning.'35 By describing the

landscape as 'more than matter', the poet aspires to question the limitations of his own

empiricism and to venture into the possibility of interpretation, even though he knows

that his interpretation (unlike his empirical observations) may have no sanction outside

himself. He may, at times, hope to create 'an imaginative country', and his

engagement with western Ireland is certainly part of this, but this 'imaginative' status

makes it a frail construction. MacNeice desired to go beyond his 'knowledge' of the

past but was unsure as to whether he could ever discover its 'meaning'. Part of his

biography (the facts of'time and place') was known to him but its interpretation would

always pose difficulties. This division between fact and interpretation would later

'J Peter McDonald, p. 221.
* Edna Longley. 'Louis MacNeice: 'The Walls are Flowing', in G. Dawe and E. Longley (eds.),

•icross a Roaring Hill: The Protestant Imagination in Modern Ireland (Belfast: Blackstaff. 1985). p.
99.

Louis MacNeice. "Western Landscape' and 'Carrick Revisited'. Collected Poems, pp. 224. 255.

,L
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manifest itself in 'The Riddle' (1954) in which MacNeice described the survival of the

questions of his childhood over the prescribed 'answers' which were given to him/'

•Carrick Revisited' is one of a number of poems that MacNeice wrote on his trip

to Ireland immediately after the war, in the summer months of 1945. Importantly the

title of the poem alludes to both a material place and a text that must be 'revisited.' His

Irish trip after the war was the first opportunity MacNeice had had to visit the town of

his childhood, since his father's death in 1941. 'Carrick Revisited' is also, of course, a

reconsideration of his 1937 poem 'Carrickfergus'. As Jon Stallworthy suggests, the

new poem looks 'behind and beneath the simple autobiography of the old.' w Unlike

the earlier poem which catalogues, almost in chronological order, the events of

MacNeice's childhood and ends with his departure for school in England, 'Carrick

Revisited' closes by considering the possibilities of MacNeice's identity in

contemporary Ireland. He is left suspended and indeterminate, 'Like a belated rock in

the red Antrim clay.' The image of the rock combines the suggestions of apparent

permanence with underlying transience. Since the rock has travelled from the 'pre-natal

mountain' it can be seen as an image which is in transit. The sensual effects of

Carrickfergus are so strong that MacNeice's childhood in the 1910s becomes

momentarily fused with his 1945 visit and he writes that the 'child's astonishment' is

"not yet cured.' The catalogue of sounds listed in the third stanza (the 'Fog-horn, mill-

horn, corncrake and church bell') is only 'Half-heard', however. MacNeice is exposed

to the effects of his childhood but must remain aloof from that childhood because, just

as he cannot quite 'hear the words', he cannot interpret their meaning. This suggests

Louis MacNeice. Selected Poems, p. 132.

^
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that the material effects of the poet's old community are known and experienced,

whereas the interpretation of the past remains elusive and open. Far from being the

terminus of his journey, Carrickfergus denies MacNeice an easily acquired sense of'

home'

Tom Paulin's observation that 'MacNeice is a visitor everywhere'""8 is illustrated

by the suggestion in this poem that his past is prone to and even dependent upon his

own interpretative endeavours: 'Our past we know/ But not its meaning.' 39 This denies

the sense of home, which as Paulin suggests, would surely resolve the anxiety of being

a visitor. In the context of such a destabilised sense of'home', the act of writing poetry

must surely represent an unresolved search rather than the expression of known

characteristics. The specificity of'Time and place' answers certain rigid criteria

concerning the poet's origins but does not answer the residual questions concerning

how the past is interpreted. 'Time and place' offer given certainties but do not silence

the pressing interpretative imperatives that MacNeice feels compelled to address. He is

aware that a sense of one's 'Time and place' is important because it allows 'us' to

emerge from the sea which offers 'all possible bird's-eye views' and 'land on the

particular.'

As a classicist he is conscious of the constructedness of such a 'particular'

identity and does not accept that it can ever be entirely given or unmediated, however.

Time and place' are represented as 'bridgeheads' rather than the land itself. This

suggests that they, like the 'bridgehead' itself, are constructed and mediated rather than

~ Jon Stalhvorthy. Louis MacNeice, p. 335.
Tom Paulin. Ireland and the English Crises, p. 75.
Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 224.
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assumed and given. MacNeice opposes an identity which is grounded in the

particularities of'time and place' with an identity which presents 'all possible birds-eye

views', but clearly distrusts the former claiming that it is 'not for me'. This rejection of

specificity, and an identity which is grounded in temporal and spatial certainty,

encourages the search for an identity which is self-invented, artificial and self-

consciously articulated. MacNeice's denial of the possibility of an unmediated and

unchanging identity has close parallels with the post-colonial interpretations of some of

his literary antecedents such as Yeats. Declan Kiberd describes Yeats's elevation of

style over content and suggests that a pre-colonial people may elevater the process of

articulation over what is actually articulated. 40 He further comments on how, in much

of Yeats's verse, 'A style, like a good mood, goes fishing for a subject in the

unconscious.' Something of this strategy is echoed by MacNeice's suggestion in

Carrick Revisited' that he cannot accept 'the Truth' of the unmediated 'particular.'

MacNeice wrests authority away from the unmediated 'Time and Place' and offers a

promotion of self-invention ('acquired affinities') which approaches the post-colonial.

Yeats's conclusion that 'art creates, rather than describes, emotions and moods,' has

discernible parallels with MacNeice's refusal to consider the possibility of an identity,

which is unmediated and given.41 Despite the generational differences between the two

poets, it is clear that a promotion of self-invention rather than mere description in the

poem is one response to the problems created by a displaced identity.

'' see Declan Kiberd. Inventing Ireland, p. 307.
" ibid., p. 306.
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'Sent out' onto the sea again it is clear that the poet will maintain the stance of a

"visitor' even 'in my own country.' 42 MacNeice writes that 'the particular' promises

"the Truth that is of Itself for Itself. A fixed identity is analogous with a 'Truth' that is

free of all interpretation, mediation or construction. Yet earlier in the stanza he writes

that 'reality' is reached via the constructed 'bridgehead.' The implication here is that by

a sleight of hand, a fixed identity that proclaims that it is a self-contained truth is

brought into being through a process of construction. MacNeice recognises this

process of construction but doubts whether it is ever fully perceived by most

individuals. The bold dactylic metres of 'of Itself for Itself as well as the capitalisation

of 'Truth' in the fourth stanza, gives way to the quieter but more assured iambic

emphasis of'but not for me'. The grand claims of a self-contained 'Truth' are also

superseded by the quieter claims of MacNeice's individual perspective.

In the fourth stanza the poet places the experience of his childhood at the

Carrickfergus Rectory in the context of his ancestral homeland in the west of Ireland

and his education in England. The influence of the former on MacNeice's

autobiographical interpretation was so strong during this period that it even

undermined (although it could never 'Cancel') his childhood in County Antrim. His

belief that his birth ultimately contributed to his mother's physical demise and death is

presented in the image of an unnatural, violent birth. He is 'Torn' into the world,

suggesting both notions of matricide and his ultimate displacement in Carrickfergus.

The placement of'Torn' and 'Schooled' at the beginning of the first and second lines of

'" Louis MacNeice. letter to E. R. Dodds. Julv. 1949. fo.
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this stanza, draws an implicit comparison between the two verbs and even endows

MacNeice's English education with a sense of forced violence:

Torn before birth from where my fathers dwelt,
Schooled from the age often to a foreign voice,
Yet neither western Ireland nor southern England
Cancels this interlude; what chance misspelt
May never now be righted by my choice. 4j

Declan Kiberd suggests that 'interlude' is 'a rather low key term to describe the intense

experience of a childhood in Carrickfergus',44 yet it could be argued that MacNeice's

choice of'interlude' creates an important oxymoron which relates to Carrickfergus.

The word undoubtedly weakens the claims of Carrickfergus as a place of origins and

instead strengthens the sense that MacNeice is the interpreter of his own biography.

Once again, identity is presented as being at least partially self-invented and MacNeice

arguably responds to the post-colonial phenomenon of cultural displacement. After

1940 when MacNeice began to assert the importance of the influence of western

Ireland on his identity, he also began to perceive Carrickfergus as a phase between his

ancestral past in the west and his present life in England. The use of'interlude' in this

context arguably heightens the tensions of displacement involved in MacNeice's

identity and subverts conventional notions of childhood as a place of origins. Indeed,

"' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 225.
" Declan Kiberd. "Incorrigibly Plural: Louis MacNeice". Irish Classics (London: Granta Books. 2000).
P-544.
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far from being 'casual' the word suggests that he has no recourse to original,

unmediated experience and must even consider his childhood as a transitional phase.

In "Carrick Revisited', MacNeice leaves the question concerning whether his

affinities' are 'inherited or acquired' open. He clearly recognises a conflict between

those elements of his identify that are constructed through his own endeavours and

those elements that are simply inherent. This is not only a conflict between influences

(between Ireland and England) but also between the methods used to perceive and

appropriate those influences. Unlike many of his 1930s poems, which display a

potential rejection of Ireland,45 MacNeice's debates on Irish identity after 1940 are

often characterised by their open-endedness. He approaches his own attachment to

Ireland with new-found interest. His suggestion that he 'cannot at this era' change his

pitch or name' in 'Carrick Revisited' is radically different from the frustrated and

embittered suggestion that 'I cannot deny my past to which myself is wed' in

'Valediction' eleven years earlier. MacNeice's early life in Northern Ireland and

adulthood in southern England might be perceived as the result of an accident ('what

chance misspelt/ May never now be righted by my choice'). Nevertheless, the bemused

puzzlement with which he approaches the diversity of his Irish and English

backgrounds in the Forties, marks a significant development which is far richer in

potential than the open scorn with which he had occasionally approached Ireland in the

Thirties. The advent of the Forties did not mark a replacement of the cultural co-

ordinates considered in his verse but rather saw a re-appropriation of those co-

ordinates.

L



MacNeice first drafted 'Western Landscape' and 'Carrick Revisited' on his trip to

Achill Island in 1945, though the former poem's sights were set on the west of Ireland

rather than his remembered childhood. 46 The energies that were fermenting for some

time in MacNeice1 s personal correspondence and criticism regarding his growing

affinities with the west receive unprecedented poetic expression in these 1945 poems.

MacNeice meets the subject of Ireland with grudging good humour. He opens the

poem by deflating any deeper spiritual claims he may share with his 'country' by

suggesting that it should be 'honour[ed] in doggerel and stout.' 47

The suggestion of'doggerel' may also be an oblique reference to the cultural

impoverishment of Ireland in its immediate post-colonial stage and the 'feeling of

aftermath' experienced by Irish artists in these years. 48 This stands in marked contrast

to the volatile but culturally rich years, which led up to Ireland's independence. The

Censorship of Publications Act (1929) and the government's reading of Irish history

(which was characterised as Gaelic, rural and Catholic) contributed to a closed and

insular ethos which was hostile to cross-cultural influences. The sense that MacNeice

must respond to a country which is, as one of his colleagues perceived it, 'outwardly

Gaelicised' but 'increasingly philistine'49 is perhaps echoed in his reference to the

debased mode of'doggerel'.

Read against the closing lines of'Valediction' (1934) or Autumn Journal XVI

(1938), the opening of'Western Landscape' appears to mark a return to a previously

"° see Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal XVI and "Valediction', Collected Poems, pp. 131 - 134 and
pp. 52 - 54.
"I see Jon Stalhvorthy. pp. 334 - 337.

Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 255.
" Patrick Crotry. •Introduction', Modern Irish Poetry (Belfast: Blackstaff. 1995). p. 2.
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•abandoned' subject, although the scepticism which informed the previous rejection has

not yet been entirely quenched. The bitter disdain that conditioned MacNeice's

•farewell' to the 'dolled-up Virgins', 'the drums' and the 'ignorant dead' of Ireland a

decade earlier, now gives way to a warm but cautious re-evaluation. This affirmation is

also conditioned by hesitancy. The desire to 'honour this country' in the first line is

followed by an immediate digression in the second:

In doggerel and stout let me honour this country
Though the air is so soft that it smudges the words
And herds of great clouds find gaps in the fences 50

The landscape here threatens to undermine or deaden the poet's expressive precision.

His fear that the 'soft' air will 'smudge' the 'words' arguably echoes the fear of the

classicist who believes that his environment may render his words ambiguous and

vague. The association of'softness' in Ireland, the loosening of critical faculties and the

surrender to moral and spiritual passivity, also appeared in MacNeice's poetry during

the late thirties. In 'Dublin' softness represented moral self-deception. The 'days' were

presented as 'Soft enough to forget the lesson better learnt, / The bullet on the wet/

Streets, the crooked deal.'51 For a poet who promoted 'arrogant classicism' over

'passive impressionism,' 52 the opening sections of'Western Landscape' offered

something of a surrender to the sensual details of the landscape and the almost constant

a E. R. Dodds. .\fissing Persons: an Autobiography (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977). p. 41.
*' ibid., p. 254 .
'• ibid., p. 164.
"" Louis MacNeice. Modern Poetry (London: Faber and Faber, 1936), p. 45.
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use of alliteration and assonance suggested just such a surrender. The overloaded

internal rhymes of 'Weavingly laughingly leavingly weepingly' or the tongue in cheek

description of the donkey's 'neurotic-asthmatic-erotic lamenting', do not simply

suggest the richness of his environment but also imply that he is aware that he has been

seduced by its beauty and has, at least temporarily, abandoned his critical faculties. In

contrast to his father's religion which 'spelled out True and Good' 53 the western ocean

proves and disproves what it wants.' This sense of an authority which creates its own

truth (or proof) may also conceivably allude to MacNeice's professed disdain for the

cultural architects of what E. R. Dodds described as 'an increasingly philistine

Ireland.'54

Interestingly, the west of Ireland is approached through a language that MacNeice

had not employed since the publication of Blind Fireworks in 1929. As E. R. Dodds

also described it in his autobiography Missing Persons, MacNeice's juvenilia illustrated

an extravagant fascination with the musical qualities of words and metres.'55 This

immersion in sensous detail and the vivid if somewhat uncontrolled description of visual

imagery, is found in very early poems such as 'The Creditor':

I lull myself
In quiet in diet in riot in dreams
In dopes in drams in drums in dreams56.

~* Louis MacNeice. "Woods'. Collected Poems, p. 230.
E. R. Dodds. Missing Persons, p. 25.

^ ibid., p. 30.
"6 ibid. "The Creditor", p. 3.
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Edna Longley describes this early poem as the 'verbal doodle of a poet, lulled or

mesmerised by the music of words.' " This 'music of words' appears again, if only

momentarily, in 'Western Landscape'. If, as MacNeice suggests here, 'the kiss of the

past is narcotic' he does not merely refer to his ancestral past. The landscape of

western Ireland also awakens MacNeice's former weaknesses as a poet. The long

abandoned practises of privileging the observation of the moment over the importance

of overall synthesis in the poem, the uncontrolled dependence on sensouus details and

the 'overcrowded' use of'visual imagery'58 are evoked in the opening of'Western

Landscape'. Indeed such passages would not look out of place in his first volume Blind

Fireworks (1929). MacNeice does not only intend to satirise his past poetic style,

however. He almost seems to warn himself that his new engagement with the west of

Ireland may re-awaken his previous artistic weaknesses. He fears being mesmerised or

anaesthetised by the landscape.

MacNeice's momentary surrender to 'the sensual' arguably results from the fact that

he engages with the landscape rather than the society, politics or religion of the west of

Ireland. In his discussions of Carrickfergus MacNeice could always rely upon his

knowledge and experiences of the social dimensions of that community. Even a cursory

glance over Autumn Journal reveals that MacNeice is a poet who is fully engaged with

the politics and contemporary literature of England. Yet in 'Western Landscape' his

description only extends to the topography of his ancestral homeland. This is the first of

his environments to be appropriated simply through the details of the 'Landscape' and,

as a result, MacNeice's stance is self-consciously insecure. He is never sure whether

Edna Longley. Louis MacXeice, op. cit.. p. 6.
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his claims of attachment to the west of Ireland can be reciprocated, since he has neither

a footing in its community or a past upon which to draw. Towards the end of the poem

he must "add one stone to the indifferent cairn' and offer 'a word on the wind.'59 His

experience of the west of Ireland is conditioned by images of continued flux such as the

waves of the sea that 'At once hit and miss, hit and miss' or 'arbitrary...Nature' which

is characterised as 'Flitting evolving dissolving but never quitting'.

The crisis of appropriation in "Western Landscape' results from MacNeice's

suspicion that his 'human' claims on the west as an ancestral home, are flouted by its

inhuman' topography:

But what
Is the hold upon, the affinity with
Ourselves of such a light and line,
How do we find continuance
Of our too human skeins of wish
In this inhuman effluence?
O relevance of cloud and rock -
If such could be our permanence!

..we who savour longingly
This plenitude of solitude
Have lost the right to residence,
Can only glean ephemeral
Ears of our once beatitude.60

The weaknesses of MacNeice's claims to the west are sustained here through the use

of frequent alliteration and internal rhymes. His recently renewed aspiration to 'find

Peter McDonald. Louis MacXeice: The Poet in his Contexts, p. 207.
v Louis MacNeice. "Western Landscape'. Collected Poems, p. 257.
5 ibid., p. 255.
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continuance' in the land 'where my fathers dwelt' is conditioned by the belief that his

contact with the west can only ever be 'ephemeral.' The use of the collective pronoun

in this passage also reveals that this aspiration is not merely personal to MacNeice.

MacNeice is aware that the problems he faces as he approaches the west from the

perspective of someone born in the north of Ireland, have parallels with the problems

faced by previous generations of Irish writers and politicians who were eager to make

claims on the west. MacNeice's appropriation of western Ireland is made with an acute

awareness of the aspirational nature of the Gaelic League's interest in the region.

Within MacNeice's lifetime the hope to turn to western Ireland rather than England or

mainland Europe as a point of cultural reference had been adopted by the architects of

de Valera's Irish Free State. MacNeice's approach to western Ireland is therefore a

discernibly solitary one, which is characterised by hesitancy and uncertainty. It is almost

as if the poet self-consciously avoids the aspirational rhetoric of the generations that

looked towards western Ireland as a gaelicised alternative.

The west of Ireland with its sparse and rural population and its geographical distance

from England offered an attractive symbol of cultural purity, untainted by both English

and urban influences. As John Wilson Foster suggests, for those involved in the Irish

cultural renaissance, 'the western island came to represent Ireland's mythic unity before

the Chaos of conflict: there at once were the vestige and the symbolic entirety of an

undivided nation.'61 This was completely alien to MacNeice who saw his own Irish

identity, not to mention Irish history, as an often-uneasy fusion of cross-cultural

influences. These Utopian ideals were later to be echoed in MacNeice's own lifetime by

,L
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the Irish Free State. As Terence Brown suggests, 'hidden Ireland [which for de

Valera's government was deemed to have survived at its strongest in western Ireland]

survived beyond the power of the Protestant Ascendancy's Big Houses and the British

government official, maintaining its essential character and a brotherhood of feeling

with the local life of pre-Renaissance, pre-Reformation Catholic Europe.'62 Long

before MacNeice approached the subject, western Ireland had a reputation as a place of

Irish national aspiration and Utopian possibility. Indeed, these Utopian aspirations were

famously satirised in James Joyce's 'The Dead' through the figure of Miss Ivors who

promoted the importance of visiting the Aran Isles 'for a whole month' and insisted

that 'Irish' is her host's 'own language.' 63 MacNeice was aware that his own personal

appropriation of western Ireland followed in the wake of the Gaelic League's

promotion of the Irish language and its promotion of western Ireland as focal points of

Irish purity on a large social scale.

MacNeice could not assume an easy relationship with the west of Ireland, and an

appreciation of its topography would clearly never compensate for the cultural gulf that

separated its rural population from him. He was willing to admit that his relationship

with the west was at best, transitory and ephemeral. In a rather Audenesque phrase,

which perhaps alludes to his background in England as a poet of the 1930s, MacNeice

wrote that he had 'lost the right to residence' in the west.

" John Wilson Foster. "Certain Set Apart', Fictions of the Irish Literary Revival, quoted by Edna
Longley in association with 'Western Landscape'. Louis MacNeice: A Critical Study, p. 29.
" Terence Brown. Ireland: A Social and Cultural History: 1922 -1985 (London and Glasgow:

Fontana. 1990). p. 68.
^ James Joyce. "The Dead". Dubliners, (London: Penguin Books. 1992). pp. 189 - 190.
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'Western Landscape' presents an argument that suggests strategies for dealing

with such a sense of displacement. Although he was 'Ousted from the elemental

congress'. MacNeice writes that 'my mother/ Earth was a rocky earth with breasts

uncovered/ To suckle solitary intellects.' 64 Paradoxically, MacNeice presents the

image of a 'mother/ Earth' who offers nourishment to her offspring but also sends them

away. Western Ireland may have had a powerful influence over MacNeice and may

even have come to represent one of the imaginative co-ordinates in his identity, but it

would never offer him a permanent home. Indeed, this is not simply a description of

MacNeice's own predicament but also alludes to a conditioning factor for any

individual who claims cultural links with a country from which they have become

materially displaced. Western Ireland fosters a diaspora of'solitary intellects,' rather

tnan a resident community. As a consequence, Ireland is seen as a place of exodus

rather than the termination point of a journey. MacNeice writes that this part of Ireland

is at once 'Welcoming' and 'abandoning.'65 Declan Kiberd outlines a discrepancy

between the stabilised 'imperial' self which undergoes 'premature self closure' and

exhibits the "glossy, confident surface' of a person 'immune to self-doubt and therefore

incapable of development,' and the 'Irish self who is 'a.project" and whose

characteristic text is 'a process, unfinished fragmenting.'66 MacNeice's presentation of

himself as an individual, who is engaged in a process of re-evaluation and self-

assessment, has discernible affinities with the practises of a previous generation of pre-

colonial modernist writers.

"~ Louis MacNeice. "Western Landscape". Collected Poems, p. 257.
]] ibid., p. 256.
^ Declan Kiberd, Inventing Ireland, pp. 119 - 120.
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In 'The Strand' the poet's new preoccupation with the west of Ireland in the 1940s

is allied to the commemoration of his father who died on 14 April 1942.67 The news of

this death is fused with MacNeice's Achill Island trip. Bishop MacNeice is taken out of

his immediate context in Belfast and Carrickfergus and placed, instead, in the beaches

and 'bogs' of his ancestral home in the west of Ireland.68 Interestingly, in 'Woods'

(1946), MacNeice also commemorated his father's memory by comparing the

landscape of Dorset, not with Carrickfergus but with the west of Ireland. In both

poems, MacNeice draws an important contrast between his own transitory and half-

imagined engagement with Ireland, and his father's apparent sense of belonging and

rootedness in the west. In contrast to Louis MacNeice's strenuous and ultimately

ambiguous claims to the country in 'Western Landscape', his father is described as 'A

square black figure whom the horizon understood.' 69

John MacNeice was made Bishop of Cashel and Waterford in 1931. The most

famous incident of his career occurred at Carson's funeral, at which he presided in

1935. As an ardent home ruler, Bishop MacNeice was faced with an unpalatable

request when he was asked by the Ulster government to carry out certain symbolic

gestures that reflected Carson's role in the partition of Ireland. Louis MacNeice

described his father's indignation in a letter to Anthony Blunt, stating that the Bishop

'had to sprinkle earth from the 6 Northern Counties on the coffin of... his lifelong bete

noir .. out of a large gold chalice.'70 The Unionists also proposed to lay a slab of

'granite from the Mourne Mountains' over the tomb and to hang a Union Jack over the

] see Jon Stalhvorthy. p. 309.
Louis MacNeice. 'The Strand', p. 226.

° ibid., p. 226.
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grave. Bishop MacNeice successfully opposed this final detail amidst heavy criticism

not only from the Ulster Government itself but also from the Times. 71

It was not the immediate news of his father's death in 1941, but his visit to Ireland

in the summer of 1945 that encouraged MacNeice's consideration of the Bishop as a

poetic subject in 'The Strand'. The perspective of Bishop MacNeice, an inspired

Christian who always looked exalted on Easter Sundays72 and who, at least according

to his son's accounts, felt complete affinity with the west of Ireland, added another

dimension to MacNeice's new consideration of Ireland after 1940. John MacNeice

whose Christian and western perspectives disturbed but fascinated his son, offered an

important contrast to the poet's own position. Peter McDonald suggests that after the

Thirties, MacNeice's Irish poems aspired to 'undermine fixed certainties of

perspective.' n* This is also the case with MacNeice's poems of the period on non-Irish

subjects such as the renowned 'Plurality' (1940). In this poem the poet describes how

"Man... cheats.. the pawky fates/ By what he does, not is.'74 This outlines 'Man' as

self-inventing and undermines any notion of essentialist integrity, which, it might be

suggested, underpins his existence. In 'The Strand' the multiple perspective that is

proffered by the landscape itself undermines these 'certainties'. The opening of'The

Strand' offers multiple reflections between the sky, the sea and the wet sand. In the first

line MacNeice describes 'White Tintoretto clouds beneath my naked feet' but it is not

until the second stanza that this is revealed to be the reflection of the sky in 'the mirror

Louis MacNeice. Letter to Anthony Blunt, dated 20 November. 1935.
' See Jon Stalhvorthy. p. 173.
~ Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 54.
' Peter McDonald. Louis AfacXeice: the Poet in his Contexts, p. 206.

Louis MacNeice. Selected Poems, p. 48.
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of the wet sand.'75 In "Western Landscape', MacNeice considers the country to be

pan of an imaginative territory. The beach in 'The Strand' is similarly said to impart 'a

lasting mood' and calls to mind 'Someone who has left all Strands for good'.

MacNeice's repetition of his father's footprints on the beach suggests the transience of

both their lives. They may make an impression in the sand but like the 'jigging mayfly'

of Blind Fireworks (1929), that lives 'One only day of May beneath the sun, their

presence is finite.

As with MacNeice's other poems on Ireland from the 1940s, the coastal setting of

The Strand' implies both a sense of transience and mortality. The coast in 'Carrick

Revisited' offered the opposition between land ('the 'particular') and sea ('all other

possible birds-eye views') while the promontories of'Western Landscape' were

'reluctant to be land'. This was later developed in MacNeice's radio play of 1959, They

Met on Good Friday, in which 'the horses of the sea' are depicted as they 'chang[e]...

the coasts of Ireland.'77 In 'The Strand' the sea may momentarily 'catch' MacNeice's

shape, but it will ultimately be swept aside by the annihilating 'floor mop of the foam.'

John MacNeice is presented as a contradictory figure as he is, at once, the

nineteenth-century puritan intent on a 'precise routine' and a 'child' who understands

and is 'understood' by the solitary and bleak landscape. The ideal of being at once

'hard/ As nails, yet soft and feminine' which is described by Derek Mahon in his

commemorative poem, 'In Carrowdore Churchyard', is evoked through the figure of

_" Louis MacNeice. 'The Strand'. Collected Poems, p. 226.
_'Louis MacNeice, "Mayfly". Collected Poems, p. 14.

Louis MacNeice, Collected Radio Plays, p. 268.
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MacNeice's father.78 Mahon's further comment that 'This, [MacNeice] implied, is how

we ought to live' is also relevant to MacNeice's description of his father in this earlier

poem and suggests the admiration the poet extended towards individuals who

maintained tangible contraries in their lives. John MacNeice's affinity with the

landscape is later suggested when he is depicted, 'Eyeing the flange of steel in the

turning belt of brine.' The choice of'Eyeing' rather than, for example, 'watching'

heightens the sense of the Bishop's place within the physical landscape and further

suggests the rift that exists between Louis MacNeice and the land. Indeed,

MacNeice's considered use of terza rima here illustrates the contrary aspects of his

father's persona well. The paddling 'child' who is associated with carefree enjoyment is

rhymed with 'compiled' as the Bishop attempts to inculcate a 'precise routine'.

Furthermore, and to add another contrary, this is finally rhymed with 'wild':

my steps repeat

Someone's who has now left such strands for good
Carrying his boots and paddling like a child,
A square black figure whom the horizon understood -

My father. Who for all his responsibility compiled
Account books of a devout, precise routine
Kept something in him solitary and wild,79

MacNeice describes a set of antinomies, which are at work within his father's identity,

and discusses how they revolve around the geographical contrasts between the north

Derek Mahon. 'In Carrowdore Churchyard (at the grave of Louis MacNeice)', Selected Poems
(London: Penguin. 2000). p. 3.

Louis MacNeice. "The Strand, p. 226.
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and west of Ireland. The north is characterised as a place of moral 'Account books' and

•precise routine' while the west maintains 'something' that is 'solitary and wild.' Yet,

according to his son, the Bishop does not simply consider the west of Ireland to be a

place of pure abandonment. It must be 'Kept' in the imagination through an act of will,

perhaps working as an antimony against his Puritanism. This is not a description of an

identity that contains bitterly conflicting impulses, however, but of an identity that

possesses carefully managed antinomies. The wildness of the western coast does not

serve to negate his Northern Puritanism but stands as a complimenting contrary to it.

Indeed, as MacNeice began to consider how the English and Irish elements of his

identity could be appropriated in his mid career, John MacNeice can be seen an

attractive figure. If, as D. B. Moore suggests, 'The Strand' represents 'a more concise

response to ... [certain] issues of diversity' than 'Western Landscape' with its

'extravagance and hyperbole', this arguably results from the fact that his discussion in

The Strand' is anchored in the contradictory persona of his father. 80 Far from the

impossible figure of St. Brandon for whom 'the West was all the world [and] the lonely

was the only,'81 John MacNeice represents a figure who is confronted with the

problems of how to negotiate between the influences of two geographical regions. Like

his son and unlike St. Brandon, he is 'a visitor' whose presence is ultimately transitory.

Written a year after 'The Strand', 'Woods' (1946) also discussed the cultural

crosscurrents that existed between Ireland and England through the figure of the

Bishop. Indeed, the genesis of'Woods', with its discussion of the 'tame' English

landscape, can arguably be found in 'The Strand' in which MacNeice suggests that 'no

8" D. B. Moore. The Poetry of Louis MacNeice, (Leicester. 1972). p. 50.
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tree's green/ Fulfilled him like [the] contours' of western Ireland. In this poem,

conflicting perspectives are maintained between John MacNeice who is firmly rooted in

the landscapes of Ireland (either north or west), and the shifting and uncertain

perspectives of his son whose earliest experience includes both Ireland and England. As

a result, the Bishop's quickly reached judgement that 'the English landscape' is 'tame',

stands in opposition to his son's uncertainty on the subject. MacNeice defers

judgement for six stanzas before tentatively suggesting that 'in using the word tame my

father may be right.' 82 John MacNeice is assured in his opinion of the English

landscape while his son's uncertainty derives from his awareness that such an

environment holds a significant claim on his imagination. In a sense, MacNeice's

approach to the woodland around Sherborne, where 'On Sundays we rode about the

country on branches of trees, each with an ashplant for a sword, and tried to use to

Malory diction,'8' represents the reversal of the problems he encountered in 'Western

Landscape'. In the earlier poem the landscape of the west of Ireland was difficult to

approach because its 'inhuman effluence' remained impervious to his 'too

human...wish'8'1. By contrast the Dorset wood remains packed and even over-loaded

with literary and biographical references. It forms part of the poet's consciousness

'from the age often.' Unlike western Ireland which ultimately remains 'indifferent' to

MacNeice's claims of kinship, the woods of Sherborne are clearly a vehicle for his

imaginative projections. 'Malory's knights' and 'Keats's nymphs' are inextricably

'joined' to the experience of the wood. MacNeice is the agent who potentially endows

1 Louis MacNeice. "Western Landscape', Collected Poems, p. 256.
"" Louis MacNeice. "Woods". Collected Poems, p. 230.
' Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 77.
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the woods with imaginative significance and animates the scene beyond its material

existence. The wood is denied a sense of permanence and MacNeice describes how, as

he entered one, 'the mind' became 'adrift in a floating and rustling ark'85. The

suggestion that the poet is afloat on a body of water denies his English experience a

sense of permanence and alludes to the idea that MacNeice's life is conditioned by a

sense of perpetual travel. This image suggests that Dorset is simply another phase in

MacNeice's imaginative journey and, as with Carrickfergus, a sense of permanence is

denied through an assertion of fluidity. It is here, if anywhere, that MacNeice's

disparate origins and claims to be a 'stranger everywhere,'86 allows him great

imaginative potential and even freedom, but denies him the secure and fixed sense of

identity he desires.

MacNeice describes the interchange that exists between a level of material reality

and his imaginative projections, in the fourth stanza of this poem:

So in a grassy ride a rain-filled hoof-mark coined
By a finger of sun from the mint of Long Ago
Was the last of Lancelot's glitter. Make-believe dies hard;
That the rider passed here lately and is a man we know
Is still untrue, the gate to Legend remains unbarred,
The grown-up hates to divorce what the child joined. 87

J Louis MacNeice. 'Western Landscape', Collected Poems, p. 255.
° Louis MacNeice. 'Woods'. Collected Poems, p. 231.
be

Tom Paulin. p. 77.
Louis MacNeice. "Woods". Collected Poems, p. 231.
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The exchange that exists between 'Make-believe' and the wood is seen in terms of a

financial transaction. 'Lancelot's glitter' exists through 'the mint of Long Ago.' This

places MacNeice in the centre of the exchange and reveals that far from simply and

passively experiencing the material effects of the wood, he contributes towards its

meaning through his imagination. The significance of the wood can no longer be

assessed through the terms of its material existence, but must also be seen through the

terms of its contribution towards the poet's interpretative or imaginative processes. As

Robyn Marsack suggests, 'Woods' can be seen as 'the response of the displaced self

to 'remembered places.' 88 MacNeice wrests authority away from the fixed notion of

place1 and instead, insists on the importance of interpretation on the part of the

individual. Yet this process also weakens his position because he is aware that the

wood may become 'divorced' from his imaginative projections. The wood appears to

have two planes of existence: a material one and an imaginative one. The suggestion

that The grown-up hates to divorce what the child joined' implies that it is only

through an element of self-deception that the poet animates the Dorset woods. He

suspends his analytical, dissecting and 'divorcing' processes in order to keep the

fantasy of his childhood intact. This opposition between elements of'fantasy' and

those of analysis makes reference to a range of processes, which find their roots in

English Romanticism. Just as MacNeice must wake himself from his fantasy, so in 'Ode

to a Nightingale' Keats writes that 'the fancy cannot cheat so well/ As she is famed to

do ,'89 If MacNeice enacts a sense of exchange between the woods and his imagination,

^9

" Robyn Marsack. p. 57.
*3 John Keats. 'Ode to a Nightingale". (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1958). p. 257 - 260.
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then it is a frail and vulnerable exchange that is dependent on an element of self-

deception

This frailty is further implied when the poet suggests that, unlike his father, 'I have

also this other, this English choice/ Into what yet is foreign.' The poet frames himself

as, in some senses, freer than his father since he is given a 'choice' of cultures and

landscapes. He is free to call upon either the 'bog or rock' of western Ireland and the

'Dorset' planting and he is able to place them in an imaginary framework. Yet this

freedom' does not necessarily imply that he is at ease with the landscapes he surveys.

The spondaic emphasis of'what yet is foreign' breaks the iambic smoothness of the

remainder of the fifth stanza, and implies that his appropriation of English culture is

problematic. Interestingly, MacNeice also describes his progress 'Into' what is

'foreign,' suggesting a sense of movement but implying that this movement will never

find its resolution. The poet may strive towards an understanding of England but he can

never grasp the fixed certainty of Englishness. This alludes to what Peter McDonald

describes as his 'perpetual quest.' ^ His position as a poet who mediates between

cultures, allows him to go 'into' those cultures but denies him a final sense of belonging

within them.

The suggestion of fluidity found in the image of 'a floating and rustling ark' is

continued in the sixth stanza, in which MacNeice describes how 'each [wood] is

moored/ To a village somewhere near.' Despite the fact that the village represents an

'ordered open air long ruled by dyke and fence,' it is clear that it is also subject to fluid

conditions of change. MacNeice's suggestion that 'we [always] walk out again'

' Peter McDonald, p. 213.
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implies the ease with which he physically leaves the woods. This belies the problems he

encounters as he attempts to interpret the English landscape, however. The naming of

objects that 'proclaim' the 'consequence' of the English landscape become steadily

more bathetic and ridiculous and progress from 'geese' to 'Pargetted outposts,

windows browed with thatch, / And cow pats'. The final, almost feminine rhyming of

'discloses' with 'inconsequent wild roses' gives the poem an open-ended quality that

the firm assurance of a masculine rhyme would have denied. The 'roses' are the one

detail of the scene that refutes the 'consequence' of the village. This breaks the easy

dichotomy that apparently exists between 'wild' Ireland and 'ordered' England.

The sources of'Neutrality' (1942) are very different from those of the 1945

poems covered in this chapter. Far from resulting from a visit to Ireland as 'Western

Landscape', 'Carrick Revisited' and 'Last Before America' would later be, 'Neutrality'

can be seen in the context of domestic Britain at war. In a series of reports on the blitz

written for Common Sense during 1942, MacNeice stated that '...in this country Tom,

Dick, and Harry' can 'improvise brilliantly and bravely in emergencies, whereas the

ministries and Departments too often can't.' 91 MacNeice's admiration for the reaction

of the British 'man in the street' to the blitz was influenced by his long-held belief that

day to day empiricism rather than long-term strategies or 'Worldviews' would help to

win the war. 'Tom Dick and Harry' also appear in 'The Way We Live Now' (1941).

MacNeice's assertion of the importance of empiricism went hand in hand with his own

(possibly slightly forced?) admiration for qualities that he believed to be British.

Louis MacNeice. 'London Letter: Democracy Versus Reaction and the Luftwaffe, Common Sense,
June 1941. Selected Prose of Louis MacNeice . ed. Alan Heuser (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1990). p.
124.
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...I have never really thought of myself as British; if there is one country I
feel at home in it is Eire... [And yet] London, since the Blitz has become
more comprehensible to me. Because this great, dirty, slovenly sprawling
city is a visible and tangible symbol of freedom; it has not been centralised,
organised, rationalised, dehumanised into a streamlined ad for the cult of the
State. Because there is just the chance that the tunnel we are in at the
moment may lead up to a more concrete kind of socialism.... The typical
Englishman contains, paradoxically, an anarchist. The notorious defects of
the English are at least the defects of a people that respect the individual
human being... Any ideology, which ignores the individual human being, is
ripe for the scrap heap. For the sake of man we must have an economic
programme - but only for the sake of man.... not Citizen 7601, 7602, etc. but
Tom. Dick and Harry. When we come out of the tunnel we must still have
faces not masks. 9z

In 'Neutrality' MacNeice's misgivings concerning Ireland's policies of censorship and

her perceived political and cultural insularity ('misgivings' which he already expressed in

'Valediction' and Autumn Journal XVI), are found in the context of the British war

effort of 1942.93 The poem opens with MacNeice's characteristic portrayal of the sea

as a place of travel and potentiality. The 'neutral island face[s] the Atlantic' but instead

of attempting to see across, traverse or cross the water, the Irish 'Look' to their

'heart.'94 The lines that describe how 'The neutral Island facing the Atlantic' and the

neutral 'heart' of man, 'Are bitterly soft reminders of the beginnings/ That ended before

the end began' are arguably ambiguous. The oxymoronic suggestion of'bitter' softness

"' Louis MacNeice 'The Way We Live Now'. Common Sense, April. 1941. Selected Prose of Louis
MacXeice. p. 82 (my ellipses).
*J While "Neutrality" is undeniably fuelled by MacNeice's observations of the British involvement in
the conflict. Declan Kiberd in Irish Classics mistakenly attributes the poem to the loss of his dear
friend Graham Shephard' who actually died on 30 September 1943, a year after MacNeice wrote
'Neutrality". . Declan Kiberd. Irish Classics, p. 553.
94 Louis MacNeice. "Neutrality". Collected Poems, p. 202.
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can be found in the earlier 'Dublin' and the later 'Western Landscape', and seems to

refer to a sense of moral myopia. The 'days' in 'Dublin' (1940) that were 'Soft enough

to forget/ The bullet on the wet/ Streets', now develop into the bitter softness of

Ireland's policy of neutrality during World War Two. 95 Yet MacNeice's suggestion

that he is reminded of the 'beginnings/ That ended before the end began' leaves

unexplained exactly what begins and what ends. There is certainly a sense of premature

curtailment here, perhaps suggesting the refusal of the Irish government of the 1940s to

countenance a dialogue with other nations. It is almost as if the 'beginnings' of

Ireland's possible involvement in the European conflict are prematurely aborted. Yet if

this is MacNeice's intention, it is undermined by the particularly cryptic, solipsistic and

cramped manner in which it is expressed.

The remaining three stanzas are discernibly more concise and take Irish neutrality

as their frame of reference. MacNeice ironically advises the Irish to 'Look into your

heart'. This suggests both post-independent Ireland's aspirations of cultural purity and

the realities of their inhibiting cultural insularity. Since 'the neutral island in the heart of

man' is described here, Irish neutrality has a universal application and MacNeice is

aware that all peoples on the brink of war must face the problems of commitment and

evasion. This advice concerning an enriching search for self-knowledge or self-

discovery ultimately proves to be an impoverishing self-imposed removal from the

European crises. MacNeice at once outlines the aspirations of the Irish Free State's

search for a pure national identity and the resulting cultural insularity and myopia that

this entails This belief was mirrored earlier mAutumn Journal (\93&) in which

"""' Louis MacNeice. "Dublin". Collected Poems, p. 164.
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MacNeice wrote that 'monologue is the death of the language' and that 'two

communicating dogs' are better than a 'Solitary Lion'. In 'Neutrality' the heart is

associated with images of petrifaction and death, as MacNeice suggests the nation will

"find ...a cairn of stones' (an image that would later be associated with 'indifference' in

'Western Landscape') and 'a litter of chronicles and bones'. MacNeice possibly alludes

to W. B. Yeats's suggestion that 'Hearts with one purpose alone' can become

'Enchanted to a stone'.96 The old dichotomy that was found in 'Valediction' (1934),

between MacNeice's fascination with the landscape of Ireland and his disdain for her

politics, are evoked here through the details of the 'shadow and sheen of a moleskin

mountain' and the 'Intricacies of gloom and glint' of her 'fermenting rivers'. The strong

alliteration used here further heightens the poet's attraction to the sensual effects of

Ireland. The landscape at 'the heart' of Ireland clearly still maintains a strong hold on

MacNeice's imagination and the images of'shadows' and 'rivers' suggests places of

continual flux and movement that contrasts starkly with the political and cultural

paralysis which MacNeice suggests can be found at its 'heart'. While the effects of this

attraction and repulsion towards Ireland are too complex and far-reaching to be

described as 'crude,' 97 'Neutrality' is shot through with disdain for Ireland that plays

into the hands of English stereotyping. Commenting further on Ireland's legendary

history, MacNeice suggests that 'You will find such ducats of dreams and great

doubloons of ceremony/ as nobody today would mint.' 98 The poet does not identify

who 'nobody today' is and does not describe explicitly to whom the Irish with their

V: \V. B. Yeats, "Easter 1916", Selected Poetry (ed. Timothy Webb) (London: Penguin 1991). p.120
Declan Kiberd describes the 'effect' of MacNeice's 'deep contempt for Ireland's policy of neutrality"

as "crude7. Irish Classics, p. 553.
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archaic past, compare badly. Nevertheless, it is fairly clear that MacNeice, if only

momentarily, condemns his own Irish past through his English present. This produces a

far harsher and less subtle rift between his Irish and English lives than he usually

outlines.

In the final stanza of'Neutrality' MacNeice directs the Irish gaze 'eastward':

But then look eastward from your heart, there bulks
A continent, close, dark, as archetypal sin,
While to the west off you own shores the mackerel
Are fat - on the flesh of your kin."

In Autumn Journal (1938) MacNeice suggests that Ireland possesses 'A culture built

upon profit' 10° and here, while Europe undergoes its crises, Ireland remains motivated

by blind profiteering and material prosperity, since its 'mackerel' have become 'fat'.

The caesura that occurs in the last line ('the mackerel/ Are fat - on the flesh of your

kin') dramatises the shift between the Irish pursuit of profit, as MacNeice sees it, and

the grim reality of an Atlantic infested with German submarines. The claim of kinship

between Ireland and England is particularly important at a point when the Irish Free

State was attempting to publicise its cultural insularity and its disassociation with the

old colonial power of Britain.

In 'Last Before America' (1945) MacNeice considers the migration of nineteenth-

century agricultural workers from Western Ireland to America. This represents a

Louis MacNeice. "Neutrality', Collected Poems, p. 202.
99 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems p. 203.
"" ibid., p. 133.
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significant departure from the more familiar details of MacNeice's biography. As with

"Western Landscape' which was also written on MacNeice's Achill Island visit of 1945,

there is a sense of deferral in the poem. Rather than immersing himself in a wild

landscape, MacNeice defers the discussion of the contemporary culture of western

Ireland through a consideration of its social history. The poet uses this historical

situation as a vehicle for the discussion of his own 'exile'. For the emigrants, as for

MacNeice, Ireland becomes a landscape of the imagination. Moreover, the landscape

itself seems to embody the imaginative fluidity of MacNeice's writing on Ireland. Once

again, the sea is presented as a place that denies permanence as the exiles 'find their

dreams endorsement/ In certain long low islets snouting towards the west/ Like cubs

that have lost their mother.' '01

'Last Before America' attempts to widen the scope of the poet's consideration of

the problems of exile and, as such, it is probably more daring but slightly less successful

than the openly biographical poems of the period such as 'Western Landscape' or

Carrick Revisited'. MacNeice's attempted social and historical overview rarely finds a

voice in the context of his engagement with western Ireland. Indeed, the unusual frame

of reference, which MacNeice uses in this poem, produces a discernible note of strain.

Like MacNeice the 'travellers' are confronted with the problems of fully appropriating

both the 'land' in which they intend to live and their place of origin in the west.

To the 'emigrant', America remains little more than the possibility of a 'name'

('Pennsylvania or Boston'). He is also irrevocably 'divorced' from the old country. Yet

though the descendants of the 'emigrant uncle and son' and MacNeice both shared the

ibid.. "Last Before America", p. 227.
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desire to 'find their dream's endorsement' in the west of Ireland, the harsh economic

realities that compelled so many members of Ireland's nineteenth-century rural

population, to abandon their homes does not bear any great comparison with

MacNeice's departure for school in Dorset at the age often. Unlike the nineteenth-

century emigrants, the young MacNeice hardly flees poverty and 'death' but rather

benefits from the education open to the son of a Rector. Indeed this arguably finds its

resonance in the discernible distance that exists between the poetic voice and its

subject. To a large extent the western peasant remains alien to MacNeice. This is

suggested by his comment that 'you could take' the rural scene he describes 'for the

Middle Ages'. The title also employs a certain flippancy that is reminiscent of the poets

of the 1930s and detracts from the seriousness of the rural poverty it describes. As with

"Western Landscape' with its 'Flitting evolving dissolving' topography, !02 the people

of western Ireland are presented as wavering between existence and diminishment. The

'accordion' that 'melts in the wind from the sea' presents a 'Music that yearns and

abdicates'. Amidst the wistfulness of this description, the final lines of the second

stanza ('The decree/ Of the sea's divorce is final') employ harsh alliteration.

Furthermore the legalistic term of'divorce', confronts the haziness and indeterminacy

of the west of Ireland with an absolute assertion of severance.

Just as the music of the accordion 'yearns', so the 'islets' of the western coast

are presented as 'cubs' that have lost their mother in the final lines of'Last Before

America'. The topography of western Ireland appears, if only momentarily, to endorse

the details of MacNeice's biography and, in particular, the early loss of his mother. It is

'"'" Louis MacNeice. 'Western Landscape'. Collected Poems, p.256.
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the suggestion of the aspiration towards a sense of belonging on the part of the

landscape, on the part of the nineteenth century emigrants and on the part of MacNeice

himself that conditions the position of all three, not as one of finalised certainty, but as

one of frustrated longing. Indeed the poem is finally denied a sense of closure through

the image of the 'cubs':

Both myth and seismic history have been long suppressed
Which made and unmade Hy Brasil - now an image
For those who despise charts but find their dream's endorsement
In certain long low islets snouting towards the west
Like cubs that have lost their mother.103

The opposition between the 'chart' and the 'dream' is surely analogous to the

opposition between the specificity of'Time and Place' and the interpretive uncertainties

of his childhood in 'Carrick Revisited'. MacNeice's consideration of Ireland in the

1940s arguably drew from a wider range of references than his poetry in the previous

decade. Similarly, his fascination with Yeats found its expression in his 1941 study of

the poet. This book-length study concentrated on how the poem could reconcile or

appropriate the problems of an indeterminate identity. The inclusion of Western Ireland

during this period also meant that Ireland had to be dealt with in an imaginative context

rather than constituting a resource of childhood memory. Dan Davin suggests that

MacNeice's English perspective meant that he could 'accommodate.. .many

geographical locations in Ireland' with greater ease than if he simply recalled his

;°3 ibid., p. 227.
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childhood at Carrickfergus. 104 I would suggest that this stance gained a greater

influence in MacNeice's work after 1945, as he loosened his familial ties and (instead)

approached the region through research and reportage.

104 Dan Davin. 'Louis MacNeice' in Closing Times (London and Basingstoke: MacMillan , 1975). p.
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Chapter V

Later Perceptions of Ireland

The Later Poetry

In the previous chapter I concentrated on a group of poems which were the product

of MacNeice's 1945 trip to Achill. By contrast, the poetry I shall consider in the

following chapter was written and published over a much longer period, ranging

from 'A Hand of Snapshots' in 1954 to 'Round the Corner' in 1961. In the

following chapter the poems discussed continue to draw from MacNeice's own

biographical experience and his visits to Ireland but in addition also reflect his

research on the history and culture of Ireland. His plays on Ireland entailed new

research undertaken for the BBC, l whilst his work with his fellow colleague and

Ulsterman W. R. Rodgers on their incomplete study The Character of Ireland

(which only exists in fragments today) drew him towards historical and cultural

sources he had never before considered. In the second section of this chapter, I

will then go on to consider how MacNeice drew from his own experience of

attempting to describe the Irish landscape, from the indeterminacy of his Irish

identity and from the cross-currents of Irish culture. MacNeice's frame of

reference continued to include Ireland as a whole rather than simply considering

his background in Belfast. In the first section I will discuss how MacNeice's long

poem 'A Hand of Snapshots' (1954) acted as a palpable reaction against the

1 The biographical impulses from which poems like 'Round the Corner' or 'The Riddle appear to
spring were arguably influenced by MacNeice's long awaited autobiography The Strings are False,
much of which he drafted during the Fifties. There is a long correspondence between MacNeice and
Dodds on the subject.
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wavering beliefs expressed in his 1945 poems, concerning his tentative claims to

an identity in both western and northern Ireland. An affirmation of an Irish identity

is denied in 'A Hand of Snapshots' in which images of death and stasis seem to

prevent any possibility of a dialogue between MacNeice's English present and

Irish past.

MacNeice's later work is largely neglected by both recent and past criticism.

There is a persistent image of MacNeice as a disenfranchised Thirties poet who

continued his life as a literary careerist as he worked for the BBC. This is reflected

in Edward Lucie Smith's comment that MacNeice wrote his best poems after 1945

when he restored 'the flippant, glittering surface, which had delighted the readers

of his early poetry.'2 MacNeice's work in the fifties and early sixties is usually

only considered in the context of studies of the poet which embrace his entire

career. Edna Longley, Peter McDonald and Terence Brown have chapters devoted

to the later part of MacNeice's career in their book length studies of the poet. The

single chapters or articles they have contributed to publications on broader

subjects, however, have almost entirely concerned themselves with MacNeice's

career in the 1930s and 1940s. 3 More recent single chapters on MacNeice in

studies by Fran Brearton and Declan Kiberd follow similar selective trends. 4 I

intend to argue that the traditions with which MacNeice has primarily been

associated subsequent to his death (those of the 'Thirties' and the plural Irish

traditions) have contributed towards the neglect of his later poetry. The multiple

: Edward Lucie Smith. British Poetry since 1945 (London: Penguin Books. 1970) p. 61.
3 In Studies on LouisMacXeice (ed. Jacqueline Genet) (Caen. 1988) Terence Brown's chapter
Louis MacNeice's Ireland' does not consider poems written after his 1945 trip to Achill while

Peter McDonald's chapter looks at MacNeice's career in the 1930s. Similarly Edna Longley's
chapter entitled 'The Walls are Flowing' in Across a Roaring Hill: The Protestant Imagination in
Xorthern Ireland (eds. G.. Dawe and Edna Longley),, (Belfast: Blackstaff. 1985) does not deal
with MacNeice's career beyond the Forties).
4 See Fran Brearton. 'Louis MacNeice: Between Two Wars', pp. 118 - 144 and Declan Kiberd.
•Incorrigibly Plural'. Irish Classics (London: Granta Books, 2000), pp. 543 - 553.
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perspectives he maintains in his later poetry (between England, the Ulster of his

childhood and the southern Ireland of his 'fathers') is often neglected by Irish

anthologists who prefer to consider the angry invectives against Ulster which can

be found in his Thirties poetry. In the fifth Chapter which considers MacNeice's

representation in poetry anthologies I draw connections between MacNeice's

portrayal as an early antecedent to the Ulster-based Derek Mahon, Michael

Longley and Seamus Heaney and this preference for his earliest poetry which is

rooted in Belfast and County Antrim. Although later anthologies of Irish poetry

consider the relationship between Ireland and MacNeice's entire output, there can

be no doubt that MacNeice's posthumous emergence with the reputations of

Heaney and Mahon in the late 1960s threw a strong light on his earliest work and

neglected the later poetry considered in this chapter.

To the critics who are primarily concerned with the Thirties, MacNeice's

career in the BBC from 1941 onwards is regarded as a parallel to Auden's

subsequent self imposed exile to America in 1939 or Stephen Spender's post war

shift towards liberalism. There is a sense in which MacNeice's newly-begun career

in 1941 conveniently partitions off his work in the thirties for these critics, even

though he did not undergo as rigorous a process of'ideological stock-taking' as his

contemporaries Auden and Spender. 5

The nature of MacNeice's work on his radio plays has helped to fuel the myth

that while he was a great wordsmith and very much aware of surface impressions,

his work never revealed an 'ideological core.'6 If one takes Geoffrey Grigson's

^ Stephen Spender. The Thirties and After: Poetry, Politics, People (Glasgow: Fontana. 1978). p.
86.
6 Julian Symons. The Thirties: A Dream Revolved, Westport. Connecticut: Greenwood Press. 1960).
p. 156.
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assessment of MacNeice as 'a quickly entertaining poet'7 as a fair evaluation, the

poet's decision to join the BBC might be seen as a wise career move for an

'entertaining' sensualist who shied away from the consideration of larger

ideological problems. Indeed misconceptions about the work of the radio dramatist

in the BBC have arguably sustained misconceptions concerning MacNeice's

supposed tendency to present sensual detail at the expense of ethical engagement.

As Michael Longley suggests, with the presentation of the poet in the context of

the Thirties canon, 'We are encouraged to believe that he lacked depth and

penetration, that if he does ask a pertinent question, he doesn't linger long enough

to collect an answer, that he is not really much more than a professional

entertainer. He has been attacked for his attraction to the showy aspects of

language, linguistic gimmicks "the whole delightful world of cliche and refrain.' 8

This reference to 'a highly professional entertainer' could be applied to the

once popular portrayal of MacNeice as a Thirties poet who flouted political

commitment in order to pursue his fascination with the sensuous, but it could

equally be applied to some beliefs concerning the work of writers who wrote for

radio during the fifties. Various negative images surround the perception of serious

literary writers who worked for radio. Furthermore Michael Longley's comments

concerning MacNeice's portrayal in the context of the Thirties bears some

comparison to Dan Davin's suggestion that a 'popular myth' concerning the radio

play was that it was 'the product of a lunch hour' and that it was 'cobbled together

in the pubs around broadcasting house' 9. The portrayal of the poet whose

sensuous, 'uncommitted' writing became allied to the entertainment machine of the

Geoffrey Grigson. Xew Verse (London: Faber and Faber. 1940). p. 19.
8 Michael Longley, "A note on the Irishness of Louis MacNeice', in D. Dunn (ed.) Two Decades of
Irish Writing: A Critical Sur\>ey (Manchester: Carcanet Press: 1975), p. 98.
9 Dan Davin. ;Louis MacNeice' in Closing Times, (London: Oxford University Press).p. xvii.
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BBC, was felt by MacNeice in his own lifetime, as Barbara Coulton has noted. 10

Indeed in the 1947 BBC Yearbook MacNeice wrote against various 'false

assumptions', such as thinking that the 'BBC was a government department and its

staff, civil servants.' l !

While the poet's work attempted to scrutinise his claims to both the west and

north of Ireland, his appointment at the BBC allowed him more scope to discuss

the north of both his present and his childhood, than it did the Republic. The

Features Department was always more willing to lend its support to features on

Northern Ireland, as this was considered to present the 'regional focus' which

many broadcasters wished to promote. 12 As with his book reviews on Ireland for

the Observer, his representation of Ireland for the BBC primarily reached British

audiences. If MacNeice sought southern England, Ulster and Western Ireland as

co-ordinates' for his identity it is clear that Ireland would always remain

something of an enigmatic and passive counter in this formulation. While Ireland

would remain the subject of MacNeice's description there was never a sustained

Irish reaction to his work in his own lifetime although he was fully aware of an

English one. Furthermore, MacNeice's Irish literary contacts lived in England

rather than Ireland.

Whatever the dearth of an Irish reception for MacNeice's work during the

fifties, his career with the Corporation in the aftermath of World War II and the

decline of the British Empire afforded ample opportunities for the observation of

the relations between coloniser and colonised and led inevitably to comparisons

between 'the commonwealth' and Ireland's own pre- and post-colonial phases. His

lu Barbara Coulton. Louis MacXeice in the BBC (London and Boston: Faber and Faber. 1980). p.
94.
: : Ibid., p. 95.
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writing on this, particularly on the partition of Pakistan and India, gave him a dual

perspective as he worked for the BBC, once part of the Empire's colonial

apparatus and yet professed to empathise with the colonised drawing on his Ulster

background for reference. Perhaps remembering Autumn Journal XVI where he

expressed his disdain for factional Irish politics, MacNeice wrote that 'Educated

Indians are as politics-ridden as the Irish (perhaps this is inevitable with a subject

or newly liberated people), and are on the look out for scapegoats'. 13 Although

thankful to be removed from such partisan debates, as he had been in Ireland his

'envy for certain members of [India's] rural society' H was not far removed from

his aspiration to appropriate western Ireland in 1945. There were also digressions

on Indian politics in the draft versions of MacNeice and W. R. Rodgers proposed

book, The Character of Ireland (1954).

The poet's work for the BBC meant that he came into contact, as never before,

with Irishmen living in England. MacNeice's colleagues in the BBC often

originated from the Northern Counties rather than the Republic. Dan Davin wrote

that MacNeice, unlike himself, 'had in his mind an understanding of, if not a

sympathy with, the uncompromising obstinacy of the IRA gunman as well as that

of the Orange Order.'15 W. R. Rodgers also felt that MacNeice's Irish identity

was less determined and less regionally rooted than his own, telling MacNeice in a

letter that his description of Maud Gonne as "a jumble of opposites" in Autumn

Journal could 'equally well be applied to you.'16 Rodgers and MacNeice often

' : Letter from Lawrence Gilliam to P. S. Fraser, dated 4 October. 1954. BBC Written Archives
Centre. Cavesham Park, Reading.
13 Louis MacNeice. "India at First Sight'. BBC Feature. 13 March. 1948. Selected Prose of Louis
MacNeice (ed. Alan Heuser) (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1990). p. 164.
14 Louis MacNeice. draft copy of The Character of Ireland, BBC Written Archives Centre.
Cavesham Park. Reading.
1? Dan Davin. p. 47.
16 Letter from W. R. Rodgers. 'Introduction' to Collected Poems (London: Faber and Faber. 1962).
p. IV.
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collaborated on broadcasts of Irish poetry readings for the Third Programme, and

sometimes contributed new poems of their own. Although far more regional in

focus, Rodgers' poetry also played out conflicts between 'sensuality' and

'Christian asceticism'.

MacNeice poetry from 1947 until his death in 1963 appears to spring from two

primary sources. Individual poems were either first broadcast in 'Contemporary

Poetry Programmes' and subsequently published in MacNeice successive volumes

of poetry for Faber and Faber or they were published immediately for Faber. This

stood in marked contrast to the combination of MacNeice's roles as a poet and

classics lecturer in the Thirties. As a result of the alignment of his poetic activities

to his career in the fifties, MacNeice became discernibly more prolific but less

attentive to detail than he was in his earlier poetry and Jon Stallworthy's

suggestion that 'he probably wrote too much' is not entirely unjustified.17

MacNeice's five poem sequence 'A Hand of Snapshots' (1954) presents the

well-trodden themes of his transitory or 'passing' relationship with Ireland, but

introduces more images of death than he contemplates in the 1945 poems. The

title suggests the self-conscious scrutiny of his representation of Ireland and, as

with a photograph, the fleeting moments of his visit are in a sense framed. Indeed

'Snapshots' further implies that his 1954 trip to Ireland is a passing vacation and

undermines any notion of kinship with the Irish he may have entertained in 1945.

The insecure and speculative possibilities of MacNeice's identification with

Ireland in these earlier poems are met with the certainty of his impossible

appropriation of Ireland in this sequence. The comparison between this poetic

sequence and photographic representation emphasises the barrier between the

Jon Stallworthy. Louis MacSeice. p. 434.
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poems and the life they attempt to represent. MacNeice also alludes to the informal

mode of a tourist, which he employs at various points in his sequence. The choice

of title here illustrates that MacNeice's difficulty as he addresses Ireland does not

simply exist on a cultural or social level but also exists on a formal level. There is a

clear distinction between the artifice of the 'Snapshot' and the life they appear to

represent. As a poet and an exile MacNeice is haunted by the suspicion that his

only recourse is to represent the Irish life he cannot live.

As early as Modern Poetry (1935) and The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats (1941),

the poet illustrates his deep insecurities concerning the project of representation in

the poem. Although he does not overtly discuss this in connection with his

displaced identity, his fascination and frustration with the poem's 'flawed

correspondence with the world' is not simply the musing pondering of a classicist

as was once thought, but echoes the profound insecurities of the exiled poet.

MacNeice's cultural uprooting at the age often means that he is endowed with an

acute awareness that he may never be able to represent the life he left behind.

MacNeice is left to ask whether the poem can simply recall MacNeice's childhood

or whether, by its very existence, it points to the impossibility of this. Indeed, in

one sense, poetic expression can be seen as an admission of the irreducible

boundaries that exist between MacNeice and Ireland. If, as he suggests in 'The

Back Again', he felt complete affinity with Ireland he would reach a state 'where

the talk stops.'18 This further suggests the belief MacNeice expressed in The Poetry

ofW. B. Yeats (1941), that 'the poem is an act of flawed correspondence' with the

world it attempts to appropriate because, to some extent, it will remain 'a thing in

itself.' 19 Indeed, the poem is characterised here as being 'exiled' from experiences

sLouis MacNeice. Collected Poems (London: Faber and Faber. 1979). p. 448.
9 Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of IV. B. Yeats (London: Faber and Faber. 1941), p. 17.
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to which it attempted to relate in much the same way that MacNeice felt that his

exiled status meant that he could never claim true kinship with Ireland. I would

argue that the suggestion that his 1954 poems on Ireland are 'Snapshots' relates to

both the problems MacNeice believed arose from his exile from Ireland and the

problems encountered once 'the poem attempts to address the world'. In this poem

the problems encountered in formal representation and the exile's sense of

displacement become fused.

The individual titles of MacNeice's five-poem sequence ('The Left Behind' or

"The Gone Tomorrow') imply the transience of his visit to Ireland and assert the

impossibility of his relationship to Ireland far more definitely and bleakly than his

poems of 1945. It is clearly and self-consciously the function of these poems to

attempt to seize the passing and fleeting experience. In the opening of'The Left

Behind' MacNeice depicts his own drunken musing in a slightly mocking third

person. 'Peering into your stout', he begins, 'you see a past of lazybeds.' 20

Suffering from the growing effects of his alcoholism in the mid-fifties, 21

MacNeice's stout drinking in London combines both an image of his Irish origins

and the anaesthetising effects of alcohol. His drinking has become joyless and staid

as he suggests at the end of the stanza with 'The night is old'. MacNeice's sighting

of the Titanic with his mother in 1912 is recalled through the image of'A liner

moving west, leaving the husk of home'. This further associates images of travel

with ultimate death. 22 MacNeice compares the infamous history of the Titanic

with his own personal biography. Just as the maiden voyage of the 'liner' is

endowed with aspiration and endeavour which is ultimately destined for defeat, so

the aspirant nature of MacNeice's departure for England is thwarted by the

"'"' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 448.
: i See Jon Stalhvorthy. pp. 81 - 3.
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irreconcilable hybridity of his future identity. MacNeice's refusal to name the

Titanic marks a refusal to engage with the tragic grandeur associated with its

infamous history. As with his depiction of his childhood, there is a palpable desire

to jettison all grand gestures and dramatic declarations in favour of a demure and

subdued mode of expression.

The portrayal of home as a 'husk' suggests an organic wholeness, which

has been ruthlessly split in two with the poet's departure. Exile, it would seem, is

permanent and renders hollow the sense of'home', once experienced by the poet.

His flawed attempt to forge links with his place of origins is reflected in the rhyme

scheme of'The Left Behind'. The half rhymes MacNeice employs here (for

example between 'home' and 'scum' or 'rock' and 'stopped') deny the lines a

sense of closure, suggesting the poet's irreconcilable state of exile.

There is clearly an unwieldy and jarring tension between the specific details of

MacNeice's childhood and the generalised observations he makes in the question-

and-answer sequence, which appears in the second and third stanza. MacNeice

begins his poetic sequence with the very specific references to his childhood

memory of the Titanic. Yet by the second stanza his focus has moved, perhaps

rather abruptly, to a set of questions which relate to humanity in general rather than

Ireland in particular. His question, 'where can you find a fire that burns and gives

no warmth?' is answered with: 'Oh, poverty is the fire that burns and gives no

warmth.' 23 Yet the effects towards which MacNeice aims here are unclear. The

evocation of 'poverty' at such an early stage in a poem, which ostensibly deals

with MacNeice's remembered childhood is arguably irrelevant to the materially

privileged but spiritually barren household of the Carrickfergus Rectory. The

"ibid., p. 81.
23 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 448.
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repetition o f Where' in the second stanza suggests the poet's imaginative

projection from the London pub where he sits, to the Ireland of his childhood but

this is arguably undercut by the generalised ideas (of'poverty' and 'death') with

which he later proceeds.

Whatever their poetic merits, however, this sequence marks an important

revision of the open-ended and playful consideration of identity found in

MacNeice's poetry on Ireland from 1945. The association of the image of'the tall

ship that chose to run on a rock' with 'My youth' subverts the sense of freedom

and perpetual movement with which MacNeice identifies the sea in 'Carrick

Revisited.'24 This image implies that the poet is imprisoned in a sense of stasis and

denied the very possibility of movement which defined his identity as rootlessly

liberated in his earlier poems. Though he left his homeland in early life, he never

arrived at his destination. While Tom Paulin's suggestion that MacNeice's

imagination is 'maritime and free' 25 can certainly be applied to his 1945 poems,

the sea in 'The Left Behind' does not signify escape but simply brings about a state

in which the poet is caught between cultures. Indeed this image of the grounded

ship certainly confuses the straightforward suggestion in 'Carrickfergus' (1937)

that the poet simply 'went to school in Dorset' and left behind 'the mill girls' and

'the smell of porter.' 26 The suggestion in the third line that 'Men yet unborn could

more than fill the ocean' interestingly, if briefly, associates birth with death. The

portrayal of birth and death as simultaneous and inextricably related, rather than as

polar opposites pervades MacNeice's portrayal of his Irish background in the mid

fifties, and would also condition much of his imagery in the radio play Prisoner '.y

:4 In "Carrick Revisited' (Ibid., p. 24) MacNeice wrote that on the sea it was possible to gain "All
possible bird's-eye views'.
"""• Tom Paulin. Ireland and the English Crisis, p. 96.
:" Louis MacNeice. "Carrickfergus". Collected Poems, p. 70.
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Progress which he wrote a year later. In this play a male and female escape party

in a POW camp have to make their way through a tomb which, it is thought may

contain a corpse 'in the foetal position.'27 Life and death maintain a simultaneity

that could not be found in the earlier poems and plays. Indeed this simultaneity

could be found in earlier Anglo-Irish texts. In 'Among School Children' W. B.

Yeats asks 'What youthful mother... Would think her son, did she but see that

shape/ With sixty more winters on its head/ A compensation for the pang of its

birth...9'28 The image of the separation of birth clearly has a strong resonance in a

hybrid culture. In 'Western Landscape' (1945) MacNeice celebrated the

possibilities life offers while also implying its insecurity as he depicted western

Ireland as a mother whose children are sent out from her 'rocky breasts.'29 Rayner

Heppenstall's comment that the poet's 'puritan upbringing' conditioned the

tendency for the 'simultaneous presentation' of both the 'sensual' and 'the death-

laden' could arguably be applied as easily to his poetry of the period.30

If MacNeice's 1945 poems on Ireland, which were drafted during his visit

to Achill immediately after the war, were energetic, speculative and vital because

they left open questions concerning whether MacNeice could ever claim a sense of

kinship with his homeland, 'A Hand of Snapshot' which with the exception of

'The the Left Behind' maintains a fixed certainty of perspective, is reductive by

comparison. Indeed this reductive stance can be seen in the contrast between

MacNeice's portrayal of himself at the opening and at the conclusion of this poem.

If, at the beginning of'The Left Behind' MacNeice was 'Peering' inquisitively into

his glass, by the end of the poem he is 'gazing' passively at the 'black dregs and

: Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 172.
28 W. B. Yeats. Selected Poems, p. 152.
:9 Louis MacNeice. Selected Poems, p. 109.
3(1 Ravner Heppenstall. Letter to Louis MacNeice. dated, 14 November. 1954.
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yellow scum'. 31 The 'nightbird' who 'calls [him] away' to his 'home' is probably

a humorous reference to his wife Hedli MacNeice who was a soprano and

performed in many of MacNeice's productions for the BBC.

The poem 'The Back Again' features a visit to the poet's brother William that

he made in 1954. Although MacNeice referred to William's 'mongolism' in draft

versions of The Strings are False his brother had not emerged in the poems until

this sequence, late in MacNeice's career. The poet's suggestion that he is 'on

holiday' in Ireland 'from across the water' is casual and colloquial enough to

present the divide between MacNeice's Irish past and English present, through

oxymoron and understatement. With the use of such cliched and formulaic

language to describe his holiday MacNeice also introduces a tension between this

generalised and archetypal depiction of the Irish emigrant and his own particular

biography. He presents details (such as the 'city tie' which he wears and the

suggestion that he has 'made good') which present a stereotypical image of an

Irishman returning home for his vacation. With his depiction of himself 'fishing' in

the poem MacNeice presents a popular image of rural Ireland. There are also

Yeatsian overtones and as with the renowned 'The Fisherman' in which Yeats asks

if the old man clad in 'grey Connemara clothes' from whom he hopes learn how to

write for 'my own race' is merely an imaginative projection or 'but a dream',

MacNeice portrays his own act of fishing as a search for some sense of'reality'

conditioned by his native background.32 While the perimeters of MacNeice's

autobiographical aspirations are far narrower than those of Yeats who hoped to

write for an entire nation, the image of fly fishing similarly evokes questions

concerning whether a sense of identity can ever be fully substantiated. The

Louis MacNeice. "A Hand of Snapshots'. Ibid., p. 449.
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repetition of'fishes' in the first stanza alludes to the interrogation, which that verb

must undergo as MacNeice attempts to investigate the childhood that perplexes

him:

He...
Fishes for mackerel or Pollock, but also for something
That he remembers now more by the feel
Of the jigging line than how it looked when it landed

If it was ever landed. Sitting beside his father,
Whose eyes are smoored with distance, he talks of crops
And weather but would prefer to talk of something
For which he has no words. Till the talk stops
And the fire inside and the rain outside are silent.33

The suggestion of a 'jigging line' probably alludes to the 'jigging Mayfly',

which symbolised nature's constant mutation and movement in one of MacNeice's

earliest poems 'Mayfly' (1929). The impossibility of man's understanding of'the

jigging Mayfly' is echoed by the holidaymaker's difficulty in understanding his

native Ireland as he tries to control the line. If fishing is taken to symbolise

enquiry here, it is clear that the process of enquiry is of greater importance than its

attained goal. The poet 'remembers' the 'something' he is looking for 'more by the

feel' of the fishing line, than how the fish 'looked' when he caught it. The

rhythmic finality of 'when it landed' is further undermined by the question as to

whether 'it was ever landed' with which the third stanza begins. This gives weight

to Edna Longley's claim that MacNeice's approach to his own Irish identity 'after

the Thirties' can be seen as 'an investigation which has no clear conclusion' rather

than a process which is 'realised and conclusive.' 34 Indeed, further on in the stanza

3: W. B. Yeats. "The Fisherman". Selected Poetry, (ed. Timothy Webb). (London: Penguin. 1991).
pp. 96 - 97.
33 Ibid., p. 449.
34 Edna Longley Poetry in the Wars (Blackstaff. 1990), p. 84.
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the action of'talking' (and, of course, any mode of expression including writing) is

recognised as a manifestation of MacNeice's unease in Ireland. Clearly he

suggests, if he could assume complete affinity with his place of origins, 'the talk'

could 'stop' and the natural response would be silence. The sense of division

between 'the fire inside' and 'the rain outside' would also be dissolved.35

MacNeice's English identity resurfaces again, however, in the third stanza as

'his thoughts return to the city as he fingers/ His city tie.'36 His attempt to reassure

himself of his acquired identity through his 'tie' stands as a poor substitute for the

possibility of 'silence' in the previous stanza. While the Irish identity, which

MacNeice would like to court, manifests itself in silence, there is something self-

consciously forced about the articulation of his English identity through his dress.

Clearly, the mute assumption of identity, which MacNeice longs for, is denied to

him through every act of expression including speech, the written word and his

mode of dress. His hybrid identity only allows constant articulation, which the poet

believes, would be silenced by a single, known identity. His identity is necessarily

sanctioned by the act of poetic performance. With his description of the necessity

of'talk' for the displaced Irishman MacNeice employs an argumentative stance

which has recently been discussed in postcolonial critiques of Ireland. Declan

Kiberd suggests that in pre-colonial Ireland the 'Irish self in the autobiographies

of'Moore, Yeats and Frank O'Connor' was 'aproject: and its characteristic text

was a process, unfinished, fragmenting.'37 Yet MacNeice's wish in 'A Hand of

Snapshots' to end this process through silence outlines his aspiration to abandon

his art and find a mute, inarticulate but certain identity. The poet hopes to end the

^ MacNeice expands on this image of the window and its function as a divide between the 'outside'
and 'inside', later on in the sequence in "The Once in Passing'.
36 Louis MacNeice. 'A Hand of Snapshots'. Collected Poems, p. 449.
3 Declan Kiberd. Inventing Ireland (London. Auckland. Rosebank: Vintage. 1996). pp. 119 - 120.
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process whereby he puts on the Yeatsian 'mask' and articulates the constructed

identity which is fully conscious of its own constructedness. As Kiberd writes

later, and in a different context any notion of truth must exist free of mediation in a

state where 'mask and face, anti-self and self, are one.'38

Instead of searching for the 'something for which he has no words'

MacNeice relies upon a cliched and formulaic combination of words as he

considers how he has 'made good' and 'Gone up in the world'. Yet the certainty

and cliche of his English life gives way to uncertainty as 'made good' is finally

rhymed with 'something/ Intuited but never understood'. The poet jettisons the

easily assumed identity he only momentarily entertained and realises that he must

once again attempt to understand his own disparate identity in solitude.

Interestingly MacNeice characterises the 'something' that prevents him from

assuming his English identity as 'flitting through his room', as though the past is

neither entirely confirmed nor refuted by his visit to Ireland. The suggestion of

'flitting' also suggests an entity, which is neither entirely part of nor separate from

the material world. In his discussions of identity in Ireland MacNeice often calls

upon an array of insubstantial figures such as the 'Will-o'-the-wisp' in his 1959

radio play They Met on Good Friday. The poet maintains a ghostly presence in

Ireland, which contrasts irreconcilably with the sheer physicality and sensuality of

his childhood. 'A Hand of Snapshots' articulates this sense of wavering

affirmation and denial because, throughout it MacNeice is never certain or clear

about the extent to which his memories of childhood are framed by his later

invention.

38 ibid., p. 310.
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His shift in focus from questions surrounding his wavering sense of identity

in Ireland, to his brother in the fourth stanza of'The Back-Again' is made rather

abruptly and seems forced. Unable to answer the questions he has posed himself he

does not seek to close the poem with the ambiguity and paradox with which he had

closed 'Carrick Revisited' (1945) 39, but concludes with the wish that he had the

simple 'sense' of his brother. He writes that Willie is:

An oaf, but an oaf with the dignity and sense
That it is a fine day if it rains only a little. 40

Given MacNeice's propensity to assert that the poet should be endowed with 'five

good senses' 41 and to write of the importance of being receptive to even ambiguity

and pathos, the suggestion that it is better to be afflicted by Down's Syndrome than

to be open to the insecurities he described in the previous three stanzas, is arguably

unconvincing. MacNeice's presentation of Willie as someone who is at ease with

his environment (whose greatest concern is the 'rain') bears some comparison to

his earlier portrayal of his father in 1945 although his presentation of his brother is

far cruder and more cliched than this earlier portrayal. Robyn Marsack suggests

that 'there is an element of self pity' in MacNeice's assumption that his father 'is at

ease' with his identity. 42 Here MacNeice condescendingly seems to compare his

sophisticated anxiety with his brother's simple contentment. In 'The Strand' he

described John MacNeice as 'a square black figure whom the horizon

understood'43 and in both this poem and the 1954 sequence there is a sense in

which father and brother (despite the barriers of Down's Syndrome) exhibit an

"' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 225.
40 Ibid., p. 449.
41 Louis MacNeice. "Ode", ibid., p. 71.
" : Robyn Marsack. op. cit. p. 103.
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affinity with their native environment which is never open to the 'exiled'

MacNeice. 44

In comparison to the remainder of 'A Hand of Snapshots', 'The Gone

Tomorrow' appears to be sprightly and light and with its evocation of a rich

sensual environment bears comparison to earlier poems such as 'Train to Dublin'

(1934). MacNeice frames his depiction of the reception of the landscape around

Carrickfergus in childhood through jaunty tetrameter with occasional variations

and employs rhyming couplets to great effect. Although he describes the primacy

of sensual experience during childhood, he does not take this as a sign of ultimate

immortality as Wordsworth had but peppers the poem with images of death and

petrifaction. Opening the poem with a description of himself as 'Two years high by

the worldwide', MacNeice places an immediate opposition between the minuteness

of the human perspective and the enormity of the 'world' it attempts to encompass.

The child and nature are not allied as they were in Wordsworth's poetic analogy

and. though the sensual impressions are intense, the child is placed in an

environment, which is ultimately indifferent to him. MacNeice attempts to hone

down childhood experience to its sensual essence and even avoids the cultural

trappings of gender by describing the child as 'It.' 45 Indeed it is this process of

'honing' down or organising sensual experience, which endows MacNeice, even at

an early age with the critical faculties of the classicist. This organisational process

is undermined because it will always be seen as a diminution of the original

experience. Indeed it is here in childhood and not in MacNeice's classical training

in England that his distrust of the representative project of poetry begins.

43 Ibid., p. 226.
44 Carrickfergus". ibid. p. 69.
45 ibid., p. 449.
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This vital early experience is later undermined by the shift, which occurs

between this description in the second verse and the images of the coffin in the

third:

And the blaze of whins, the smell of surf,
The squelch of mud, the belch of surf,
The slop of porridge, the squawk of gulls
Enter that smallest of small skulls.

Which some day, skull and nothing more,
Will lie in a box on a foreign shore;
Nor will those empty sockets be,
Like seashells, mindful of the sea. 46

The landscape here is represented as one, which undergoes constant activity in

much the same manner that Ireland is presented as a place of continual flux in They

met on Good Friday one year later. In the second verse the suggestion of continual

change and activity is presented through continual movement of the landscape

('the squelch of mud' or 'the squawk of gulls'). As with the figure of John

MacNeice who shared a physical affinity with the landscape in 'The Strand',

MacNeice claims an affinity (now lost) with the landscape as a child. The physical

reality of the landscape (before it undergoes adult interpretations) is alluded to

when MacNeice suggests that it 'Enters the smallest of small skulls'. In one sense

this early cramming of sensual effects anticipates the problems faced by the poet.

Overwhelmed by phenomenological detail it is clear that the child will ultimately

have to organise the multifaceted and mutating environment, which surrounds him.

Yet with this organisation, something of the richness of this original impression

will be lost. Indeed this dilemma which, in a more sophisticated form, is also at the

heart of MacNeice's interest in classicism, forms the basis of his discussion of
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poetic representation: the very organisation of experience undergone in poetry will

result in the diminution of that experience. The suggestion here is that death will

reduce him to 'skull and nothing more'. Once again travel is associated with death

as MacNeice describes a rift where, on the one side lies Ireland and early

childhood, while on the other lies England (a 'foreign shore') and death ('a box').

MacNeice's sense of perspective is so persistent and acute that he cannot even

contemplate the existence of the Irish landscape without his receptive place within

it. With his death 'the empty sockets' of his eyes will no longer gaze at the sea,

while the effects of his environment 'Will all have vanished'.

In 'The Once in Passing', MacNeice develops the themes of perspective,

which he touches on earlier in the sequence. The poem plays on the tension

generated between 'the cross on the window' which he suggests 'means myself

and the 'ancient cross on the hillside' outside, towards which he aspires but

towards which he believes he can never relate. With its setting of western Ireland

and the deeply Catholic symbol of the cross on the hill, he interrogates his claims

to the west and addresses his own description of himself as a 'western peasant' in

the Forties. 47 The conflict MacNeice suggested existed between the 'inside' and

'outside' in 'The Back Again' are evoked through his identification with 'the

window, 'which' will not open'. As with the grounded ship in 'The Left Behind',

the window becomes an image of MacNeice's own indeterminacy, neither entirely

positioned outside (like the 'cross on the hill') or inside. If the poet was divorced

from his original intimacy with the landscape in 'The Gone Tomorrow' he is

literally divorced from it in this poem by his position inside the house. He employs

similar syntax in the second and fourth lines when his description progresses from

* ibid., p. 450.
4 Jon Stallworthy. Louis AfacXeice, p. 56.
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"the window' which 'will not open' to 'the vistas' of his imagined life in the west

of Ireland which 'dare not open'. It is almost as though the poet dreads the

possibility of the imaginative appropriation of the west of Ireland, which he had

maintained in his 1945 poems. The poet appears to be almost relieved to

pronounce the certainty of the impossibility of his appropriation of Ireland. Here

the possibility of such an identification, which he had momentarily entertained in

1945, is met with trepidation. While, in his earlier poems he at least momentarily

espoused the possibility of maintaining an engagement with the west of Ireland

which relied upon a sense of imaginative appropriation rather than his physical

presence there, by 1954 he firmly rejects such an engagement and asserts the

importance of physical presence as the deciding factor in his identity. This presents

itself in the final line of the stanza when MacNeice asks 'For what can walk or talk

without tongue or feet?'

In a sense the suggestion of the primacy and necessity of his 'physical

presence' in Ireland also undermines the validity of the research MacNeice carried

out for the BBC for his various plays and Features on Ireland. Secondary research

is clearly no substitute for an Irish life. It is this sense of irreducible certainty,

which inhibits him from discussing the possibilities which occurred to him in 1945

In a sense this 1954 sequence lacks the tension of his poetry a decade earlier

precisely because the declaration that he 'owns no root' in Ireland is stated with

such certainty. In 1945, however, this question of whether an identity could be

maintained at a distance from Ireland had been left open and MacNeice hesitantly

entertained the possibility that, though he could not claim to live in Ireland, he

could tentatively claim an Irish identity which influenced his English life. In 'A

Hand of Snapshots', however such identification is simply presented as an
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impossibility. MacNeice makes it clear in the final stanza that the image of his

possible rootedness in the Irish landscape (where 'the ancient cross on the hillside

meant myself) is mere self-delusion. The sense of exile found in the images of the

crosses are two-fold: on the one hand it represents the poet's Catholic ancestral

past, while on the other it suggests MacNeice's loss of childhood faith.

Far from the very real aspirations of the 1945 poems, MacNeice's greatest

hope in 'The Once in Passing' is that 'I can imagine at least/ The permanence of

what passes'. The alliteration here, which draws together the opposites of

'permanence' with 'what passes', helps to emphasise the impossibility of his

position: his transitory visit to his homeland means that he can only hope to frame

or grasp 'what [inextricably] passes'.

In the final poem in the sequence, MacNeice describes the crises encountered

through his multiple perspectives as an adult and longs for the single perspective

he believes he held as a child. The envy which MacNeice extended towards his

father in 'The Strand' (1945) and towards his brother earlier in the sequence

concerning what he perceives as their secure Irish identities is now extended

towards the certainties of his childhood. The poem is set outside the Carrickfergus

Rectory where 'Ragweed grows' and 'the children are no longer children.' 48

MacNeice is clearly exiled from a childhood in which he dealt with the certainties

of 'here and now'. As an adult he must face the multiple and fractured perspectives

of 'There and now' and 'here and then'. This is further developed in the third

stanza where he writes that in his childhood he had to contend with the absolutes of

'living and dying' whereas now he deals with the ambiguity and confusion of

'Lifelong dying and dead-alive.49 Middle age seems to have blurred the

: Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 450.
'ibid., p. 351 .
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boundaries, which were once clear. His aunt's suggestion that 'in Ireland you are

somebody but in England you will be nobody at all'50 is recalled in the lines:

Few were few but all knew all,
The all were few and therefore many. 51

The smoothness and swiftness of the internal rhymes here maintain a sense of a

community which is self sufficient and self contained and further suggests the loss

MacNeice now registers over the multiple, cross cultural perspectives which have

replaced the single perspective (where 'all knew all') of the child Nevertheless

while the projection of a cosy self-contained childhood may be intended to

provoke sympathy for the poet's present isolation in 'A Hand of Snapshots' it is

clear from cross referencing his autobiographical material that the poet often

maintained that he witnessed early isolation. In The Strings are False, for example

he writes that the Rectory received 'very few visitors.'52 Terence Brown describes

the 'poignant... isolated Protestant Victorian houses' from which writers like

MacNeice, Beckett and C. S. Lewis originated as 'a sad diminution of the

Ascendancy's great houses.' 53 In 'A Hand of Snapshots' the projection of a tight,

claustrophobic but self-regulating community where MacNeice felt secure is

exaggerated because of the poet's wish to condemn his present life.

MacNeice's short poem 'The Riddle' (1958), is based on a childhood memory

and its composition was probably prompted by the poet's drafting of his

autobiography with which he was involved at the time. The Rectory cook ('a

buxom rosy girl from a farm in the county' and 'the only Catholic' MacNeice

"""' Louis MacNeice. The String are False, (London: Faber and Faber. 1971). p. 20.
•' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 251.
": Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 32.
x ' Terence Brown. 'Louis MacNeice's Ireland", p. 13.
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knew 54) habitually asked the future poet and his sister, 'What is it goes round and

round the house9', to which the answer was 'the wind'. 55 Although MacNeice

always knew the prescribed answer, the question disturbed him because of the

multiple answers his imagination allowed. In 'The Riddle' MacNeice gives a

stronger emphasis to his own interpretative processes than to Annie's original

question by placing 'we thought' among the list of possibilities which occur to him

('A wolf, we thought, or a ghost'). MacNeice's uncertainty, the emphasis he places

on his own interpretation as a child and the survival of his fear even after the

answer has been revealed, all add to Ireland's presentation as a place of

uncertainty. Ireland exists as a place where questions are posed and interpretations

begun but where a sense of certainty or closure is never offered. The survival of

the riddle over its answer is analogous to the poet's belief that his identity

manifests itself as a stance rather than a solid and known reference to place and

denies MacNeice 'the fixed certainties of perspective' which would close his

questioning.56 Just as the riddle opens up multiple answers MacNeice's biography

also proposes multiple identities, none of which he finds ultimately convincing. He

alludes to a slight indulgence as he relates the experience of the riddle and tempers

the elements of fear in the poem with images of comfort and domesticity and

explains that 'our small scared faces' were nevertheless 'as warm as toast' 57.

His bleak assertion that 'now the cook is dead' in the second verse, is

immediately tempered by his surmised suggestion that 'the cooking' is 'no doubt

electric'. As with 'The Here and Never' the immediacy of MacNeice's childhood

memories in the Carrickfergus Rectory is undercut by his slight knowledge of that

M Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 41.
55 ibid., p. 8.
>6 Robyn Marsack. p. 57.
5 Louis MacNeice. "The Riddle". Collected Poems, p. 474.
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house in the present. The structure of this line (in which 'the cook is dead' and the

"cooking... electric') equates domestic modernisation with death, drawing

attention, perhaps, to the progress of time and to MacNeice's own anticipated

death. This pessimism and slightly reductive scepticism over modernisation with

its implied celebration of a lost past, has affinities with the poets of the Movement

who were coming to prominence at around the time of the publication of this

poem. Philip Larkin's assertion that 'Life is first boredom, then fear' would not

look out of place alongside this poem. Modernisation is further equated with a

sense of imaginative sterility as he suggests that now there is 'No room for draft or

dream' fusing through alliteration, the inconveniences and imaginative possibilities

of the house in the past. Nevertheless, despite the material changes of the Rectory,

the importance of the effects of'the riddle' remain intact and 'in another place'

MacNeice still poses his original question. The repetition of the first line of the

poem ('What is it that goes round and round the house?') gives it a sense of

symmetry but this time the question is self-reflexive and internalised, arising from

the poet's own thoughts rather than posed by someone else. The 'riddle' with its

evocation of an unanswered and unanswerable question implies Ireland's survival

as a set of questions in the poet's consciousness long after his departure for

England. In a sense Ireland manifests itself as a stance of philosophical

indeterminacy after the poet has ceased to be involved with it as a material reality.

'Notes for a Biography' was originally prepared for broadcast on 11

November, 1958. MacNeice was accompanied by his fellow countryman and

colleague W. R. Rodgers to write 'poems of medium length' of a 'biographical

nature.' 58 MacNeice's contribution to this was a five-poem sequence, the first of

58 Memorandum from W. R. Rodgers to Louis MacNeice. dated 30 October. 1958 from BBC
Written Archives Centre. Cavesham Park Reading.
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which dealt with his Irish childhood. The sequence opens with the following

stanza:

An oranges (sweet) and lemons (bitter) childhood:
Voices of duty or magic; the first cuckoo;
The longing back and aspiring forward; the double
Feeling that all is new and that all has happened before 59

The ellipsis, which is used here to fuse concrete objects ('oranges') with certain

qualities (such as sweetness'), asserts the primacy of sensual impressions in

MacNeice's childhood. Interestingly he abandons the suggestion that in childhood

he maintained a singleness of perspective which was later complicated by the

multiple adult perspectives, which he had presented in 'The Here and Never'

(where 'here it was here and now'). 60 He introduces a childhood that is influenced

by the contrary forces of'longing back and aspiring forward'. This 'double/

Feeling' re-introduces an element of tension as the various perspectives of the

child intermingle. Indeed this is closer to the perspectival shifts which could be

found in the 1945 poems but were arguably lacking in 'A Hand of Snapshots'

(1954). In The Strings are False MacNeice introduces 'the longing back' when he

writes of his obsession with 'the cult of the past' which he shared with his sister

who believed that the family had been exiled from their 'native west' 61. MacNeice

also alluded to his desire to 'aspire forward' when he wrote of his childhood

assumption that 'things would get bigger and better and bigger and better' in

Autumn Journal. 62 Importantly neither the claims of the past or the claims of the

future can coexist but are seen in directly conflict and even competition.

"9 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 475.
60 ibid., p. 450.
61 Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 45.
6" Louis MacNeice. Autumn Journal. Collected Poems, p. 120.
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MacNeice does not write that he believes that there was a compromise between the

new and the old but that 'all is new' and 'all has happened before'.

The poet's inelegant use of the phrase, 'For example', with which he begins

the second stanza, arguably alludes to the laborious and pedantic manner in which

he feels he must describe the details of a childhood that is familiar to him but

unfamiliar to his reader or listener. Once again the immediacy of both carefree

abandonment and death is alluded to through the poet's use of alliteration as he

describes a childhood which was both 'catnap happy' and 'catacomb haunted'.

This double perspective is further evoked by the poet's description of his transition

from his brooding over 'pebble and limpet' to the larger perspectives of the 'world'

which he 'gulp[s] entire'. The possibility of a stance, which is clearly concerned

with and conditioned by the Irish landscape, stands in direct opposition to the

'Ulster rigidities', which Edna Longley describes as dominating his childhood. 63

The description of the sea as 'Bumpers of foam and fire' suggests that for

MacNeice, poetic description does not constitute the embellishment of a known

material object (such as a wave) but manifests itself with that object. Artistic

interpretation does not occur after the phenomenological event but appears

simultaneously with it. This was also reflected in the image of'The horses of the

sea' with which he opened his play on the invasion of tenth century Ireland, They

Met of Good Friday (1959). As early as Modern Poetry (1936) MacNeice wrote of

his conviction that 'the material world can never be a neutral subject free from

man's mediation' but will always 'show some imprint' of the individual's

interpretative processes. It was the very impossibility of finding such a 'neutral

subject' and the pressing knowledge of the necessity of mediation and

Edna Longley. Across a Roaring Hill, p. 49.
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interpretation that made MacNeice aware of the crisis of representation in is own

work. While this is seen in early criticism on MacNeice as a result of his attraction

towards and subversion of classicism, the extent to which this 'crisis of

representation' draws from his Northern Irish background is rarely addressed. In

the attempt to contextualise MacNeice with the Auden generation the critics of the

Thirties often made the assumption that his interrogation of the representative

project of the poem began with his study of classicism rather than with his

disparate background. More recent post-colonial interpretations of Irish literary

history argue that for the colonised subject, the poem's representative aspirations

are problematic. Declan Kiberd continues with the suggestion that 'a dispossessed

people' are always acutely aware of style because, without national institutions to

reflect their hopes, an assumed style is all they can aspire to possess. He continues:

Style was the thing to be seized, the zone in which the battle of two civilisations
would be fought out; and Yeats hoped that from style a full man might
eventually be inferred and, in due course - such was the enormity of his
ambition - a nation. 64

Although MacNeice never maintained such 'ambitions' he too saw himself as

culturally dispossessed and recognised his style as a classicist as the only palpable

substitute for the sense of an unmediated identity towards which he aspired.

While 'Notes for a Biography' draws on the vivid intensity of MacNeice's

memories, some of the imagery in the third stanza does not relate well to the

remainder of the poem. The comparison of the horizon to a Turkish sword' or the

description of a 'fire walking... and sword swallowing childhood' seem somewhat

forced and arguably jar with the maritime imagery of the remainder of the poem,

"4 Declan Kiberd. Inventing Ireland, p. 117.
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although they portray his childhood as an extreme experience. As with some of the

Radio Plays one is left with the impression of a rushed composition which has to

meet a deadline date for the BBC and of an experienced poet falling back upon

stock images.

Unusually the only rhyme in the first section of'Notes for a Biography'

occurs in the last line and first line of every following stanza. The weakness of this

(compared, for example to the 'strength' of a more conventional rhyme such as a

couplet) reveal childhood as, at once exhilarating and fragile. This is finally broken

when, in a couple of lines which illustrate a great attention to poetic economy,

MacNeice writes, 'Call it despair or delight/ (Or both), it went'. Whatever the

contradictory impressions or perspectives of childhood, its irredeemable loss is

registered towards the end of the poem. The poet's uncertainty as to whether his

departure for England is an intended 'escape' or an unintended process of being

'carried away' echoes the uncertainty of Thomas Waters, a character from his radio

play Prisoner's Progress. Waters explains that he is uncertain as to whether

escape' would mean 'the affirmation of something real' or 'inconsequential

movement.'65

As with 'The Riddle', 'Round the Corner' (1961) draws on a memory

MacNeice recalls in his script of'Landscapes of Childhood and Youth', on which

he was working at the time.66 Just as the sea became a symbol for the possibility

of a fluid and shifting identity in MacNeice's radio plays and poems, so in 'Round

the Corner' it becomes a symbol of the infinite. As MacNeice writes, 'on returning

from holiday' he was always aware that 'there was more where it came from/ 6

This stands in direct opposition to the Bible which demands a singleness and

=> Louis MacNeice. Selected Radio Plays, p. 162.
"6 Louis MacNeice. 'Landscapes of Childhood and Youth', from The Strings are False, p. 4.
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certainty of perspective and that 'there would be no more of it'. Once again

organised religion opposes the sensual and multifaceted dimensions of the sea.

MacNeice's use of Xenophon, who 'Knew he was at home' on the sea is not

dissimilar to the presentation of Brandon in 'Western Landscape'. Just as Brandon

appears to be figure 'just beyond the horizon' so 'Xenophon', who 'Knew he was

at home' on the sea is presented as an impossible and fluid figure. The suggestion

of the shoreline being eaten away by the 'pittance of spray' outlines the sea as a

transforming force in much the same way that MacNeice had characterised it in the

opening of They Met on Good Friday (1959). Unlike Columbus, who searches for

the certainties of dry land, MacNeice celebrates the fluid and ever changing surface

of the sea for the multiple possibilities it offers. As with the 'people' of'The

Kingdom' (1943) who espoused an individualism which stood against the

formulations of his Marxist contemporaries in the 1930s, 'Round the Corner'

offers the possibility of'the only anarchic democracy' and similarly seems to

promote a certain reckless individualism.

Peter McDonald characterises the poetry of MacNeice's final two volumes.

Solstices (1961) and The Burning Perch (1963), as his 'most enduring and

influential work', while much of his writing in the late forties and mid fifties is

described as 'heavy and laboured.'68 This generalisation can probably be applied

to the poems on Ireland discussed in this chapter. The death-ridden images and the

assertion of cultural alienation found in MacNeice's 1954 sequence arguably

denied the flexibility and open endedness of either his 1945 poems or the poetry he

wrote on Ireland within a few years of his death. 'The Riddle' with its multiple

answers or 'Round the Corner' with its constantly shifting, fluid and evolving

6 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 518.
68 Peter McDonald. LouisMacXeice: The Poet and his Contexts (Oxford: OUP. 1991). p. 177.
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perspectives provided by the sea, arguably restores the sense of cultural flexibility

towards which MacNeice aimed in his 1945 poetry.

MacNeice's characteristic celebration of and fidelity towards the details of

sensual experience not only aided his attempt to 'establish the scene' 69 in his radio

plays but influenced his poetry for the Corporation as well. In the correspondence

passing between the poet and his colleagues at the BBC , it is possible to detect a

propensity to promote the importance of 'poems which celebrate nature' and which

capture 'one's inner eye'.70 This is reflected in the difference between MacNeice's

poems on Ireland. Those poems, which were prepared for broadcast such as

'Nature Notes', tended to emphasise the vivid impressions of childhood. The

poems, which treated Ireland in a more argumentative context and attempted to

discuss the dialogue between MacNeice's English and Irish identities could be

found almost entirely in his early volumes of poetry, however.

Despite MacNeice's working relationships with Irish literary

contemporaries such as Dan Davin or W. R. Rodgers in the Features Department,

his stance towards Ireland was still very much that of the disenfranchised

individual rather than of a poet who wished to form a small circle of Irish friends

in London. Rayner Heppenstall recalls that when the Royal Court performed the

first night of Krapp 's Last Tape by Beckett, MacNeice chose 'to avoid the London

Irish, who were out in force.' 71 While Davin and Rodgers certainly produced a

high number of plays and features, they did not entirely share the multiple

perspectives MacNeice attempted to appropriate in his best poems on Ireland.

Rodgers was born near MacNeice in Belfast, and yet his training as a Presbyterian

minister differed radically from MacNeice's undergraduate involvement with left-

69 Edna Longley. Across a Roaring Hill, p. 45.
' Letter from W. R Rodgers to Louis MacNeice. BBC Written Archives Centre (see above).
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wing poets of the 1930s such as C. Day Lewis and W. H. Auden. More importantly

Rodgers writing on Ireland was very much rooted in Belfast and did not attempt to

address the west of Ireland as MacNeice had tentatively tried to in his 1940s

poetry. The strongest influence on MacNeice's late poetry was arguably exerted by

neither his Irish colleagues in radio or his visit to Ireland but his composition of

The Strings are False, which as he wrote to Gilliam, proved the 'inspiration' for

several 'new poems' in his last volume.72 This is certainly and palpably the case in

poems like 'The Riddle' or 'Round the Corner' in which MacNeice gives poetic

expression to the events which would be recalled in his posthumously published

biography.

MacNeice's late poems on Ireland reflect many of the issues, which were

surfacing in his poems on other themes at the time, such as the transience of

experience and the impossibility of ever discovering 'a sense of home'. As Edna

Longley suggests MacNeice was also aware that the act of presenting experience

through poetry meant that that experience became essentially framed, and in a

sense the act of poetic expression was an affirmation of MacNeice's deeply felt

indeterminacy. 73 His inability to find a place 'where the talk stops' insured his

restlessness but also fuelled his need to address and redress the sense of disparate

identity which can be found in his latest poetic work.

1 Rayner Heppenstall, Portrait of the Artist as a Professional Man (London: Faber. 1970). p. 100.
: Letter from Louis MacNeice to Lawrence Gilliam. dated 14 September. 1952.
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The Radio Plays (1947 - 1963)

MacNeice's radio plays are not the subject of critical research to the same extent as

his poetry. In the opening part of this section I intend to illustrate how the general

lack of critical attention which has been extended towards the radio play is

exaggerated in MacNeice's case, because of the corresponding lack of attention

which critics pay to the late careers of many of the poets of the Thirties.

This is further reflected in Chapter V where I consider how

MacNeice's work is selected. In this context his career with the BBC is identified

with the later part of his life which, to an older generation of critics who are

concerned with presenting a canon around the figure of W. H. Auden, suggests the

'squandering of his talents' to mass media. Today, eight of MacNeice's radio plays

have survived in a selection edited by Peter McDonald and Alan Heuser.74 At the

time when MacNeice was writing his radio works, little contemporary critical

comment was made beyond the pages of the Radio Times. As Kate Whitehead

describes, many aspiring writers such as Giles Cooper adapted their plays for radio

after the theatre rejected them.75 MacNeice's radio plays were always intended to

employ the poetic devices he had gained from his career as a poet. He was

conscious that the genre to which he devoted the latter part of his life was one

which was in decline. As Barbara Coulton writes 'the last years of MacNeice's life

' Edna Longley. Across a Roaring Hill, p. 41.
4 See Louis MacNeice. Selected Radio Plays (ed. Peter McDonald and Alan Heuser) (London:

Faber and Faber. 1990). p. x.
" Kate Whitehead. The Third Programme: A Literary History (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1989). p.

70.
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coincided with the dying years of the Features Department.'76 With the death of

Lawrence Gilliam in 1964 the Department finally gave way to 'Drama' and

'News' which had been encroaching on what it considered to be its territory for

several years. Moreover, since the mid-fifties, Radio in general had slowly been

giving ground to television. MacNeice was involved in defending the medium

against what he saw as its erosion. He primarily defended radio, defining it as "a

poet's medium' whilst identifying 'prose' with 'the television production'. The

'constraints of radio', wrote MacNeice, became 'assets' just as 'the constraints

involved in writing within the confines of a particular rhyme or metre' undergone

in poetry, could produce 'ideas which would never have occurred' if the artist had

had limitless formal perimeters. 77 Similarly the difficulty of establishing the sense

of a concrete scene in Radio Drama was compensated by the fact that the writer

can also progress swiftly between scenes.

Contemporary reaction to the decline of radio could prove to be

exaggerated. W. H. Auden's fear in 1963 that radio 'could soon become a

historical curiosity' has not yet been proved. 78 While writing and producing still

continues today, however, the critical reception radio plays receive continues to be

disproportionately small. In MacNeice's case there is a tendency to perceive the

radio plays as a sideline to the poetry. Peter Lewis describes the neglect of radio

drama further:

. ..the guardians of literature have, for the most part, turned both a blind eye
and a deaf ear to radio drama. It is manifestly not the case that radio drama
has been brought to the Court of Criticism, placed in the dock as a defendant,
subject to cross examination and scrutiny, found wanting and sentenced to

6 Barbara Coulton. p. 185.
Louis MacNeice. 'In Defence of Radio'. Selected Prose, p. 40 - 42.

8 W. H. Auden. "Introduction' to Persons from Porlock, p. ix.
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ever-lasting perdition in the penal colony of sub literature. There has been no
investigation. No trial has taken place. 79

Prisoner's Progress was first broadcast on 27 April, 1955 for the Third

Programme. In his 'Introductory Note for the Radio Times the following year,

MacNeice wrote that the conflict between the 'Greys' and the 'Browns' was based

on the conflict of World War II and described the help he received from his

colleague Rene Cutworth who described his own detention in both German and

Italian POW camps a decade earlier to the poet.80 The plot of this hour long play

concerns attempted escapes from both male and female Grey compounds and

opens with the arrival of Thomas Waters who believes that his captivity began long

before his arrival at the camp. Camp life consists of amateur dramatic lead by the

'Padre', of'Indoctrination' conducted in broken English by the Brown

Commandant and counter indoctrination from the Senior Grey Officer. The camps

are overshadowed by a mountain, beyond which wait Grey troops and Waters'

experience as a mountaineer makes him invaluable to the escape party of four

junior officers. In the mean time, in the women's compound, Guggenheim, an

archaeologist secretly excavates a Neolithic burial chamber with the help of her

companions Diana and Alison. The male party (intent on escape) and female party

(intent on archaeology) finally meet in a subterranean chamber. All are intent on

blowing up the burial chamber in order to escape under the cover of an air raid.

Guggenheim, however, is outraged by the impending destruction of the tomb and

announces her intention to reveal the escape plans to the Brown Commandant.

Nevertheless the escape goes ahead. After three deaths (either from collapsing

y Peter Lewis. Radio Drama, p. 165.
s ' see Louis MacNeice. "Introductory Note: Tunnelling to Freedom'. (1955), reprinted in Selected
Plays of Louis MacXeice (ed. Alan Heuser) (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1993). p. 151 Rene Cutworth
also reported on the Korean conflict for the BBC in 1952.
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tunnels or machine gun fire) the only survivors are Waters and Alison who climb

the mountain where they suffer the torments of hunger and hallucinations. A

Brown search party finally surrounds them. After declaring a new found love for

one another, Alison and Waters decide to commit 'virtual suicide' by revealing

their position and making 'a run for it'.

In a letter to his fellow poet and colleague at the BBC Dylan Thomas,

MacNeice describes his plot for Prisoner's Progress as 'Boy's Owmsh' but also

stated that the themes of'imprisonment and escape' in his play stood for 'all kinds'

of 'imprisonment and escape - moral, intellectual and spiritual'81 The 'double

level writing' in the play is achieved principally through the representation of the

naturalistic dialogue' of the prisoners which consists of quotations from the Bible,

Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mariner and Hardy's Jude the Obscure. Edna

Longley describes how the fusion of'naturalistic' and 'elevated' dialogue in

MacNeice's parable plays emphasises the 'duality' of MacNeice's identity.82 Just

as the poet's identity is unsettled due to the dialogue of cultures which he

discusses, so his plays have no secure centre of rhetorical expression. In the

following section I intend to argue that the issues of imprisonment and escape

which inform Waters' experience closely parallels the sense of imprisonment

found in the poet's own Ulster childhood and subsequent sense of a divided and

indeterminate identity in England. Just as MacNeice felt that this was as apparent

to him in England as it was in Ireland,83 Waters believes that his sense of captivity

began long before his arrival at the POW camp. Indeed as Gilliam suggests Waters

is the only character in the play who 'fully understands the potentialities of both

81 Letter from Louis MacNeice to Dylan Thomas. 9 January. 1954 from BBC Written Archives.
Cavesham Park Reading.
s : Edna Longley. Poetry in the Wars, p. 13.
" See letter from Louis MacNeice to E. R. Dodds. Jon Stalhvorthv.
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his incarceration and his freedom.'84 He perceives his physical capture as the mere

culmination of the psychological imprisonment, which he identifies with his very

origins, as he explains to Emsley, 'an effeminate athlete' 85:

EMSLEY Waters, my dear, how did you land in the bag?
WATERS Me9 Oh it started long ago. I was a bastard, you see.
EMSLEY Oh don't. I'm sure you weren't.
WATERS Literally, I mean. Illegitimate. And I never met my father till

just before this war. So that's why I joined up. 86

This passage reveals two similarities between Waters' sense of displacement in the

context of the camp and MacNeice's displacement from his Irish history Firstly,

both MacNeice and his fictional 'hero' are held captive by the uncertainty

surrounding their births. Secondly this sense of uncertainty is interiorized, rather

than simply being the product of the poet and his fictional character's material

surroundings. Indeed, it is perhaps this sense of original displacement which often

make Waters' material surroundings of secondary importance. Just as Waters'

sense of captivity upon arriving at the prison camp is minimised because he is

convinced that 'I have been here long, long before - almost before I can

remember'8', so MacNeice's sense of displacement is not cancelled by his physical

presence in Carrickfergus, Western Ireland or England. 88 Neither Waters' nor

MacNeice's situations are solved by the fulfilment of the aspiration to 'get back

home'.

J" Lawrence Gilliam. (ed.). Features (London: Evans Brothers. 1950), p. 5.
^ Louis MacNeice. Prisoner's Progress, p. 514.
j6bid.. p. 159.
"" ibid. p. 161.
8;< In 'Western Landscape" (1945) MacNeice writes of the impossibility of his relationship with the
material environment of his ancestral home when he asks:

How do we find continuance
Of our too human skeins of wish
In this inhuman effluence?

(Collected Poems, op. cit., p. 255).
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Indeed the poet's description of himself as 'a bastard/ Out of the west by

urban civilisation' in "Western Landscape' (1945)89 bears some comparison with

the dialogue between Emsley and Waters in the passage from Prisoner's Progress

quoted above. MacNeice's use of this term is interpreted by William T. McKinnon

as signifying not only 'the unease [he feels] in the Ireland of the present' but 'the

inevitable inconclusiveness' of his attempt to appropriate Ireland in the future. 90

The poet's sense of illegitimacy which arises due to his conflicting claims to

western Ireland, Ulster and Southern England in 1945 arguably find their

resonance in Waters' claim to illegitimacy in his play of 1955. Emsley's mistaken

assumption that Waters' use of the term 'bastard' refers to his own reprehensible

behaviour over which he would have an element of control, heightens the sense

that his illegitimacy is a conditioning factor over which he has no control. Waters'

isolation which springs from his indeterminate origins, mirrors MacNeice's claim

that he did not 'feel at home' in either England or Ireland.91 Later on in the play

Waters' dialogue with 'an Irish bomber pilot' named Regan, concerning the

impossibility of true social cohesion or even human empathy expresses albeit in a

cruder form, MacNeice's 'natural distrust of social institutions.' 92

WATERS Supposing I was a hunchback, well I'd never know what it meant
not to be born with a hump. So whatever I did or said or thought, would be
all of a piece, all of a piece with my hump. And that goes for everyone,
Regan. Whoever you are, you're conditioned to be what you are and you
can't be anyone else.93

89 Ibid., p. 256.
9U William T. McKinnon. p. 34.
91 Letter from Louis MacNeice to LawTence Gilliam. dated 10 July. 1945.
9: Robyn Marsack. The Ca\>e of Making: The Poetry of Louis MacSeice (Oxford: Clarendon Press.
1982).'p. 18.
93 Louis MacNeice Selected Plays, p. 173.
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This grim determinism is finally undermined by the love Alison and Waters

declare for one another in the face of death, at the end of the play. Nevertheless,

the sense of psychological imprisonment, which results from a set of origins ('what

you are'), is a potent force throughout most of the play and had conditioned his

poetry on Ireland for the past decades. Indeed this insistence on the crippling

limitations of perspective is not merely a stance reached through intellectual or

scholastic endeavour as some critics have surmised 94 but can arguably be found in

the poet's Ulster origins. As an Irishman living in England and working primarily

in an English literary context MacNeice's awareness of the problems of his own

perspective were almost certainly heightened by his disparate origins. What the

critics of the Thirties arguably missed was the idea that his 'insistence on a

personalised stance' resulted from the fact that his uncompromising displacement

in England meant that he could never reach beyond the personal and that he

distrusted those of his contemporaries who claimed that they did.

In 'Valediction' (1934) he despairingly wrote that 'I cannot be/ Anyone else

than what this land engendered me' 95 and although he was never encumbered with

a 'hump', he writes that his Ulster background had given him 'Indifference and

sentimentality/ A metallic giggle' and 'a fumbling hand'. Indeed it is important to

note that Terence Brown's comments on MacNeice's 1930s poetry, such as the

suggestion that 'the poet can be seen wrestling with determinism: with the

deterministic sensibility which had been formed in childhood,'96 can also be

applied to his characterisation of Waters in his 1955 play. Waters is not merely the

victim of the conflict which parallels World War II but his intellectual position

"'' D. E. S. Maxwell describes MacNeice's insistence on perspective but limits his discussion to the
poet's classical training.
^ Louis MacNeice. 'Valediction'. Collected Poems, p. 52.
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where he is unsure of his birth, unsure of the side he is fighting for and convinced

of his ultimate isolation from those around him arguably draw from MacNeice's

discussion of his place within Ireland.

A more concrete reference to MacNeice's biography occurs, however, in

the conversation between the wavering and indeterminate Waters and Regan,

whose 'Irish accent' and beliefs firmly link him, at least according to MacNeicean

thought, with southern Ireland. As an 'ex-mountaineer', Waters is sent to scale the

tower in which Regan is held, because the Senior Grey Officer believes that he

may have information on 'how the war's going'. The Yeatsian image of the tower

contextualises Regan with the traditions of southern Ireland, with which MacNeice

had always felt a certain unease. Although Regan has joined the Grey Air Force as

a 'neutral' his decision to participate in the Grey-Brown conflict is not fuelled by

any ideological or political conviction and, as he points out, he only believes in

'having a good time.' 97 MacNeice's decision to make Regan 'a bomber pilot'

emphasises the disdain he felt for Irish neutrality in the previous decade because

Regan, although he has no sense of the wider conflict in which he is involved, is

responsible for the morally ambiguous and questionable phenomenon of civilian

bombing. The poet's memory of his 1939 vacation in Ireland 98 in which he first

heard the news of the outbreak of war, surface in Water's early dialogue with

Regan:

REGAN: How the war's going? D'you know, as I've already said, I'm afraid
I just can't tell you. I suppose it's going according to plan... I don't read the
papers at all. I keep my mind on my job, you see.
WATERS But the war in general -

96 Terence Brown. 'Louis MacNeice's Ireland'. Studies on Louis.MacNeice, (ed. Jacqueline Genet)
(Caen: 1989). p. 19.
' Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 170.
98 See Louis MacNeice. "The Closing Album'. Collected Poems, pp. 163 - 167.
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REGAN Och, I just can't think of things in general. I could tell you about
my last fight. I was only just back from my leave, I spent it fishing the
Comb. "

MacNeice's description of Irish self-absorption as 'the Round Tower' standing

'aloof in a world of bursting mortar' 10° in Autumn Journal (1938) seems to

resurface in his description of Regan's imprisonment in the tower seventeen years

later . Regan's obliviousness concerning the continuing conflict also draws on

MacNeice's memory of a conversation in a Dublin pub just after the outbreak of

war had been declared. The poet recalls his frustration when the conversation

turned to the lines of a Dublin street song, instead of the conflict in which he was

about to be engulfed. 101

The poet's decision to set his play in a prison camp and to deal with 'issues

of imprisonment and escape' on more than a simple material level, bears

comparison to the images of incarceration and constriction found in his earliest

poems of Ireland. Dan Davin briefly describes how northern Irish poetry is

influenced by notions of'moral and intellectual imprisonment.'102 In

'Carrickfergus' (1937) MacNeice described how, during his childhood,

'Somewhere on the Lough was a prison-ship for Germans/ A cage across their

sight'. Furthermore, his description of the 'bottle neck harbour' in this early poem

implies the sense of constriction and imprisonment which would condition his later

writing on his home community. Both Waters in the context of'Camp Malcanto

22' and MacNeice in the context of his Ulster upbringing are confronted by

communities which propose to force a sense of social cohesion and to deny the

~' Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 169.
Louis MacNeice. .4utumn Journal XVI Collected Poems, p. 133.

• ' See Louis MacNeice. The Strings are False, p. 157.
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profound sense of isolation which informs their very origins. Upon arrival in the

camp. Waters is exposed to two opposing perceptions of his captivity from both

the Prison Commandant and his own Senior Grey Officer. Neither convince him or

make any attempt to address his ultimate individualism. The Brown Commandant

describes the camp as a self-enclosed world where 'man has guards, man has wire,

here man has searchlights. Therefore man must be happy.' 103 The suggestion here

is that 'happiness' may be achieved for the Greys once they accept the 'good

government' of the Browns. The second answer to the problem of captivity is the

Senior Grey Officer's proposal of a sense of inner cohesion and self discipline

which opposes the implied barbarity of the Browns. Immediately after the speech

of the Brown Commandant, the S.G.O. declares: 'You see that mountain. The

nearest Grey troops who're not prisoners are several hundred miles beyond it. But

in the shadow of that mountain we've made ourselves a little Grey island. An

island, I may add, of discipline...'104 This proposal of the creation of'an island of

civilisation' is clearly intended to diminish the apparent overwhelming power of

the Brown captors, but its falsity is soon recognised by Waters who describes the

camp as a 'make-believe world' of'misers and morons, scapegoats and

scavengers.'105

The predicament of the prisoners in Malcanto 22 has clear parallels with

MacNeice's description of the predicament of the colonial Ireland of his childhood.

He describes the communities of his childhood in the draft scripts of his

incomplete study The Character ofIreland which date from the same year as

Prisoner's Progress. In these drafts which he wrote with his colleague W. R.

; ''• DanDavin. Closing Times, p. 7.
11)3 Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 157.
104 ibid., p. 157.
105 ibid., p. 160.
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Rodgers, MacNeice suggests that 'looking back' at his childhood one of the

responses to the sense of dependence which existed in relations between Ireland

and England was the promotion of'cultural self regulation in the south' and 'a

virulent assertion' of the 'differences between Ulster Unionism and England, on

the one hand, and the Catholic south on the other' in the North.106 The suggestion

of an 'island of civilisation in a sea of madness' and the sense of self discipline and

inner reliance this implies, is clearly a counter to the outer authority of the Browns'

'machine guns' and 'barbed wire'. This confrontation between the inner self

proclaimed identity of the prison community and the alien use of physical force

and control, shares some common ground with MacNeice's belief that as a child,

the need to assert or articulate a sense of Irish identity, resulted from the desire to

'show a sense of cultural autonomy or cohesion... [in order to oppose]... the real

powers which in my childhood, was held by Britain.' 107 Yet MacNeice's uncertain

origins do not allow him to identify with either the coloniser or the colonised.

MacNeice and the central character of his play seek refuge from both the show of

force of an alien power and the assertion of autonomy articulated by their

countrymen.

Just as Ireland's 'rocky breasts' suckle 'solitary intellects' which she

ultimately sends away from her to wander the face of the earth, in 'Western

Landscape,'108 so birth in Prisoner's Progress is seen as the beginning of a cruel

process of displacement. Early in the play, in a conversation with the Padre,

Waters recites a passage from Job and then continues with a speech in which both

the passage and his own biography are conflated:

! u6 Louis MacNeice. draft scripts from The Character of Ireland, BBC Written Archives Centre.
Cavesham Park. Reading
" ibid., p. iii
1118 Louis MacNeice. 'Western Landscape" . Collected Poems, p. 256
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PADRE 'And Job spake and said: Let the day perish in which I was born,
and the night in which it was said: There is a man child conceived ..'
WATERS 'Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it; let a cloud dwell
upon it; let the blackness of the day terrify it.'
PADRE My word! So you know it by heart!
WATERS Why died I not from the womb? Why did I not give up the ghost
when I came out of the belly?'
PADRE Er... You seem to have skipped something.
WATERS 'For now I should have lain still and been quiet, I should have
slept; then had I been at rest...109

MacNeice's portrayal of Waters' association of death and violence with his own

birth compares with his portrayal of violent birth in his poetry on Ireland a decade

earlier. In 'Carrick Revisited' he describes how he was 'Torn before birth' from

the west of Ireland 'where my fathers dwelt.'110 Waters' wish to 'die in the womb'

is clearly a desire to curtail the unease and restlessness of his life as a 'bastard' and

to keep intact the union with his mother (or his place of origins). 'Birth' brings

about his displacement and just as MacNeice sends himself'out' in 'Western

Landscape', Waters is divided from the womb where he 'should have slept'. The

tomb through which the escape party finally make their way, and which must be

'blown up' if the escape committee are to attain freedom, is clearly overlain with

suggestions of the womb. Yet there is also paradoxically the suggestion of an over-

investment in the mythic past. Guggenheim (an archaeologist) claims that any-

Neolithic body found there would be 'in the foetal position.'111 Her constant

comparison between her own recently discovered tomb and that of'New Grange,

County Meath'112 draws an important association between the womb/ tomb

imagery of this play, and MacNeice's place of origin.

'* Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 162.
"•' Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 255.
11 Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 177.
12 ibid., p. 176.
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The amalgamation of the womb/tomb image is also relevant to Alison

(Waters' eventual lover) because in the war her baby was killed in an air raid If

Waters's wish to die 'from the womb' or in infancy quenches and resolves his life

long unease, MacNeice also attempts to describe the effects of just such an infant

death on a young mother. Indeed both Alison's loss and Waters' insistence that he

is 'a bastard' establish the impossibility of life for both mother and son and calls to

mind the early loss of Lily MacNeice as he describes it in his autobiography. Jon

Stallworthy discusses an association between 'guilt and birth' in MacNeice's work,

which resulted from the poet's awareness that his mother's illness largely resulted

from gynaecological complications at his birth. 114 Indeed in The Strings are False

MacNeice recalls his own recollection of his mother's death when, in order to

escape the scrutiny of his father, he 'hid under an eiderdown.'115 Significantly in

Prisoner's Progress Waters and Alison escape from the Brown compound via the

subterranean chamber: a symbol, which has relevance for both their lives.

Waters' sense of displacement which is silenced by final union (or

redemption) with Alison, is further enhanced through Biblical references to both

the Fall and the Resurrection. Earlier in the play Waters likens a song sung by

Catsmeat, 'a Negro cook' to aspects of his first marriage:

CATSMEAT The King of Spain's daughter
Came to visit me,
And all for the sake
Of my little nut tree.

WATERS And all for the sake
Of my little nut tree.
(Pause)
The Tree of Knowledge... of good and evil.

CATSMEAT Oh no Mr Waters. That was an apple tree.

ibid., p. 188.
; Jon Stallworthy. Louis AfacXeice. p. 8.
; ibid., p. 188.
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WATERS The King of Spain's daughter ... I suppose she was a
brunette.

CATSMEAT Sure thing, Mr Waters. And she played the castanets.
WATERS She played the piano. Badly. '16

Waters's association of the Fall of Man with his first marriage is finally answered

by the Resurrection-like image of his escape from the tomb with Alison towards

the end of the play. The turmoil of his first relationship is only quenched at the

birth of his second where, as MacNeice describes, 'he finds himself in the end.'117

They Met on Good Friday (1959) recounts the events of the battle of

Clontarf in 1014, and draws from both MacNeice's research on medieval Irish

history and his own memories of the legend as it was recounted to him in

childhood. In the Radio Times MacNeice wrote that 'In Ireland we are brought up

to think of Brian Boru as a mixture of King Arthur, Miltiades, Nelson and

Charlemagne and are taught that the battle of Clontarf was one of the decisive

battles of history.'118 In his play MacNeice attempts to redress two elements of the

story as it was told to him as a child; that the battle was a contest between the

'Christian Irish' and the 'Pagan Norse' and that it was a decisive victory.

Furthermore he wanted to state that 'in several of the protagonists, the blood of the

two races was mingled.'119 The play concerns the attempted invasion of Ireland by

Norsemen from Denmark, Norway, Orkney and Iceland. Gormlai, Queen of the

Fort of Dublin and an enemy of her erstwhile husband Brian Boru, promises her

hand in marriage to Sigurd of Orkney, if his intended invasion is successful. The

early stages of the play depict both Norse and Irish preparations for battle. The

116 Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 164.
1! Louis MacNeice. 'Author's Foreword: The Battle of Clontarf (1959). Radio Times, 145 (4
Dec. 1959). p.12.
118 ibid., p. 267.
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elderly Brian is characterised as a King who, unlike the opportunistic Vikings,

possesses full knowledge of his fate and spends his time in religious

contemplation. In order to swell the armies of the Viking invaders, Gormlai also

offers her hand and the throne of Dublin to Brodir of the Isle of Man, who has

twenty ships at his disposal. During the battle Brian remains in his tent, listening to

a recitation of the Psalms. Although defeated, Brodir and Thorstein make their way

by chance to Brian's tent and slay him in mid prayer. Although she is disappointed

by the news of battle, Queen Gormlai decides to close the gates of Dublin to the

retreating armies of the Vikings. Since all of Brian's heirs are killed in battle, the

throne passes to his ally Mael Sechlain who predicts that his enemies, both Irish

and Norse too, will soon defeat him.

Unlike Prisoner's Progress, They Met on Good Friday is an ensemble piece.

Rather than describing the attempt of an individual to appropriate the diversity and

fragmentation of his identity as he had with Waters, MacNeice seeks to describe

communities which are very much linked in religious, cultural and genealogical

terms, but which nevertheless hold fierce loyalties. Barbara Coulton describes how

"medieval Ireland ... provided the template' for the divisions and interrelations

MacNeice witnessed as a child. 120 Brian's attempt to govern the fragmentary and

factional communities of eleventh century Ireland under one nation is doomed to

tragic defeat.

The short paragraph, which MacNeice wrote as an introduction to his hour

long play deals with concerns that arose from both his childhood memory of'The

Battle of Clontarf and his recent reading on the subject.

119 ibid., p. 261.
1:" Barbara Coultoa Louis MacXeice in the BBC, p. 84.
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ANNOUNCER In the ninth and tenth centuries AD the Vikings exploded on
Europe - nobody quite knows why. From Scandinavia they set out in their
long ships to burn and loot, to ravish and murder, and sometimes even to
colonise... In Ireland - a country they had long been plundering and where
they had founded several still famous cities - they fought their greatest battle
and met their greatest defeat on 23 April, Good Friday AD 1014. There were
Norsemen fighting on the Irish side and Irish men fighting on the Norse side
and in several of the protagonists the blood of the two races was mingled.
Still, the two armies stood for two different ways of life and thought no
doubt they were deciding something when: They Met on Good Friday. m

In this play MacNeice revises the old Christian/ Pagan dichotomy with which he

was presented when he first heard the legend as a child. Yet he replaces it with the

equally loose suggestion that the two armies 'stood for two different ways of life'.

Indeed, the contrast which emerges in the play between an Irish life of

contemplation and self reflection and a Viking life of action and rapacious

conquests, does not exist so much between 'the two armies' as it does between the

leaders of the Vikings and the elderly Brian. The younger Irish appear to be as

eager to defend their realm as their Viking counterparts are to invade it. W. R.

Rodgers briefly considered using the battle of Clontarf as the subject for a radio

play but early drafts reflect a more traditional rendering of the story. 122 Whether or

not MacNeice presents the Norse/ Irish dichotomy consistently in this play, he

raises important issues in his 'Introduction' which find their resonance in both the

diversity of his own cultural origins and the cultural hyphenation he recognises in

modern Ireland.

There is a dispute here, as there is in his earlier poetry, concerning whether

allegiance and identity can be determined by 'blood' or whether they can be

constructed and by the self-regulating individual. Just as MacNeice left open issues

1:1 Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 268.
1:2 Lawrence Gilliam. p. 17.
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of whether his "affinities' were 'inherited or acquired' in 'Carrick Revisited', so in

They met on Good Friday he gives no clear indication as to whether he favours

those characters who believe they are determined by their birth, or those characters

who believe it is their right to choose which side to back. MacNeice's portrayal of

Queen Gormlai introduces a note ambiguity and uncertainty to her traditional role

as a 'two dimensional traitor.'123 Her 'mixed blood' and marriages to both Norse

and Irish kings means that her origins are conjectural and, unlike her Irish

neighbours, her allegiance in the battle must be a conscious decision rather than a

predetermined matter of heredity. Indeed as well a playing the role of'Lady

Macbeth' in MacNeice's play, she is also the most free and imaginative of all his

characters, crossing at will the cultural boundaries that impede others. Two further

minor characters who break away from their original identities are Ospak and

Maelmordha. Although a Viking and the brother of Brodir, Ospak decides to join

Brian's army due to his Christian faith 124 while Maelmordha's regional allegiance

to Munster rather than a united Ireland, insures his allegiance to the invading

Vikings.

In the course of the play the Irish landscape is seen as a place of constant

mutation and change. In the coastal setting of the opening scene of the play, and as

with much of the poetry of 1945, MacNeice depicts the sea as an uncontrollable

agent of change which is ultimately impervious to human aspiration or endeavour.

125 If They Met on Good Friday is a play with 'no clear moral,' 126 the dramatic

opening depiction of the insatiable sea, certainly outlines the primacy of natural

::" Letter from W. R. Rodgers to Louis MacNeice. 2 October. 1953.
'"" Louis MacNeice. 'Note' in the Radio Times.
1:? "Western Landscape". "The Strand" and 'Carrick Revisited' all have coastal settings.
1:6 Louis MacNeice. letter to W. R. Rodgers. 15 April. 1960.
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change over any political change that may result from the battle of Clontarf. The

play opens with a dialogue between an old woman and a child:

OLD WOMAN The horses of the sea... the horses of the sea... the black and
whinnying horses of the sea... Their manes are tangled and their teeth are
long and their wind is long and their ears are black. And they never quit.
CHILD They never quit?
OLD WOMAN Changing the coasts of Ireland. You see these pebbles,
child9 When I was your age they were big stones. And you see this stone the
size of a handmill? When I was your age it was a boulder. But the waves
have whittled them down with their hoofs. No one can fight the sea. 127

Ten years earlier the coast of Ireland had been the setting for 'The Strand' (1945)

where the transforming 'floor mop of the foam' had 'Blotted the bright reflections'

of Louis MacNeice and his father, John.128 The exchange between the sea and the

coastline had always represented a dialectic between the certainty of land and the

uncertainty of the sea. Indeed the sea, on which the poet finally 'departed for

school in England' challenges and erodes the absolutes of the land. If the land

represented the self-serving 'Truth/ That is of Itself for Itself in 'Carrick

Revisited' and the sea had proposed a perspective that was multifaceted ('All other

possible bird's eye views'), the erosion of the coast in They Met on Good Friday

can be seen as a erosion of such fixed certainties.129 Indeed in 'Western

Landscape' the distinction between land and sea becomes blurred as MacNeice

describes the promontories of the coastline which 'are themselves a tiptoe/

Reluctant to be land.'130

At an early stage in They Met on Good Friday Queen Gormlai, in a debate

with her bishop, equates the Irish landscape with an indeterminate sense of

'" Louis MacNeice. Collected Plays, p. 267.
1:8 Louis MacNeice. 'The Strand', Collected Poems, p. 147.
; :9ibid.. p. 267.
•JU ibid., p. 256.
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identity. Unlike MacNeice himself, however, she does not consider the cultural

exchange in her identity as irreconcilable but firmly opts for the forthrightness of

the Norsemen. If she represents a version of MacNeice's hybrid identity then it is a

version endowed with a measure of political acumen and opportunism:

GORMLAI The Foreigners? Who are the Foreigners? In this land of mists
and cattle raids and bickering, this land which is pinned together with thorn
trees and still keeps falling apart, this land where you take one step and you sink
in the bog or you take one glance at the sky and get lost in the clouds, was it not
time for new blood, for men from the north and the east. 131

This bears some comparison with MacNeice's comments on the transformative

effects of the Irish landscape fourteen years earlier in The Poetry ofW. B. Yeats

(1941). MacNeice writes that 'although Ireland does not have a race it does have a

climate' which is 'given to prismatic transformations.' 132 Similarly McKinnon

writes that MacNeice felt that the constant 'mutations and transformations' he

wrote of in his poetry were not simply the result of'an intellectual or philosophical

stance but were 'embedded in the Irish landscape itself.'133

The second scene of the play in which Thorstein, a Viking overlord,

supervises the painting of one of his ships, clearly states the Viking belief in utility.

In contrast to the 'Old Woman' in the first scene who was intent on describing the

transforming effects of the sea and its dominance over human endeavour,

Thorstein perceives the sea as something to be exploited for its own ends.

THORSTEIN ... look at the grey sea yonder - What is it for9 To take men
who call themselves men - to harry the coasts of the world.134

Louis MacNeice. Selected Plays, p. 271.
Louis MacNeice. The Poetry of W. B. Yeats, p. 50.
\\/illinm T" A/fr*Vinnr\r> r» ^Q' William T. McKinnon. p. 39
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The primacy which the Norsemen give to 'man' over 'nature' (a belief which

ultimately proves to be delusory in the play) further presents the contrast which is

drawn between the first and second scenes. While in the first scene the 'old

woman' suggests that the 'coasts of Ireland' were at the mercy of the elements and

were subject to incessant erosion, Thorstein suggests that 'the outlines of Ireland

will be 'drawn anew' once the invasion is complete. Interestingly the old woman is

concerned with describing, through highly poetic language, the coast itself,

whereas Thorstein is interested in 'drawing up' a representation of that coastline.

Peter McDonald describes MacNeice's disdain for 'maps and charts' in another

context/35 This discrepancy between an understanding of physical geography and

a Viking obsession with political geography marks the single-mindedness, which

blinds the Norse to the poetic receptiveness of the Irish. MacNeice's refusal to

countenance the battle of Clontarf as a straightforward battle between Christian

and Pagan forces, means that the polarity that was achieved between Brian as a

defender of the faith and Gormlai as a Pagan, collapses. Gormlai's selfishness is

conditioned by a wish to assume a new identity and to break away from the notions

of cultural and religious determinism, of which MacNeice, in his poetry in the

thirties was all too aware. In the opening scene with her bishop in the Fort of

Dublin she clearly resents the assumption that she is both 'Irish' and a 'Christian'.

In this opening scene her vibrant energetic and emancipated disloyalty contrasts

with the Bishop's stale and dogged loyalty to Brian. Bearing in mind MacNeice's

own biography, it is hard to imagine that he did not share some sympathy with her

aspiration to escape her native community. If one extracts the industrial imagery

;34 ibid., p. 268.
13:1 Peter McDonald. Louis MacNeice: the Poet in his Contexts, p. 41.
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and the references to Orangeism, Gormlai's invectives against Ireland often

resemble the attacks launched by MacNeice in some of his earliest poetry such as

'Valediction' (1934) and Autumn Journal XVI (1938). Indeed the shift between

the first and third person in Autumn Journal XVI where, despite affirming that

Ireland is 'my country', he writes 'Let them grow beet-sugar; let them build/ A

factory in every hamlet;/ Let them pigeon hole the souls of the killed', 136 is found

in Gormlai's speech:

GORMLAI And [the Vikings] taught your metalworkers metalwork and your
boatbuilders how to build boats. Yes, and they even gave you coinage.
BISHOP When you speak of the Irish, Queen Gormlai, why do you use the
word 'you'?
GORMLAI Because I am no longer one of you. I have some Norse blood and
my first husband was Norse. I shall find another of his kind. 137

In Autumn Journal, MacNeice deplores what he perceives as the growing

industrialisation of Ireland, whereas Gormlai places her faith in the Vikings

because they promise to provide a more commercial and militant culture.

Nevertheless the abrupt shift from the first to third person that occurs in his play of

1959 recalls his autobiographical poem of 1938 and it is hard to escape the

suggestion that Gormlai, with her disparate origins and her desire to traverse

cultural boundaries, draws upon some of MacNeice's more extreme frustrations

concerning Ireland. Indeed some of Gormlai's speeches, in which she characterises

the narcotic and seductive effects of the Irish landscape, share some of the now

abandoned misgivings MacNeice expressed in the thirties on his trips to Ireland. In

'Valediction', for example, the poet suggests that the visitor to Ireland should leave

Ireland,

36 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 136.
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Before you face the consequence
Of inbred soul and climactic maleficence
And pay for the trick beauty of a prism
In drug dull fatalism. 138

The narcotic effects of the Irish landscape and the suggestion that 'life there has a

dreamlike, almost insubstantial quality', an assertion that would repeat itself in

MacNeice's 1945 trip to Achill, can be found in Gormlai's discussion with Sigurd,

one of her Viking suitors. She described how she was once married to King Brian

(who, she hopes 'still sleeps uneasy') and lived with him in a castle in Kincora.

She continues:

One night when I could not sleep I put on a thick woollen cloak and went to the
edge of [a] bog and there was a will-o'-the-wisp. And I called to him 'What is
your life? You know what he answered?
SIGURD So he answered?
GORMLAI He answered by action: he vanished. And that, I thought, is the life
of the people in Ireland. They dart here and there, they flicker and fade in the
bogs - but I want something more solid. That is why I sent for you. Was I right,
Sigurd1? ° 9

Sigurd further reflects that while the Vikings may appear to be 'more substantial'

and concrete, 'Will-o'-the-wisps have a trick of reappearing.'140 The image of the

'Will-o'-the-wisp' with its insubstantial but persistent qualities, calls to mind

Terence Brown's comment that 'Ireland for MacNeice... is a place of haunting,

where the dark ghosts of the past cannot be laid to rest.'141 Furthermore, the

association between Ireland and the insubstantial reflects the poet's belief that he

will never be able to fully comprehend or grasp his Irish past. While Gormlai

13 Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 271.
138 ibid., p. 53.
139 ibid., p. 280.
140 ibid., p. 281.
141 Terence Brown. "Louis MacNeice's Ireland". Studies on LouisMacXeice, (ed. Jacqueline Gennet
and Wynne Hellengauch). (Caen. 1988). p. 11.
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quickly dismisses this and seeks the answers she feels she can discover in the

Norsemen, MacNeice remains uncertain about a country whose existence he

describes as 'Flitting evolving dissolving but never quitting.'142

By contrast, MacNeice presents King Brian, as a figure who is bound to his

fate and, unlike the opportunistic Vikings, possesses full knowledge of that fate.

He feels complete kinship with his country and at one point suggests that the veins

in his arms 'might be the map of my history. Or the map of this whole doomed

island.'143 In a sense this is the very reverse of the complete distance MacNeice felt

existed between himself and the topography of western Ireland in 'Western

Landscape'. While MacNeice believes that as a visitor he must 'add one stone to

the indifferent cairn,'144 Brian's very being is bound up with the landscape . In a

sense Brian is also the polar opposite of Gormlai. He does not share her distance

from her kinsmen and yet he is not as free as she is. He must await death on the

edge of battle in his tent.

Reading through MacNeice's Radio Plays in the Fifties and early Sixties, it is

possible to see a substratum of ideas which first appeared in the poems of the

previous decades. In Prisoner 's Progress Waters' depiction as 'a hero' who must

contend with his uncertain origins, neither entirely capable of grasping his

haunting past or the possibility of escape in the future arguably owes something to

the groundwork which was laid in MacNeice's discussion of his own mutating

identity in poems like 'Valediction' (1934), 'Carrickfergus' (1937) and 'Belfast'

(1929). Similarly the depiction of a disparate Irish community in which cultural

hybridity informs the very origins of the two warring parties in They Met on Good

Friday, can also be found in 'Western Landscape' (1945), Autumn Journal XVI

l 4 : Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, p. 256.
:43 ibid., p. 274.
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(1938) and 'Carrick Revisited' (1945). Unlike MacNeice's volumes of poetry

which, from the evidence of his correspondence with T. S. Eliot, it is possible to

conclude underwent a long process of consideration before they went to

publication, the radio plays were often produced very quickly . Given the pressured

conditions under which he produced such radio plays it is often possible to see him

falling back upon or relying upon ideas, images and anecdotes that he used in his

previous work as a poet. Peter Lewis' comments that his plays 'lacked the

crystalline excellence' of his poetry may be justified.145 While the plays and poetry

reflect the very different circumstances under which both were written, it is

possible to see the poetry as a distillation of ideas which would be expressed in the

more expansive genre of the Radio Plays in the final years of MacNeice's life.

:44ibid.. p. 257.
'"" Peter Lewis, p. 117.
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Conclusion

Louis MacNeice's poetic representation of Ireland from the late twenties to the

early sixties represents a growing interest in an interpretation of the experiential

and intuitive aspects of his own particular biography and a lessening of a reliance

on an engagement with Ireland which is based on her politics and culture. As his

career progressed, it also became abundantly clear that MacNeice's interest in

Ireland became inextricably associated with an interrogation of the possibilities

concerning whether poetry examines, influences or even creates identity. By

employing the detached vantagepoint of a reporter in 'Belfast' (1929), MacNeice

implies a damaging relationship between the feminine image of the 'shawled

factory woman' whom prays to a 'garish virgin' and the masculinity of the Orange

order. ' In 'Carrickfergus' (1937) MacNeice introduces autobiographical elements

but refracts this through the history of Northern Ireland. While he describes

himself as having been born into 'the Anglican Order' he also perceives the town

as a palimpsest of conflicting cultural influences which include the 'Norman

castle', 'the Catholic quarter' and the British soldiers.2 Eight years after this,

MacNeice responded to this poem with the far more open-ended and speculative

'Carrick Revisited' (1945) in which he blurs the line between the 'inherited' and

'acquired/ Affinities' which constitute his biography.3 These later poems on

Ireland tentatively explore the possibility of the poet's construction of the self

through poetic performance and question whether Ireland can be consigned

entirely to the past or whether it has a contemporaneous resonance.

Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems (ed.) E. R. Dodds. (London: Faber and Faber. 1979). p. 17.
ibid., p. 69.
ibid., p. 225.
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If MacNeice remained unsure whether poetry constructs and invokes identity

as well as describing it, then a new reading of his role in the context of his 1930s

English contemporaries might be suggested. While many of his contemporaries

including W. H. Auden and C. Day Lewis drew from the evangelising writings of

the extreme left, it is arguable that the internal conflicts involved in MacNeice's

writing disallowed the promotion of political ideologies. If poetry was a self-

reflexive and self-questioning entity for MacNeice, then it could not readily

become a means through which to prescribe 'the sickness of society.'4 The formal

and representative questions which MacNeice asked of poetry and (later) applied to

his Irish identity were so pervasive that they undermined the fixed certainty of

perspective that would have allowed him to adopt the evangelising voices of many

of his contemporaries. While the poet was accused of being evasive and

ideologically uncommitted by many retrospective critiques on the Thirties, it was

precisely his own commitment to what he perceived as the flawed representative

act of poetry that prevented his adoption of a unified and confident stance. The

cultural hyphenation which was involved in his Irish origins arguably promoted a

reliance on self-invention as the creation of the alternative to a mute, unmediated

and permanent sense of identity and denied the easy acceptance of poetry as an act

of description.

His questions concerning the capacity of language to 'represent the world' in

the terms laid out by the classical writers he studied and taught as a lecturer, may

have appeared to literary critics who were based in the English tradition, as an

alternative to an engagement with the ideological questions which were pressing in

Europe throughout the 1930s. Even Autumn Journal (1938) with its jaded

4 Stephen Spender. The Thirties and After (London: Faber and Faber. 1978 ). p. 17.
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discussion of the events that led up to the Munich Crisis has been perceived as a

reflective consideration of those events, rather than a muscular or didactic search

for ideological answers. Yet this consideration of the representative qualities of

poetry cannot be seen as a diversion if MacNeice's destabilised, Irish identity is

taken into account. MacNeice's refusal to believe that poetry could merely

comment upon his fractured identity arguably promoted his interest in classicism

and its interrogation of the representative act. Moreover the links between

classicism and a condition of cultural disenfranchisement in the context of

Northern Ireland is arguably registered in the interest which contemporary poets

such as Derek Mahon and Michael Longley have shown towards it. The

similarities that Irish critics have drawn between these writers and MacNeice have

evolved significantly since the late sixties when these claims were first made. An

early concentration on the similarities between the settings and ambiences of

MacNeice's and these later writer's work has given ground to the consideration of

the similarities of the stance both take towards the possibility of the poem as a

means of self-invention.

As with Yeats, MacNeice was conscious that his desire to write poetry arose

from a sense of crisis concerning the possibility or impossibility of the existence of

a mute, inarticulate, permanent and unmediated identity. While MacNeice

acknowledged the creative energy that his disenfranchised sense of a self allowed

him he was, nevertheless, always in search of the Platonic ideal of selfhood

(beyond mediation) in a place where 'the talk stops.' 5 What continued to be

inconclusive in his writing (and this could also be said to remain a driving force

behind much of the literature of cultures that perceive themselves to be

Louis MacNeice. Collected Poems, "A Hand of Snapshots", p. 449.
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disenfranchised) was whether this absolute and unmediated sense of identity was

something which remained outside his grasp or whether it was simply a delusion.
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